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Elections Tuesday

Look

Two school districts, Beechwood
tnd Federal, face specialelections
Tuesday, March 17, to float bond
issues covering proposed construo
tion.

Voters in the Federal school disfrom 2 to
f p.m. to cast votes on a $150,000
building program which includesa
sew gymnasium with adequate facilitiesfor community purposes.
trict will go to the polls

Beechwood residents
from

part.

girls between the ages of 10 and
21 to Join in the prograrifwhich

criticism of

dare

Present facilities are overcrowded
with the 415 students attending
school. Plans call for the new building to house the early elementary
grades.
Federal School PTA organized a
citizenscommitteeseveral months

My

ago to study school needs. The
$150,000 means the districtwould
raise an additional8H mills over
the present 4V4 mills being raised
for building and site, and debt retirement funds. Passage of the proposal, the committee says, would
give the district one of the most
up-to-dateplants in the county, yet
keeping the tax rate among the
lowest in this area.

Senator’s Wife
Fractures

LANSING

Knee

in Car Accident
The wife of a State Senator

re-

ceived a fractured right knee and

her

17-year-old daughter and
young friend were less seriously
injured when their oar crashed
into a tree at the six-way intersection of State and 21st St. at

James Nienhuis was chosen
8:03 a.m. today.
chairman of the committeefor the
Mrs. Clyde Geerlings, wife of
"get out the vote” campaign and
the committeewill provide trans- the State Senator of the 23rd disportation for any voter desiringit. trict. was to be taken to Blodgett
A district meeting will be held at Memorial Hospital in East Grand
1:30 p.m. to name an elector to
Rapids this afternoon for ^ specserve with the Board of Education
ialist's
treatmentfor a bad fracin taking charge of the election.
Booths will be set up in the prin- ture of the right knee.
cipal’s room.
Tbe Geerlings car, a ’41 model
The vote at Beechwood district was damaged to the extent of
means an additional9 mills on top
of the 5 mills being raised under about $400 when it jumped the
» previous bond issue and 7H cuit and plowed into a large tree'
mills for operation. Polls will be between the curb and tedewak
jet up in the school gymnasium. near the intersection.
Peter Meurer is president of the
' Ann Geerlings, 17, the driver,
district; John Essenburg, secretary; Fred Bocks, treasurer; Ted was unable to expiate Just what
Van Oosterhoutand Harvey De happened, and Gerrit Rooks, of
196 East 29th St., whose car was
Vree, trustees.
following the Geerlingscar told
police the car jute seemed to run
off the highway and kfc the tree.

~

(Special)
Sen.
Clyde Geerlings of Holland, Wednesday Introduced a bill in the
state senate that would allow
townshipswho so desire to elect
candidates for office on a nonpartisan baSis, as followed by
cities qt the present.
The Geerlings sponsored proposal would allow a single nonpartisan ballot if petitionedfor by
10 per cent of the qualified voters
and adopted by a majority of voters in a manner set forth in his
amendment proposal.

Holland Prepares
For Battle Creek

all over

people who use the findings of
science and research for better
farming and homemaking. Members take active parts in community activities. These young
people are aided and guided in
their efforts by cooperativeextension workers and local volunteer leaders trained by them."
Ottawa County's 4-H club work
is a part of the national system
of co-operative extension work in
agriculture and homemaking. The
program is sponsored Jointly by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Michigan State College and
the Ottawa County Board of Sup-

still

ring because of the

some commentators,

me when

- who Jumped

I voted in accord

Oh, sure I

am

accustomed to a

lambasting by left-wing"experts,”
but some of this latest blast came

from friend*who should know

bet-

ter, but apparently thought a little

"taking him down” would be helpful.

Among

those observing National
are more than 200
club leaders in Ottawa County.
In this county there is a council
of 16 members who meet every
second month to plan the county
club program. They include Distritt I— Mrs. Mildred Brans of
Grand Haven, Wilford Merz of
Spring Lake, Mrs. Howard Baldus
of Nunica and Gerald Bottema of
Spring Lake.
DistrictU— Elmo Heft, Edward

my

to the Chief Executive.

ervisors.

4-H Club

tf the

with a practically unanimous 13yearold policy of the Republican
Party and its leaders, which opposed a grant of legislative power

ty are organized groups of young

Township Ballot Plan

me

columnists and editors— one or two

Dice said, '‘4-H Chibs of the coun-

Geerlings Introduces

ears

in my -own District

Brieflydescribing 4-H activities,

|

Hoftmaa

balance the budget. I will do

7 to 9 p.m. on a $225,000

fss-rs-Hss

.

83rd Congressdoes not cut taxes,

ing.

bond
issue to finance a new elementary
school on a newly acquired site of
22 acres on Lakewood Blvd. locatJ|CrhtUJy nJftured WM M™* G«rllnfl« who received a fractured
ed a half-milewest of North River
right knee. She was to be taken to Blodgett Hospital In Grand
Ave. Plans call for seven classRapids this afternoon.
(Photo by Howard Voss)
rooms, an all-purposeroom, a kindergarten room and othpr facilities.

Record

Pleaae don't yell at

teaches youngsters to learn by dowill vote

at

More than 1,400 Ottawa County
4-H dub members fre observing
National 4-H Club Week this
week. As a part of' the national
observance Eugene F. Dice, 4-H
Club agent is urging boys and

Asks

Ths first Coast Guard vessel to trrlvs here this
shipping eeaeon was the cutter Sundew which
t ed up In the channel alongside the Holland station late yesterday afternoon.The Sundew docked
at 5:25 p.m. and left for 8t Joseph at 6:25 p.m.
From there ths cutter will proceed to Milwaukee

Week

via Chicago before beginning lee breaking duties
In the Straits of Maoklnae. White bars ths eutter
unloaded(shown above) buoy lights and chains.
CommandingOfficer Lt RJ. Maskte said ths
Sundew would probably return In a fsw weeks to
eat the buoys In Lake Macatewa.(Sentinelphoto)

MSC Journalism Group

Excessive Speed

Holland Furnace

Visiti Sentinel Plant
Four Journalism student*from
Michigan State (Collegewere
Brings
Holland Wednesday visiting TTie ’52 Sales
Holland Evening Sentinel They
Henry Telgenhof Jr., routs S. are part of a group teudying retail
pleaded guilty to driving at an ex- advertising and are surveying ad
vertising practices on Michigan
Profits
cessive apeed in a school zone and daily papers.
paid fine and costs of $37 before
Included in the group were Sally
The Holland Furnace Co. today
Park Township JusticeC. C. Wood Phelps of Prairie View, III, Bob
lUted net sales for 1952 of $35,021,Garrison of Grand Rapids, Ron
during the past week.
Jenkins of Detroit and Roger Nel- *70, an increass of $866,938 or 2%
Others paying fines were Bar-

$37 Fine

Maybe so.

It never did seem Important to
me when eating a breakfast egg or
a hen for supper, whether the ban
or the egg came«first.
Nor, do I now think It important whether this Congress first
balances the budget or first cuts
taxes. But, one thing I do khow:
We promised the people that we
would do both and a Congressman
had better keep those promises or
have a mighty good alibi ready

come November, ’54.
Though Truman was

in power,
the Republicon-controlled80th Congress reduced taxes and balanced
the budget. It can be done again,
but only if we cut expenditures,
and that we can do by eliminating
the watte and extravagance, quit
spending so many bilUant abroad,
practicea little economy ourselves.
If when you, or someone Jumps
on me because of some fancied
failure to follow the orders of eomeone never elected to office, Just
take a look at the Record. I am
only one of 435 in the House. It la
ray purpoee to vote not only to balance the budget, but to cut taxes
because I believe that a campaign’
praniaa it fomething more than
"political oratory’’—as do other
Michigan Republican Congressmen.
If President Eisenhower gets a
New Deal Coagreaa of domestic
and internationalspendersin '55,
t won’t be Wcauae I haven't gone
along with the Party’s campaign
promises, worked and voted to
dean up the "mesa" here at borne

Kelly and Mrs. Russell Lowing,
all of Conklin and Henry Modderman, Marne.
Coach Fred Weiss scheduleda
District III— Cornelius Zuidema;
workout at the Armory for his Mrs. Marie Bosnian, Lloyd Van
Holland High School cage team Doornik, John Bronkema and Mrs.
this afternoonas the Dutch get Huldah Roach, all of Holland.
ready for their second regional District IV— Mrs. Fred Abel, Hudtournament game.
aonviUe, Wayne Lowing, of Jenison,
Holland plays Battle Creek in a Edward Butler of Hudeonville
_________ _ ^ ^
son of Detroit.
per cent over the 1951 total of $34,semi-final regional tilt Friday at and John Brower of Zeeland.
Officersare Mrs. Bosman, presd- bara Th^s, route 1, speeding,
7 p.m. at Western Michigan ColOther Journalism groups will go 155,032. Net income of $1,307,001
lege gym in Kalamazoo.
dent; Elmo Heft, vice president ®uel Simpson, Grand Rapids, to Flint, Saginaw and Pontiac.
was equivalent to $1.45 per share
More work against the zone de- and Henry Moddermon, oeeretery. excessive speed, $12; Elena BoUeas compared with $1,818,410 or $2.02
feme w«s on today’s docket. Batma, Grand Rapids, failure to have
Miss Geerlings received t laceiv tle Creek has used the zone deper share for 1951.
Rails
car under central $12; Harold D.
a ted tongue and bruises and was
fense in recent games on occasion
Rites
This information was included In
discharged after treatment in Hol- and Weiss expects they will use it
Holt rate, 290 Birch Ave., failure
of
n
letter sent to stockholders,signland hospital,’n* third occupant, Friday. Also, Benton Harbor usee
to have car under control $12;
ed
by P. T. Qieff, president
13-year-oM Mary Ellen Dslman, a zone.
Kenneth L. Berends; 72 East 16thFor
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
St.,
failure
to
observe
clear
disCash
dividend payments for the
But the Dutch aren’t counting
tance ahead, $12; Albert H. Sohut,
ZEELAND (Speciaf)- A Grand Dalman of 610 State St., received anything ahead at this time exyear totsled $1,801,768, representHudsonviJle, red light, $7.
and abroad. «
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Rapids man narrowly escaped in- a lacerationof the left cheek and cept Battle Creek. “We’ll play
ing $2 a share on the 900,884
shock. She is expected to leave
Most Holland churches scheduled
Ethel Jean O’Niel, Lakeside
Again, I tugged to my frieixto,
jury Wednesday when a semi-truck
them one at a time,” Weiss said.
The body of 1st Lt. Lindsay Bar- shares of stock outstanding.
Holland Hospital Friday. All three
Take a look at the Record.”
loaded with eight tons of merchanAlthough Battle Creek’s re- special prayer services Wednesday Trailer Park, driving without a tholomew, son of Mr. and Mrs.
victims were taken to the hospital
observe annual Day of Prayer Michigan driver’s license, $8.90;
Current assets amounted to $17,.
d se ploughed into the guard rails
cord isn’t too impressive, Holland
in two ambulances.
for Crops and Industry. The day Peter Van Gelderen, route 2, no Kenneth Bartholomew of Nunica
702,834, including cash snd United
along M-21 near the Beaverdam
is on the lookout for everything.
Senator Geerlings who wag atroad intersection.
The Cereal City lads can play top- had originated as a day for spec- operator’s license, $8.90; Don and husband of the former Wilma States Treasury obligationsof $8,
tending to legislativebusiness in
Ward Bush was driving a Holland
notch basketball and if they’re ial prayers for crops. Later indus- Berks, route, expired chauffeur's D. Anderson of Spring Lake, will 474,166.Current liabilities were Fire
Lansing was called home, arriving
Motor Express semi-truck east on shortly before noon. He and an- hitting they can ring up a lot of try was added, but in general it license, $8.90; Howard Berema, arrived today ait Kanimeraad
$4,665,789. Working capital amountis observed in this area as plain Hamilton, entering Holland State
points.
the highway when a gas truck stopFuneral Home where funeral serother daughter, Mary Jo, a studPrayer
Day.
Schools
observed
the
P®rk
after closinghours, $7; M. A.
ed to $13,037,045.Ratio of current
ped to make a left hand turn. A ent at Hope College,were to go to
The team uses a pressing manvices will be held Saturday at _
car driven by John Housings and Grand Rapids this afternoon.
•sets to current liabilitieswas 3 8
to-man defense and a torrid fast event at specialexercises Wednes- 1 Hunojoza, 47 East 13th St., entering
day morning.
Holland State park after closing p.m. Chaplain W. Murphy of MilFENNVILLE (Special)
Fire
break on offense.
to 1.
Att Holland High School, the Rev. hours, $7.
by Jake 06 vri«
waukee will officiateand burial
of
undetermined
origin Tuesday
both of Holland, were also stopped
On offense Battle Creek also
The letter further revealed that
will be in Otiawa Center CemeHenry Van Dyke of Fourth Reafternoon destroyed one of the laN
uses a figure ‘‘8’’ and a man
the 888 truck t0 tarntery Under auspices of the 2473rd expenditures for improvements gest barns in the area, a 200 by
formed Church gave an appropriate
Bush felt that his vacuum brakes Civic
breaks down the middle. If he's
during
1952
totaled $331,179. Of thU
Air Force Reserve Training Cent
were not holding and attempted to
covered it usually leaves a man illustrated message. Music was
amount $110,469 went into build- 80 foot structure with surrounding
er of Milwaukee.
provided by a trio consisting of
Notified
sheds, owned by Clarence Kublick.
go around the right side of the
open on the outside and that man
All of the boys will be flown “Jf8 and factory improvements; The place is better known as the
Norma Nynas, Jane Scully and
parked vehicles. He scraped the
cuts toward the basket to take a
over by the government and will $165,038for machinery and equip- Clark Raymond farm.
Nita Van Lente, all iriembers of
pass.
ment, and $55,672for new cleaner
arrive at Grand Haven Saturday
the a cappella choir.
^i4'',dhet^r7ra‘i,,™tk
be,0re
Starting lineup for Battle Creek
Officially of
trucks and motors. The company's Mrs. Kublick was home alone
morning
to attend the services.
At
a
Junior
High
School
assemtruck cane to rest inches GRAND HAVEN (Special)
is expected to be Mac Behnake
current investment in land, build- at the time and after she noticed
Lt. Bartholomew was born in
the blaze she went a mile to the
mom a 12-foot water-filledditch H. Klaas (Claude) Bolthouse, 63, and Ken Griffin at forwards, big bly, John Hesselink,student at
ings and equipment amounts
Nunica May 17, 1929, and was
home of a neighbor, Clifton Batey,
and was held back only by the died early today at his home in 6'4” Phil Jones at center, and
$4,381,875.
death graduated from CoopersvilleHigh
tables of the guard rail. No one Ferrysburg following a long ill- Percy Thompsett and Harold
During
the year 1952, the com- to call for help. Batey was the
School. He was a student at the
first to arrive on the scene and
Eanes at guards.
was seriouslyinjured and the load ness.
Michigan College of Mining and pany absorbedhigher manufactur- •aid the whole interior was
grade
gfrl*
action
He
was
a
member
of
Spring
was transferredto a smaller truck
Two men who spell the reguing costs without any offsetting inTechnologyat Houghton tor three
Lake Reformed Church and the lars, including Tom Fegan. are
•nd returned to Holland.
crease in the selling price of the by that time. The barn was wired
years before enlistingin the Air
for electricity.
A similar accident happened less Men’s Adult Bible Class. He serv- taller than Jones. All in all, Battle
products. In common with many
Force. He received his first trainAlso lost in the blaje were three
ed on the consistory as both an Creek uses about 10 men during
man a month ago in almost
other manufacturers, at the end o
ing at Lakeland AFB in San AnBible school at Third ReformedI Secretorv oTiL '7'™
elder and deacon for about 40 a game.
•me manner in that area.
1951 the company had on hand the tractors and accompanying tools,
tonio, Texas, and at Greenville,
Church, gave a talk at Van Raalte1
° * ** Armyyears and was a Sunday School
largest inventory in company his- three trucks, a large quantity <d
In Five-A league competition
Miss., in 1952 he received his
teacher, and superintendent for this season, Battle Creek lost sev- School.'' 'nie \arly elemcnitaiy'ctrt^ J rewiwli word^tha^* theli^ son'^vas
tory amounUng to $8,876,544. This corn and many head of hogs. Exwings and was graduated from
most of his adult life.
inventory
was made up of high tent of loss had not been determinen and won just one. Other teams « er™™ .>ir,yer and
i" a«ion and up uZ „
the Williams AFB in Phoenix,
He served as director of the in that league are Lansing Eastded aPPr°Pn* no other word had been received.
priced materials, and increased ed today, but la partly covered by
Ariz., May 10, 1952, on which date
Ferrysburg school board for 17 ern, Lansing Sexton, Jackson and
labor and overheadcosts. Its turn- insurance.
Mrs. George Huff, missionaryold, wm TmemSr'T the Firte he was married in the base chapel over resultedin a higher manufac- Kublick was in Benton Harbor
years and was a member at the Ann Arbor.
from Africa, spoke brieflyto 6ie Cavalry Division, serving in Tokyo to Miss Anderson, daughter of Mr. turing cost of sales, amounting to where he is working with his brotime the new school which recentchi dren at Longfellowschool at for 20 months before going to and Mrs. Lawrence Anderson, 410
ly was damaged by fire was built.
600,000, With a view to market ther, Gilbert a contractor.Kublick
East River St., Spring Lake. He
their Prayer Day assembly. Her- Korea in July, 1950.
He was employed by Johnston
conditionsin general, the 1952 pro- had purchasedthe farm about two
completed six weeks training at
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Bros, in Ferrysburg for over 40 Safety
duction was limited to minimum years ago from Clark Raymond.
« rt Ha^ington was announcer and He was
>n Grand Haven
Peggy Tillema led responsive read- Jan. 8, 1931 and was formerly em- the Luke Gunnery School at inventoryrequirements,and the
Eleven-year-old James LaRue, is years and retired Jan. 19, 1951,
The Fennville Fire Department
mgs. Mrs. Van Wyk’s group sang ployed at the Soil Conservation Phoenix, and then came home on final 1952 inventory was $6,753,396, was unable to control the blaze
^,n0Uf ^ndition today in because of ill health. Before his
a prayer hymn and James Bos Service and Fett Brothers Grocery a 19-day furlough before being down $2,123,148 from the preceding but was instrumentalin keeping
Muske8°n* fol- retirement he served seven years
played two trombone
Store. He spent five months at sent to Korea.
year.
it from spreading to a garage.
a" accklent at about 4:30 as foreman and the last year as
He was killed in an aircraftacMiss Esther Everse gave a chalk Fort Knox, Ky., where he took his
Monday afternoon. James, son of superintendent.
The company sells and services
Further plans for the city’s talk at Washingtonschool, accom- basic training and after a five-day cident in Korea on Jan. 7, the day its products in a completely defMr. and Mrs. Harold W. LaRue
Besides the wife, he is survived
1428 Pennoyer Ave., fell under a by a daughter,Julia, and a son, safety program and discussion of panied by John Bos at the piano, furlough at home, was assigned to after receivinghis promotionfrom ferent way than any other manugarbage truck in the alley behind Adrian, both at home; a sister, bills now under consideration by Two songs were sung by the chil- Camp Grate in Tokyo early in second to first lieutenant.
facturer in the industry. Instead of
He was the first local soldier Besides the wife and parents, he dealers it operates through its own
his home and receiveda frac- Mrs. Martin Sietsema of Ferrys- the state legislature were dis- dren and special three-part
tured right leg and pelvis and burg, and a brother, Adrian, of cussed at a meeting of the Safety by Mrs. Gertrude Douwstra’s sixth reported missing in action in Ko- is survived by a sister, Virginia, factory branches. Because of this,
rea and now is the sixth killed in 15, and a brother, Rodney, 13.
Committee,the newest committee grade
it can control the end use of its
internal injuries when the rear Spring Lake.
The body arrive^ in San Fran- products and so guarantee satisfacof
the
Chamber
of
Commerce
John
Pelon,
student
at
Western
actionFour others still are listed
wheel* of the truck ran over him.
The body will remain at Kamcisco on the ship Rock Spring tory results. This demands a wellmeraad Chapel until Monday noon headed by Clarence Grevengoed. Theological seminary, spoke at •*
*n?nd*T
2,
CHICAGO— In a surprise more,
Through
joint action of the Cham- Lincoln school. The student body Surviving besides the parents Victory and was one of 126 Kor- trained, efficient organizationsince
•Pring Lake, was collectinggar- when It will be taken to the
School Supt. Herold C. Hunt Wedbage with his li-ton truck when church for public services at 2:30 her of Oomerce and the dty of sang two hymns and sixth grad- are two brothers and two sisters, ean war dead which were returned the installationof heating equipStanley, Gerald and Lorraine, all on the same ship. Seven were ment is a construction problem, nesday asked for a release from
.•bout six children hung on the p.m., followed by burial in Spring Holland,Holland has joined the ers provided other
At Christian High School Hero at home’
Robert Tip- from Michigan.
followingcarefully engineered his $30,000 a year Job effective
back of the truck. He chased them Lake Cemetery.Relatives are ask- NationalSafety Commission, and
Sept. 1 so that he can accept a
plans.
on, but unknown to the driver, ed to meet in the church parlors Chairman Grevengoed has set up Bratt of the faculty led the exer- *word ^ sPrin« Lake and the
sub-commmitteesto work on the clses. Appropriate services
Mr.
and
Mre.
Anton
The company operates in moat of newly created job in the graduate
Holland Woman Diet
•fro®8 again Jumped on the side •t 2 p.m. lor a private prayer ser- project
were heldbin other Christian
Ro*>*iison Township,
the states, currentlymaintaining school of educationat Harvard
of the truck and held to the door vice.
The group is opposed to Senate schools.
At Chicago Hospital
more than 500 branches in order University.
handle. As the truck started, the
Bill 1038 which would give any
At Harvard, Hunt will hold the
t(r do so. These braches are groupFormer Remient Diet
boy lost his balance arjd fell
resident of the state who has
Mrs. Albert Schuiteman of 253 ed Into divisions,of which there Charles W. Eliot professorshipof
Heat Firm Fined
Glen Hill, another garbage colWord was received in Holland West 15th St. died Wednesday
education in the graduateschool.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) possesseda valid operator’s li- Recreatioa Building
lector, saw the incident from
Tuesday night of the death of Mrs. noon at Billings Hospital in Chi- are 10, each with a manager at He will be the first professor in
cense for 10 years with a record
Thom
as ma Brothers,Grand Raits head. Division headquarters are
Plan*
Available
Friday
•bout • block away. He had called
C. R. Stuchell in a Detroit hos- cago after a lingering illness. She
pid*, through one of Hi partner*, of no accidents or injury a perlocated strategically around the this endowed chair which was
• warning to Spencer, but the latpital Monday night. Mrs. Stuchell was 65 years old
manent operator’s license.
John
Thomasma,
appeared
.before
Complete
construction plans for
country. This system has been offered him a year ago.
ter was unable to hear him. Hill
the
former
Irene
Olsen,
lived
in
The group also is somewhat op- the Municipal Recreation building
Survivingare the husband; used for years, working out from Hunt came to Chicago nearly six
Justice Fredrick J. Workman of
arrived on the scene almost imposed to House Bill 19 limiting 5® be available Friday, March Holland before moving to Detroit. three sisters, Mrs. Rena Knuteon
Spring Lake Wednesday night, and
a training and control* viewpoint years ago from Kansas City, Ma
mediately. The child was taken to
speeds on the highways to 65 dur- 13 for concernsinterestedin bid- She is survived by the husband; a of Holland and Mrs. John Van
He was selected at the time after
pleaded guilty to a charge of manuthe local hospital by ambulance
daughter, Mrs. George Melliker, Wingen and Mrs. George Stein- more satisfactorily than any other a year-long search for a successor
facturing five rings of fresh Hver ing the day and 50 at night with djfl* on the project,City Manager
the company has tried.
and immediately transferredto
•H other speeds at a maximum of Harold C McClintocksaid today. Jr., and a granddaughter, Martha brecker of Grand Rapids, and a
to William H. Jonson who resignsausage which contained a quantiAnn. Funeral services and burial sister-in-law, Mis. Adeline Vander
Hackley hospital.Because of his
50, mainly because of the enforceed under fire of several civic and
The plans will be availablefrom
ty of animal hair. He paid $75
ment problem.
will be held in Detroit on Thurs- Wege of Pique, OWo.
condition, it was impossiblsto
Crotk Victim Some
school organizationsin 1946.
the architecturalfilm, Louis KJi«fine and $3.90 costa. The complaint,
move him to Grand Rapids.
Funeral services win be held
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
OH"** Senate eott and Associates in Kalama- day.
Hunt lived in Holland, Mich., dursigned by an officer of the bureau
Saturday afternoon, 1:30 at Ver The condition of Mrs. Lizzie ing his high school years and durThe boy, who suffers from _ of marketing,alleged the offense Bill 1132 known as the long holi- zoo and not here, McClintock
Lee Funeral Home and 2 pjn. at Boettoher, 75, Grand Haven, who ing his senior year was mayor of'
bone disease, usually has one leg occurred Nov. 14, 1952, when the day bill in which aU secular holi- said.
Fined on Beer Count
day* would fan on MoreJay.
Bethel Reformed Church. The was seriously Injured in an acci- Holland High School. He has dein a sort of sling and uses
The
blueprints
will
be
mads
up
meat was sold to the Teunis FoodGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Rev. C. G. Reynen and the Rev. J. dent Friday night when struck by grees from the Universityof MichiBrace Van Leuwen, chairman of
crutch. He was no>t using the
land in Grand Haven. The case
James Koate, 18, Grand Haven, Hogenboora will officiate and bur•rutch, however, at the time of
a car driven by Ernest H. Win- gan and Columbia Ui
l*tud*in«
pkurvbinf,
originallyopened in the court of
plans for annual Fire Prevention ventilatingand electrical Bidding arrested by dty police Feb. 23 for ial will be at Pilgrim Home Ceme- gard, 21, Holland, was reported has taught
the accident.
the late Justice George Hoffer, but
fumiahing
beer
to
minors,
paid
tery. 'Die body reposes at the fun- as being unchanged Tuesday by Mich arri
Officer Delbie De Gran «f the due to his illness and subseaueatWeek with the possibility that companies may obtain one or
*50 fine and $4.85 coats in Justice eral home where friends may
^tend
ntey Join aw MtioMi «m- more of the blueprint sections by
tfty polios investigated.
death the aaac was delayed.
T. A. Husted’s aourt Tuesday ai- call Friday from * to 5 and 7 to 9 Municipal Hospital No charge has
tete.
as yet been placed ayia* Wiowriting ths Katemaaoa finn.
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Ahead

High School Five

Locals Pul

Comes Out Strong

h

Final Minutes

Second Half

At

PlamweB

In

After a ao-eo first half, Holland

High School’s basketballteam

m.

really let loose in the second half

and trampled Grand Rapids Centra 73-56 in the local’s opening
regional tournament game at
Western MichiganCollege gym in
Kalamazoo Tuesday night
1 Thus, Holland advances to the
regional semi-finalsand meets
Battle Creek on the same floor
Friday night at 7 p.m. Battle
Creek drew a first-roundbye. In
the other game Tuesday, Grand
r .i <*
Rapids Creston defeated Grand
Rapids Ottawa Hills 63-46 and
will play the winner of tonight’s
Kalamazoo Central-BentonHarbor game Friday at 8:30 p.m. The
Tbs Chomp, ths Colonelond the Horse All Out for
two finalistsmeet- Saturday at
8 p.m.
Steps
In Tuesday's game. Central
was able to stay with Holland for
two quarters, but "school was
Col. Cheff’s
out” for the Hilltoppers shortly
after the third quarter started
when versatile Jack Kempker Heavyweightchampion Rocky conditioning for my legs.”
Meanwhile, Marciano also is
drove into the basket for two Marciano races with horses sometimes and says they're perfect for concentrating on other phases of
quick field goals and Carl Visschconditioning.
his spirited and strenuoustrainer Mid Terry Bums added free
The blockbuster from Brockton, ing program. It’s becoming more
throws to put the locals out ahead
Mass., canters along beside a evident each day that all the em39-31. From then on it was Holhorse for as much as six miles dur- phasis isn’t being placed, on Just
land all the way.
The Dutch outscoredCentral ing his morning roadwork as he one punch. Rocky is throwing a
trains for his April 10 title fight multitude of left jabs and he’s
20-13 in the third qaurter and
with Jersey Joe Walcott in Chi- feinting, bobbing and weaving con2(1-12 in the fourth quarter. At
cago.
stantly in the warm-up drills.
the end of the third quarter the
Rocky’s host at his training Both A1 Weill, his manager,and
score stood at 53-44 in Holland’s
camp, here, P. T. Cheff, often Charlie Goldman, his trainer,
favor.
takes a routine ride in the morn- think the champion’sraces with
During the third period Holing.
the horses are a good idea.
land made five out of 12 field
‘T thought It would be a good
Weill chips in philosophically,
goal tries and 10 out of 11 foul
Idea to run with his horse," the "Rocky had the first laugh on
Shota. And in the last quarter the
champion decided. "I don’t say I Waldott and he’ll have the last.
locals connected, on eight out of
can beat the horse, but it’s good It may even be a horse laugh.*’

m
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.....
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Rocky Marciano

By Racing With

o Conter

Up Training

Horse

12, 1951

Gym

Hail to the MIAA basketball
champion— Hope College.
The Dutch were champions
every inch of the way Monday
night as they battled their way
to a 91-85 \4ctory over the Kalamazoo College Hornets in that
crocial playoff game at Plalnwell

High School gym.
crowd ’estimated at 1,350
Jammed every available spaoe in
the gym to watch the thrill-*>acked game.
It gives Hope undisputedfirst
place in the 1952-53 race and also
the first place points toward
MIAA all-eportatrophy. Thus
the Dutch end their season with a
record of 11 MIAA victorieeand
just two defeats.The overall season record is 14 victories and
eight defeat*.

Rocky Marciano

Imfians Clobber

111 companies and had won out over all but tight
going Into laet week's shoot Drawing a bead on
the earners are (left to right) 8FC Clair Zwlep,
CpI. Keith Pea, 8gt Roy Strengholt, Pfe. Ron
Vander Yaoht and CpI. Al Driesenga.
(Sentinelphoto)

Olive Center
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)

Maroon Capture

Mr. and Mrs. Simon Koopman

Hapless Rogers

of

For Class D Title

days with Mrs. Peter Zeldenruat
and Mr. and Mrs. John Boers.
The Home Economics club will

Coach John Viseer’s charges
now have the MIAA title for two
consecutive seasons.

Attracts Capacity

Firs rifleman from Holland National Guard Co. D
last week complstcdcompetition firing for the
State National Guard Small Bore title. Results of
all companiesart being compiled. The squad had
earlier won regimental and battalion championships. Tha man began shooting againet more than

A

Monday’s win for Hope must
be termed a team effort, jlowever,

Illinois recently

spent a few

meet next Tuesday, evening,

Feiirth Straight

Against

ZeeM

Coach Harley Henderson’* Sau- March 17, at 7:45 at the Irome of
HoUand Christian High Schoo
Mrs. Henry Van Kampgn. The
gatuck
Indians had an easy time
eager* copped their fourth straighl
eran guard Ron Bos, who was
lesson is on "Color in Dress” and
playing his first starting role in taking the class D district each member is asked to wear a districtbasketball crown at thi
to Drills
since he injured his knee against trophy Saturday night at the dress or suit, whose color ahe feels Armory Saturday night by sub
the Adrian Bulldogs at the Armduing a itubtwrn Zeeland quintet
Armory by outclassing a hapless is becoming to her.
Capadty crowds both Saturday ory Feb. 12.
Charlene,21-year-old daughter 49-35.
Grand
Rapids
Roger*
outfit
70-27.
and Sunday afternoonswatched His all-around floor play, both
of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Weener,
Christian built up a command
on offense and defense,particular- The Indians won the local tour- is a patient at Holland Hospital
world’s heavyweightboxing chamly the way he repeatedly fed the nament the eaay way, being followingan emergency appen- ing first half lead on the Chb
pion Rocky Mardano work out at ball into the forward line of Bob
Saturday night and then coastet
forced to play just, the Saturday dectomy last week.
the pavilion on the Holland Fur- Hendrickson, Bob Viseer and
to victory. The Hollanders looke<
The
Red
Cross
chairman
Jerry Jacobson, more or less over- game for the title. Saugatuck
nace Co. picnic grounds.
FranklinVeldheer, has appointed good in the first 16 minutes a
Several were turned away Sat- shadowed his point total of 21 for had drawn a bye while Rogers had a number of co-workers. The play, flashing a smooth passim
the evening.
already walloped Marne for a township will again be canvassed attack and some well execute<
urday and Sunday the "standing
But that constant threat of Bos finals berth.
by school districts, a plan which cuts and screens. Shooting wa
room only” sign was up before the proved a pricky thorn in the
Saugatuck
had
too much height has worked very well in the past. definitely off form as the Maroonj
champ started his drills.
Hornet’s defense all evening. Add
had to take several pokes at tin
Rocky was about as sharp Sun- to his performancethe outstand- and too much poise for the out- The workers are: Olive Center, hoop before connecting. The sec
13 field goals and four out of five
manned
Rogers
outfit.
With
the
John Veneberg and Comle Vanday as he has been since the start- ing play of such men as John
ond half was a different stor:
foul tries.
ing drills in Holland a week ago Brannock, Hendrickson, Visser exception of one man on the Rog- den Bosch; Ottawa and New Era,
Hulst,
51;
Rillema,
48;
Lanting,
with the Chix fightingback to ge"
Central, meanwhile, missed 11
Saturday.The champ repeatedly and Jacobson and you have the ers team, the Indians towered Neal Boersema; Ovens, Henry
47; Lauren Wassink, 29; Ron Wininto the game while the Maroon
out of 16 field goal tries in the
over
the
losing
quintet.
In
addiconnected with his favorite punch- reasons for Hope’s great showing.
Hop; East Crisp, Nick Redder and
3 All-Star Tilts
demuller, 17 and Roger Scholten,
third period and two out of five
tion, the Indians handled the Bernard Koetje; West Crisp, Wil- were showing as little as possibli
es against three differentsparring
Brannock, especially,who was
14.
to take the decision.
foul tries, and in the last quarball much better than did the Jit- lard Wolters and Gerrit Driezpartners.
playing in a reserve role, was outWith scouts from rival school
ter the Grand Rapids team missed
The two week-end workouts standing as he repeatedly outgun- tery Grand Rapids club.
enga; Harlem, Jerold Jipping;
15 out of 20 field goal attempts, Slated
From the outset, it was ap- North Holland, Harry Schamper sitting in the crowd, Coach Ar
now make a total of 104 rounds of ned Kalamazoo's flashy Manny
Tuls ordered his club to go into
but made two out of two good
sparring since the champion start- Glasser. The Benton Harbor pro- parent that the game was going and Henry Elzinga; West Olive,
from the charity line.
ed training for his April 10 bout duct covered the boards like a to be little more than a warmup Lewis Kamphuis; Borculo, Mar- rotary offense, using stalling tact
Dining the first quarter, Holwith Jersey Joe Walcott. He has blanket and gained a good share for the Henderson dub. Conse- tin Essenberg; Townline and ics as much as possible.In fac
In School
the Dutchmen refused to use
land was off in the passing dehad 340 milea of roadwork in that of his 21 points via tip-ins and quently the Indian coach had good Noordeloos, Ken Arendsen.
pivot man as is usually the cas<
partment and many of the closeJersey Joe
time.
chance
to
use
most
of
his
reserve
close-in shots, many time* after
Mrs. Martin Boers of Zeeland with their rotary, but merel'
Three Al-Star games wiH feain passes teemed to be just a bit
Sunday’s first sparring oppon- taking the rebound.
material.
was a week-end guest at the home spread five men "around thi
off timing. Central, on the other ture the final Saturdayof basketWorld heavyweight boxing ent was big Billy Noble of Grand Paced by Hendrickson’*eight Saugatuck got off to fast start, of Mrs. Henry Redder.
horn," and methodicallyrotated
hand, was hitting consistently ball at the Holland Christian high Champion Rocky Mardano resum- Island,Neb., and a sharp right to points, Hope managed to stay at but then slowed up the attack
Word was received here of the shootingonly when a man wa
from outcourtand forged ahead school gym, according to John ed his regular stint of six miles of the midsection by Mardano just least one or two points out front somewhat enabling the pint sized
death of Mrs. Harry Ericksen, of open under the hoop. During thi
8-3, 12-7 and 17-13 before a Hol- Ham, supervisor in diarge for the roadwork and his daily workout before the end of the first round most of the first quarter. When Rogers outfit to narrow the marMuskegon last Wednesday. She point in the contest,the scrappy
land spurt made it 18-19 in Cen- Holland Recreation department. at the Holland Furnace picnic staggeredBilly, but he regained the horn blew k was 24-22 in gin to 8-5 with two minutes left
was
the former Evelyn De Witt Chix made a serious bid to closi
his poise and went on to box the Hope’s favor. During that time in the perod. live quick points
tral’s favor just before the horn The three loops wound up regular grounds following a day off Mon
and the family lived on the place tiie gap. Using a sleeper fas
champ for another round.
day.
sounded.
season play last Saturday.
Glasser counted 12 point* for K- in the last minutes, however now occupied by the Fred Vetiebreak and some good shooting thi
Phil Sandersonwas next on the College.
Highlight Monday was a visit
During that first period big
All star teams chosen from each
gave the Indians a 13-5 lead at berg’s.
Zeeland club whittled the 15 poin
Dean Vander Wal plunked in 11 of the three grades participating to Center theater accompaniedby list and the fast-stepping Negro
Brannock with eight, Boa with the horn.
A group of neighbors staged a deficit at halftime to nine point
of Holland’s 18 points. Bobo Bouk- will meet the champs of eech of his staff and sports writers to see from Chicago caught a couple of seven and Hendrickson with aix
From this point on, it was a surprise party on Mr. and Mrs. on one occasion in the final quart
Rocky’s
good
lefts
during
the
one
night had six for Central and the three leagues in Saturday's again the reel of his Philadelphia
kept Hope in the game during rout with the Saugatuck dub
J. Kort and their two children
finale. In addition,one playoff is bout with Jersey Joe Walcott last round.
Terry Barr had five.
the second period and the count scoring at will against an excepon March 5. The Kort family The Hollanders couldn’t be ac
Eighteen-year-old
Romvy
Sidortz
Sept.
23
when
Marciano
won
the
scheduled
for,
the
eighth
grade
ended at 49-47 in Hope’s favor tionally loose Rogers zone defense.
Both teams were off during the
formerly lived in Grand Rapids cused of being "hot" at the hoo;
from South Bend, Ind., also went when the teams left the floor for
second period, although Holland circuit Both the Spartans and world’s heavyweightcrown.
Paced by William Bale with 12 and have recently purchased the Saturday night, hittinga bare 2!
one
round
with
the
champion.
He
Blackjacks
are
tied
for
the
top
Rocky
has
often
admitted
the
the
intermission.
John
Gideon
who
did manage to outscore Central
market* in the second stanza, the farm of the late Herman Hasse- per cent of their shots. Time afte:
is a student at South Bend Wash- replaced Sam Grow early in the
15-12. Kargjker paced the locals with 4-2 records. In games last Walcott fight was the toughest
Indians doomed the Rogers hopes voort. The guests furnished and time the Maroons would work th<
ington High School and keenly in- stanza, paced the Hornets with
with seven points. During that Saturday in the eighth grade one in his list of 48 professional
early. By halftime it was Sauga- served lunch and the evening was ball in close only to miss the eas;
division, the Blackjacks edged the fights— all of which he has won— terested in the boxing game. Rai- eight points followedby Glaaaer
quarter Holland smissed on nine
tuck 35, Rogers, 10.
spent getting acquainted with the layup shot. The Maroons did ver
Eaglet, 14-12 and the Lakers stop- and he’s studying every motion of ny said he “just wanted the ex- with seven and Gordon Dudley
out of 12 field goal attempts.
Balanced scoring featured a 19 new neighbors. The guest list in little in the way of outcour
*
ped the Spartans, 15-4. High for the old reel as part of his training
with
five.
And in those
ie first tarn
two quarters
point Indian scoring splurge in eluded Mr. and Mrs. Peter Jacob- shooting in contrast to their wii
the Blackjacks was Dave Klaver in an attempt to defeat Walcott Saturday the champion went
Coach Visser had to replace
the score wass knottaiMvendifthe
third quarter with four play- sen; Mr. and Mrs. Ben Jacobsen, over South Haven on Thursda]
two
rounds
with
Noble
and
two
with eight and Paul Sternberg again in his re-match April 10 in
Hendrickson during the third
ferent times.
ers doing the scoring. Ralph Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wyrick, Mr. night.
with Sanderson.
with seven for the bakers.
Chicago.
That’s
exactly
four
quarter
because
the
big
felk
had
Holland’s
He also punched the bags both four fouls and was shaking off the Troutman led the attack with six and Mrs. Charles Bartels, Mr. and
Both clubs had their reboundinj
Trailing the loop leaden are weeks from next Friday.
shoved to the
afternoons. Sunday'sentire work effects of a cold. The loss of marker* with his teammates close Mrs. John Wedevan, Mr. and stars with Ken Scholten and Ear
the Eagles with a 3-3 mark and
half and such combinationsas the Lakers with 1-5. High acorers
out consisted of 13 timed rounds. height told many time* under the behind. Rogers could do little in Mrs. Albert Gefrtman, Mr. and Schipper doing the major shan
Kempker to Visscher, back to in the loop are Klaver, 45; Herm
The championshipfight will be a boards and Kalamazoo was able the way Of scoring as they were Mrs. Jerold Geertman, Mr. and for the Maroons and Allen Kraa
Kempker or over to Israels, or to Tula, 37; Gord Mouw, 24; Ron
15 rounder.
B
to tie it up at 68-all as the horn forced to shoot from outcourt knd Mrs. Bert De Haan, Mr. and Mrs. for the Chix. Ron Nykamp wa
Vander Wal really dazzled the Weener, 19; Sternberg,18 and
were getting one shot at the bas- Julius Bartels and Mr. and Mrs. also in under the hoop for thi
Stan Vine and Jerry Roberts ended the period.
Hill toppers and showed the fans Chuck Vander Vuase, 17.
from' the Kalamazoo CAA boxing
Dutch but he sat out a good por
With the lead see-rawing back ket each time. By the end of the Jim Driezenga.
Just why the locals are ranked
In the seventh grade loop the
club put on an exhibition bout and forth during the early part «< third period the score stood 54-20.
tion of the game with four per
No. 2 in Michigan high school Shooting Stan clinched tint place Slated
Saturday. Sunday Dick Van Lin- the fourth quarter, Coach Visser
Saugatuck used reserves much
sonals even though he tied fo
drdes.
beating the Rockets, 11-9. Jim
den and Jimmy Weller provided sent Hendericksonback into the of the last quarter, but still manhigh scoring honors.
Three games are scheduled the extra attraction.
Besides teamwork, Holland's Kool had seven for the Stan.
game and he helped the locals aged to outpoint the Grand Rap- Holland
The Hollanders showed well ii
Thursday
and
two
Friday
in the
riming of rebounds was vastly The Lakers took second spot by
Wesley Ramey from Grand Ra pull to an 83-78 lead before he ids dub. The Rogers crew lost all
the
first period of play as the
"B" Recreation BasketballLea- pids had several of his "boys”
improved during that second half edging the Warrion, 14-12. Jeff
semblance of an attack in the finretiredwith five fouls.
jumped off to a quick lead—
gue’s double-elimination
tournadown to watch Sunday's workout.
and Central had to fight to get Akena had 10 for the Laken. FolFrom then on Hope stayed al quarter when they lost their
margin which they never re
ment
in
They included Johnny Butler, who ahead by first 85-82 and then 88- only big boy, Ray Bultema, on
more than one shot at a time at lowing the paoesettenin the
linquished in the contest. Will
League directorHarold Streeter won the tournamentof champions
standings were the Rockets and
the hoop.
82 and finally 91-85. In those final five fouls. John Nelson also left
DETROIT — Lansing Sexton Schipperand Nykamp connectinj
said he has to get the tournament 126-pound title at the Golden
Warrion
with
identical,
2-4
restages Brannock came through via the foul route for the losing walked off with the top spot in for seven points apiece, the local
For the evening Holland confinished before the end of the Gloves finals in Chicago Friday
with three vital foul shots and
nected on 22 out of 48 field goal cords. High scorers are Altera,
Class A in the final United Press raced to a commanding 21-9 mar
month and therefore will have night; Lowell Patrick, state mid a field goal while Bos counted aggregation.
attempts for an excellent 45.8 49; Kool, 45; Cal Klaasen, 29; Joe
gin at the first quarter horn.
Bale led the Saugatuck scoring high school basketballratings.
games
on
both
Thursdays
and
Fridleweightchampion, and Charles two foul shots and Jacobson one. attack with 22 markers,followed The powerful Lansing quintet Both clubs slackenedthe pao
percentage.Most of the Dutch Czerkks, 24 and Paul Johnson,
days at Junior High gym.
22.
Kteuger, 1950 welterweight chamKalamazoo players repeatedly by Troutman with 15, Kim was the only unbeaten team in its somewhat in the second stanza
shots were from dose in. And in
Three games are scheduledon pion.
The
Wolverine*
took
the sixth
fouled the Hope men bringing the Greene with 14, Howard Schultz class, winning 16 straight games. although the Maroons still man
the foul department, Holland
Thursday. At 6:30 the All-AmeriRamey runs the DAY boxing ball down the floor and had the with nine, John Gough with four, Holland, which was beaten once, aged to outscore the Chix, 12-9 ti
made good on 29 out of 36 at- grade title with a 4-1 mark des- cans take on the Knights and at
pite a 48-3 shellacking by the
club in Grand Rapids. George R. Dutch been 100 per cent at the
tempts. •'
and D. KotiareK, B. Kosiarek and was second and Highland Park, take a 33-18 margin at the inter
Globetrotten, Saturday. Paul Ril- 7:15 Seven-Up and Rockets dash. Walker is coach for the CAA box- foul line the score might have
Central faltered badly in the
John Diepenhorst with two apiece. the defending state champion, was mission.
lema had 20 poirits to pace the In the 8 p.m. game it will fee Hop- ers in Kalamazoo.
been larger in their favor.
field goal column, making good
Tom tfooikerled the Grand Rap- third. Flint Northern, Kalamazoo, With Christian staging their de
Trot ten. In the second game, the per Kettle against the IndependOne of the biggest factors conSaginaw Arthur Hill, Grand Rapids laying tactics, the Chix made fou
on just 21 out of 67 tries for 31.3 Spartans walloped the Little Ma- ents.
Giant pumps at Grand Coulee tributing to Hope’s success, be- ids attack with nine tallies.
per cent Hie Hilltoppers,how- roons, 48-6. Arlyn Lanting led the
Saugatuck hit on eight out of South, East Detroit,Grosse Pointe out of seven shots at the hoop t
Friday at 6:30 the Yellow Dogs lift water 600 feet above the Co- sides Bos’ outstanding play, was
ever, cashed in 14 out of 17 times winnen with 26 markers.The will play the winner of the Seven23 foul tries, with Rogers scoring and Flint Central rounded out the narrow the gap to 10 points oi
lumbia River into the ancient and the deft work of Hendrickson,
the Dutch in the third period
ratings.
from the charity line.
Spartans finished second with a Up-Rocket game and at 7:15 Fri- long-arid bed of the river, which Brannock, Visser, Jacobson and on 11 out of 23 attempts.
Three members of the top 10 Meanwhile, the locals were hav
High point man for the evening 3-2 mark, followed by the Trotters day Baker Furniture will play the has been sealed off to act as a re- Bob Bolema under the boards.
figured prominently in last year’s ing trouble finding the basket am
was Vander Wal with nine field with 3-2 and the Maroons with winner of the Kopper Kettle-In- servoir for a million-acre irriga Th* locals were getting the short
state tournament.Holland bowed were outscored 11-7 by the rejuv
goals and three free throws and a 0-5. Leading scorers are Jim dependentgame.
lion
•
and the long rebounds on both
to Highland Park in the semi-finals enated Zeelanders. Holland stil
total of 21 points. He was folboards a good share of the game.
while Saginaw Arthur Hill lost to led 40-29 going into the fins
lowed by Kempker with 16 points.
mt*
Hope made 19 out of 38 foul
the suburban Detroit school In the quarter.
Bouknight was high for Central
shots to 29 out of 38 for the HorStill refusing to come out o
title game.
with 13.
nets. The locals cashed in on 36
their shell in the fourth period
M. C. Proctor, Central forout of 89 field goals tries for a
DETROIT — Final Gass A the locals continued to build U|
ward, was waved to the bench
40.4 percentage.
Winning the basketballchampion- high school basketballratings their margin as the- over anxiou
with five fouls in the third quarDuring the close game, the ship of 'foe MIAA conference was
based on a United Press poll of Chix tried desperatelyto gall
ter and Bob Tazelaar,also of Cen•core was tied nine times.
the big news on the Hope College coaches, sports writers and possession from the ball hawl
tral, was benched for the same
The 91 point total gives Hope a
campus Tuesday and students and officials
Hollanders. Both Dave Kuyers am
reason in the last quarter.
season average of 91 points per
Kraai left the game on five per
It marked two out of three this
game against MIAA opponents faculty celebrated it in the tradi- 1. Lansing Sexton
sonals for the Zeeland dub.
season for Holland against Cenand almost 88 points per game tional manner with a Glory Day. - 2. Holland
Following Hope’s 91-85 victory 3. HighlandPark
Schipperand Nykamp led th
tral. The Dutch defeated Central
against all foes.
Maroon scoring with 13 point
In the soaring column, Glasser over Kalamazoo Monday night it 4. Flint Northern
just a week ago Tuesday in reguwaa only natural that books, stud- 5. Kalamazoo
apiece. The appearance of Nykam;
lar season play.
topped everyone with 29. Bos and
at the top of the scoring hea]
Brannock each had 21 for Hope, ies and aU the serious things of 6. Saginaw Arthur Hill
Box score:
life come to a halt
7. Grand Rapids South J
mean* that every Christian regu
Hendrickson
20,
Visser
15
and
Central (56)
By prior arrangementswith the 8. East Detroit
lar boy has now been high score
Jacobson 1L
FG FT PF TP
this season. John Vanden Boscl
Hendricksonwas waved to the administration,chapel period was 9. Grosse Pointe
Teunia, f ______________ 3
3
4 9
Flint Central
besides turning In a fine floo
bench with five fouls with four moved to 9 am Tuesday, that
Proctor, t m.immmmm 1
5 3
1
was only if the team won. Usually
game
led the losers with 11 mark
minutes
and
35
seconds
remaining
Bouknight, c ------- 6
3 13
1
it la held at 8 a.m. so tha student
era.
in
the
game
and
Kalamazoo
lost
Brown, g __________ 1
March Bride-Elect
0 1
2
Christian Mt on 17 out of 3
Gideon and Dudley in the last body knew somethingwas up.
Barr, g — ......
3
4
4 ID
Devotion*
were
held
under
the
foul trie*, compared with 13 ou
Honored
at
Shower
rough-and-tumble
minutes.
Tazelaar ............... 2 2
5 6
directionof Carol Kuyper and inof 29 for the Zeeland dub.
Box Score:
0 0 2
H©ClM?r *|hMM—*M*aM>a 1
cluded the presentation of an oraA miscellaneous shower honor- Box score;
asoo
(86)
DeVries
4 3 4 11
ing Mist Harriet Jalving, March
FG TP PF TP tion by Don Lubbers.
Christian (49)
Dr. Irwin L Lubbers, college bride-elect, was given Friday eve3
7
FG FT PF TP
Stommen, f
21
Totals — ..........
14 26 56
4
5 20 president, introducedthe Rev. Paul ning by Mrs. Jacob Jacobs and Schipper, t ............ 3 7 3 13
Dudley, f
Holland (71)
..... 5
9 11 4 29 Muyskens, presidentof the Holland Mrs. Lewis Jacobs at tha latter’* Nykamp, f
Glasser, a
3 4 13
Armstrong,
. 1
0 2 2
0 4 0 Class is, and Superintendent Walter home, 6 West 18th St
Scholten, c .......... 2
Grow, g
3
4
7
Israels,f ...........
1 4 0 6
... 1
DiUman, g
7 4 17 W. Scott of the Holland school sya- Mra. R. Jacobs, Mn. J. Wiers- Schreur, g
2 '4
4
3
Vander Wal, c ____ 9
2 21
2 5 12 tem who spoke briefly.
Gideon,
ma, and Miss Norma Jalving were Van Dyke, g ____ 4
2 9
1
Kempker, g --------- 4 8 2 16
0 0 0 Everyonemoved toCarneglewinners of prizes. Lunch was serv- Sharda,
Ludwig
1
1 2 >3
Burin, £[
2 5 4 9
0 0 0 gym where a short honor session ed by the hostesses.
Neeaer
4
2 8
Visacher ____________ 2
was held. Coach John Vtiser and
Total*
. ....... 16
Invited guests were the Mes17 19 49
Van Dyke ------------ 0 1
2
1
Total*
29 27 23 85 captain Ron Bos both gave short dames W. Jacob*, George Jacobs,
Zeeland (85) .
Plagenhoef ------- 1
4 1 6
Hope (91)
talks thankingthe student! and Robert Jacobs, L. Jacobs, Bert Komejan, f ............ 3
2 4
8
DeVekler . .......... 1 0 0 2
5
11 faculty for the support given dur- Jacob*, W. Weaver, R. Tania, J. Kraai, f ____________ 1
Jacobson, f
1 4
3
5
5
0 0
Boeva
.............
. 1
15 ing the past season.
Visser, f
5
5 3
Wiersma and M. McKenzie, and Kuyers, c .......... 2 1 5 5
2
Hendrickson,«
10 0 5 20
The team was honored at a spec- the Misses Elaine Ter Avest, Nor- Vanden Bosch, g .... 4
3 0 11
Total* -------- 22 29 15 73
Boa, g
7 7 4 21 ial luncheon this noon in, Durf
ma Jalving,Verna Tania, Dorothy Wetherbee, g 6.... 0 2 1 2
3 hall. Present were many of the Kaashoek, Alberta Rawls and
Bolema, g
0
1
1 3
2
Hep* Collage’s locker room at Plalnwell High
late the playera. And tha players were Juat ae en1
1
V* Pueblo Indiana called the •chool gym Monday night was a bedlam of excite- thusiastic at they exchanged greetingsand cheers Adams
0 0 1
0 faculty and some long-time basket- Grace Van Tatenhove.
H. Berens ............ 0 0 0 •0
spot upon which the city of Sant*
ment for about a half hour altar tha Dutch won
with each other. Coach John Vlseer called It a
—
1
Brannock
8
5 4
21 ball boosters.
Miss Jalving will become the Meyers
1
4
3
Fe, New Mexico now stands, Kuthat thrilling 91-85 victory over the Kalamazoo
team victory* and peraenally congratulated each
0 0 2
0 .0 0
Riemerama
0
For the rest of the day, however, bride of Larry Franken of Grand B.
0
or "the place of the shell
College Hornet*. Well-wlehere and friends of the
player.
it was time to relax and enjoy the Rapids, who at present Is serving
team jpnmad tha small lackar room to congratu(Sentinelphoto)
Totals
36 19 26 91 privilege (4 being "champs.”
Totals
.... 11 13 21 35
in the United States Navy.
one can’t help but single out vet-
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Discusses Soil
Paul Slabaugh,director of soil
conservation service from Grand
Haven, struck a somber but vital
note Thursday afternoon at Hope
Church when he spoke to the Holland Tulip Garden Club. “I am

Power Pole

Four young men were injured at
1:15 p.m. Friday when a car driven by Duane Lyons, 20, of 119 East'
15th St., left the highway and
wrapped itself around a ‘power
pole in front of the Edward Her*
polsheimer home at 1711 South
Shore Dr. The car was demolished.
The driver and three passengers
were taken to Holland Hospital in

much

interestedin conservation of

n,

T99I

I know, but what la it fa

Conservation Director

Injured as Car
Hits

NOUAND CITY MWV,

Mrs. C.

Problem

Drepan

Dies at Age of

V0LIEYS

80

showed members of Hattand High
and their activities in the Albert
Mrs. Mae S. Dregman, 80, wiKeppel School Forest. Mr. Sladow
of Cornelius J. Dregman,
baugh presented the film, lowing
the work of planting seMs, trans- founder of Holland Business Colplanting, the killing of injurious lege, died Saturday at 6:15 p.m. at
insectsand the fun of accomplish- Pine Rest Sanitarium in Cutler

all forms, but America is facing a ment. Also he paid high tribute to
big problem, aoil, and how to hold Mias Rogers, telling of the out-

EngHAf*

"You are

1

ROM

all full of water inside."
"Water? Oh, that’s nonsense.” (Re-

flects a moment) "That SMundnl
of a saloon-keepermust have
watered my liquor,and yet ha
swore to me he didn’t”— Chicago

Times.

AMBUSH

Mrs. Jeanette Kremer, route Si
HoUand, has come across a clipping of the death of a relative
which occurred fa Wflnrington*
Ham Piepho, file young German Ohio, Feb. 7, 1883. 6a the opposite
ville.
Born in Grand Rapids, May 25, student who is spending three sideAvas a column containingsoma
1872, she was the daughter of the
weeks in Holland studying educa- good quips. For instance:
late Mr. and Mrs. James Cooper.
"It i* said that the debit of the
tion at the elementary level, spent
She lived in Holland since 18%. She
world is over $23,000,000, but so

that heritage of soil we now standing work she has done, how
her name is known far and wide,
an outstanding example of a person who has devoted her life to taught at the business college for a short time in the German Army long as it is not in shape of a cm*
future generations.Several about 20 years and was a member vfiien he was 16 years old. It was tested wiU, the lawyers may gnash
posters and a scrapbook of the of Hope church for 50 years, where near the end of World War II when their teeth in vain.”— Detroit ftee
an ambulance.Two were diswork done at school were also on she served as treasurer of the Mis- he and other youths hi* age wdre Press.
charged after treatmentand two
display.
sionary Society for 25 years. Mrs. put into an emergency force as a
remained there today.
Mrs. Edward Hetpoleheimer, Dregman was an honorary mam last stand against the invaders. An alert New York Times reporMost seriously injured was Rochairman of the nominationcom- ber of the Woman’s Literary Club, "We hud no idea how things were ter made a notable discovery this
land Vander Veen, 19, of 307 College
acre*.
mittee, submittedthe slate of of- and served as its president in 1922. shaping up, and in two months it
week at a Senate hearing in WashAve., who received a fractured left
Bringing the subject dose to ficers to be voted bn at the April She was a charter member of the was all over. No, I wasn’t hurt,”
ington. He discovered Attorney
leg and head injuries. Also remainborne, Mr. Slabaugh dwelt upon meeting. They are president,Mrs. Century Club and founder of the he said.
General Herbert Brownell, JrH
ing in the hospital was Warren
the problem of soil erosion In Ot- William Schrier; first rice-presiHope College Women’s League as
was wearing two black shoes that
Johnston, 19, Escanaba, a student
tawa County. Soil conservation dent, Miss Lida Rogers; second well as of the Leper Foundation.
A 12-page Danish extra on floods were not mates.
at Western Michigan College in
groups have been at work since rice president,Mrs. I. H. Marsdlje; Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. in the Netherlands has been receivWhen the reporter called it to
Kalamazoo, who received a lacer1938, formed by local men who recording secretary, Mrs. Robert
Sherwood Price of Houghton, ed in Holland. It was sent to Oscar his attention, Brownell did not fall
ation on the right hand, a frachave worked out their problems Linn; correspondingsecretary,
Mich.; one grandson, Bruce Price, Hallquiat,route 1, from his sister back mi the unusual Washington
tured finger on the right hand and
in their own ways with the US. Mrs. Ervin Schneider, and treaof Houghton and a brother, James in Copenhagen. The paper cost two snowfall or the early hour of the
facial laceration.Condition of both
government loaning them a learn- surer, Mrs. John Eaton.
crowns in Denmark (40 cents Am- hearing as an excuse.
G. Cooper of Grand Rapids.
patients was described as good.
ed technician to help in the solSeveral announcementswere
erican money) and proceeds were
”1 guess I just wanted to let the
Discharged after treatment were
ving of the problems, he said.
made by Mrs. Schrier, president.
turned over to the Netherlands folks know I owned two pairs of
the driver, Duane Lyons, who reTne speaker told how the shiftApril 2, the annual election tea
Flood Society.
shoes,” he quipped. The Times ran
ceived bruises and abrasions of the
ing dunes are being put under con- will be held at Third Church at
The remarkable edition is not- a picture of the attorney general’s
Victim
of
trol, beach grass has been planted 2 p.m. There wlM be a panel disface and right shoulder, and
able for its excellentflood pictures feet too. One shoe was a wing-tip
and evergreen plantations are be- cussion by Mrs. Fred Stanton,
Paul Guunduman, 17, also of
and the clear-cut engravings are type and the other a dress shoe.
ing started, in fact 25 million Mrs. Carl Cook and Miss Gertrude
Escanaba, and a student at Westsuperior to most engravings in They really weren't very Afferent.
trees have been planted in Ottawa Steketee, with Mrs. J. J. Brower
in
ern Michigan College.He received
American newspapers. Most enCounty during the past 12 years. as moderator. The meeting will be
abrasions of the fact and bruises
gravings were large and reproducSeen under a cartoon showing a
"Talk conservation as club mem- an open one as the topic for disto his left hand.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) ed from excellentphotographs, all disgruntled
man at a desk, speakbers,”
he
urged.
"Be
on
the
alert
cussion is: "Planning a Beauty A 68-year-oldMuskegon man, who
• Vander Veen and Guunduman
of which had credit lines. The pa- ing to his wife: "I know these are
in helping with fire prevention, Program for Holland;” March 21 was being taken home from Milwere sitting in the front seat with
spread the word for better facili- to 29, the Michigan Flower and waukee where he had suffered a per also was of a better grade than boom times, but where’* all that
Lyons and Johnston was sitting in
common newsprint used ki this money we saved 20 years ago dity
ties for disposal of refuse so that Garden Exhibition is scheduled at stroke five weeks ago while visitthe rear seat, according to Deputy
country.
ing the depression?”
highways will not be littered.”
Coliseum, State Fair Grounds, De- ing relatives, was severely shaken
Sheriff Clayton W. Forry who is
To
highlight
his
talk,
an
intertroit.
The
flower
arrangement
seccontinuing the investigation.
in a three-car accident at 3:10
Here’s another one, 1883 vintage: Some "daffynitions’ from !Im
esting color film was shown of tion will be sponsored by the De- a.m. Sunday on Lakeshore Rd. in
The ’48 model car was owned by
Mr. ond Mrs. Junior Von Dyke
A coachman calls upon the doc- Pontiac Press
work done in Ottawo County, troit Garden Club. April 15, Re- Grand Haven township.
Garry Grissen, route 4.
(Yonder Hoop photo)
tor to ask what can be the matter
Money: What a man makes firat
starting with eroded land, which gion 4 will hold its annual meeting
Nick Ouwerkerk. who was lying
Lyons told officersthe car left
Now at home at 319 East 14th
A reception for 90 guests was
with him; “My good man,” said and his wife makes last.
the road as he was rounding a St. are Mr. and Mrs. Junior Van held in the fchurch. Soloist was in turn meant abandoned farms, at Greenville;May 6, 7, 8 Flower on a specially arranged bed in a
the prince of science, "you've got
Secret: Somethinga woman nevcurve at Virginia Park and hit a Dyke who were married Feb. 12 Gerrit Bolhuis.Mr. and Mrs. John schools and churches. Evergreen Show* School at file Hackley Art car driven by his son-in-law,Carl
plantations
in
different
stages
of
Gallery
In
Muskegon
with
DoroHartkopf, 36, Milwaukee,was dropsy — that’s what ails you.” er gives away — she merely e»
patch of ice on the shoulder. The in Drenthe Christian Reformed Naberhuis were master and mis"Dropsy! What’s that?” "It’s a changes it
power pole was about 3^ feet from Church by the Rev. John Ken- tress of ceremonies. Miss Burnette growth showed what could be thy Biddle and Maud Jacobs, in- transferred to an ambulancewhich
morbid collection of fluid in the Perfect mannero: Yawning with
done
to
make
sand
productive
as
structors.
took
him
home.
the roadway which had been wid- beek.
Vredeveld and Miss Goldie Brouwwell as beautifying the state.
Mrs. Lawrence E. Towe was
The Hartkopf oar and one serous cavities within the body- your mouth shut.
ened at the curve a year or two
The bride is the former Harriet er were in charge of the gift
Miss
Lida
Rogers, who was iH, acting chairman of the day and driven by a relative, Frank Rich- in your case. I take it hydroperAdvancing age: When a man
ago.
Vredeveld,daughter of Mr. and room.
was unable to present her film Mrs. Heipolaheimerwas dub ard De Rose, 31, Muskegon, were toneium caused by cirrhosis of the pays more attention to the food
Mrs. Henry Vredeveld of route 3,
The newlyweds went to Florida “A Day in the Forest,” which hostess.
badly damaged when they were liver but caused by paracentesis.”than to the waitress.
Zeelapd. The groom is the son of for their honeymoon.
hit by a car driven by Helmuts M.
Mr. and Mrs. «Robert Van Dyke,
Pre-nuptial showers were held
Midnis,19, Grand Haven, who was
‘B’
285 East 13th St.
Mrs. Bertha Smith
at the homes of Mrs. Willard Timcharged with reckie** driving.
Attending the couple were Mrs.
Mednis, Hartkopf and the latmer, Mrs. Robert Van Dyke, Mrs. Building
Willard Timmer, sister of the
To Henry Casemier, Sr. .
ter’s wife, Hannah, 33, were treatBert
De
Kleine
and
Mrs.
Bernard
bride, and Gordon Van Dyke, the
Play
ed for bruises. Ouwerkerk receivGRAND HAVEN (Special)
groom’s brother.
Capel.
ed bruises and suffered shock.
Announcement is made of the
Issued to
Another accident occurred at
Pky continued in the "B” Basmarriage of Mrs. Bertha Smith of 10:30 a.m. Sunday when a car
ket baH League double elimination
Two
Are Injured When
Six building permits valued at Spring Lake and Henry Casemier, driven by 19-year-oldKathleen
tournamentat Junior High School
$11,425 were written during the
Estella Hill of Marehal went off
fym Thursday night with four
Car Hits C & 0 Engine
Sr., of Grand Haven, which took
past week, according to the re- place last Thursday morning in US-31 eight miles south of Grand
fames being: played off.
cords of Building Inspector Joseph
In the opener, Seven-Up defeatGRAND HAVEN (Special)
the parsonage of First Christian Haven and rolled over in a ditch.
ed the All-Americans ^32-27. Borr
A. J. Stoffer,46, of 11 North Shashaguay and City Clerk Clar- Reformed Church In Grand Haven. Two passengers, Mrs. Stelle Fishwith 14 paced the winners and De
ence Grevengoed.
The Rev. E. J. Tanis offidated er, 62, of Grand Haven, and Betty
Seventh St., Grand Haven, and
Gilmore, 19, route 2, Parma, were
Vries and Bos split scoring honors
They were:
at
the ceremony.
Hope College claimed another Steve Malsam of Newaygo, pas- Willis Boeskool, 254 East Eighth
treated m Municipal Hospital for
for the losers with seven apiece.
Mrs. Casemier is the mother of injurie*.
Heydorn with 14 and VanHoe- first Friday in Michigan Inter- senger In his car, are recovering St., remodel kitchen, $250; self,
Mrs. James Joldersmaof Holland
ven with 13 led the Knights to a collegiateSpeech League compe- in Municipalhospital as the re- contractor.
State police investigated both
and Mr. Casemier is a prominent accident*.
sult of an accident at 8:25 p.m.
40-33 win over Chris-Craft. Tar- tition.
Tiede Hibma, 249 East Hth St.,
Grand Haven businessman and a
d>ff paced Chris-Craft scorers Don A. Lubbers, local senior, Friday. The accident occurred remodel kitchen, $200; self, oonformer councilman.
with 13.
>when the car driven by Stoffer trator.
took first place in the men’s oraHope Show Attendanct
In the third, IJaker Furniture tory contest staged at Ferris In- ran into a C A O engine on ’Sixth
Nelson Ryzenga, 740 Lincoln
defeated Snafus, 46-35. Koning stitute In Big Rapids. Darlyne De St. near Fulton. The train was go- Ave., enlarge kitchen to 12 by 16 Demands Examination
Totaled Almost 8,000
was high for the winners with 22
ing 'south at approximately10 feet, $250; self, contractor.
Tuncq. Hope sophomore from
Exhibitors in Holland’s biggest
miles per hour.
and Mulder had 20 for the losers.
Padnos Iron and Metal Co., 120 On Non-SupportCharge
West Bend, Wis., placed third in
Home Show were busy today disDrivers of the car suffered knee River Ave., constructpress pit,
Yellow Dogs swamped Kopper
the field of 11 contestants from
Kettle 39-19 in the last game on
and face lacerations.Malsam’s in- $10,500;L. W. Lamb Co., contrac- Wesley Cazier. 23, of Allendale, mantling their booths at the Rolthroughout the state in the woRocky Marciano, world he*vyw*lflhtchampion who la In training
who was arrested by sheriff's offi- larfcna after almost 8,000 persons
Thursday’s card. Jager led Yeljuries were lacerationsand a pos- tor.
men’s oratory.
at the Holland Furnaca picnic grounda north of Holland, breezaa
cers in Grand Haven on a charge viewed the display last week, acsible jaw fracture.
low Dogs with 13 while Martin
Loren Wenzel. 191 West 25th St., of non-support of his wife and
Into Holland occasionallyon’ hit roadwork. On one auch occasion
Lubbers, speaking on “God and
cording to Manager Ray Metzger.
and Stegenga each had eight for
finish upstairs,$75; self, contraceerly thl# week he etopped at the Warm Friend Tavern and wandered
Joe
College,” made a plea for
three
small
children,
demanded
the losers.
Total of 2,244 visited the show'
tor.
faith in God among the American Surprise Party Given
examination when he was ar- on Saturday to bring the five-day Into the Allen Tot and Gift Shop where Hazel Allen presented him
with a doll for his Infant daughter,Juet 11 week* old. The baby Is at
Vernon
Ten
Cate,
168
West
18th
college students of today. He also
ror Marian Van De Lune St., repair garage, $150; M. P. raigned before Municipal Judge attendanceto a record-shattering home In Brockton, Mate., with Mr*. Marcianoand Rocky won't be
Feed Finn Seeks Large
was first in his preliminary round
Corneliusvander Meulen Satur- 7,978. That total doubled last
aeelng her untH after hie AprH 10 fight to Chicago wth Jersey Joo'
Witteveen, contractor.
of elimination.He received a gold
day. Bond of $500 was not fur- year'* attendance, Metzger said.
A surprise miscellaneous showSum in Duck Farm Case
(UP photo)
MISL medal and now will reprenished and Cazier was remanded
A steady stream of visitors
sent Michigan in the Interstate er was given Wednesday evening Mrs. Claudia DuShane, 79 to County Jail until his examinaGRAND HAVEN (Special)
trekked
through
the
displays
Satat the Julius Kleinhekselhome
tion in the local court at 10 a.m. urday and cars were parked for
Pratt Foods Co., a Pennsylvania Oratorical Association contests at
Wives of Local Students
Northwestern
University in April. for Miss Marian Van De Lune, Diet at Municipal Hospital Tuesday.
corporation,has filed a bill of
blocks aroumj the display buildScout
Miss
De
Tuncq,
speaking
on March bride-elect. Hostesses were
In other court activity. Paul Ed- ing during tin? afternoon and evecomplaint in Circuit Court
Give Program at Church
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ward Tharp. 21, of 175 East 15th ning.
against John and Anna Prawdzik, “Slow Down America”— a plea to Mrs. Julius Kleinheksel and Mrs.
Mrs. Claudia DuShane. 79. died
The Women’s Missionary Sociseeking $39,741.39 plus interest slow the pace of living in America Victor Kleinheksel.
St., right of way, $7; Jonathan
at Munitipalhospital lale 'DHirsBlauwkamp, route 1, parking, $1.
on a promissory note issued in today, was first in her prelim- A two-course lunch was served
ety of First Reformed Church met
day night. She lived with her
Donna Tanis Engaged
September, 1951, covering feed for inary round. She received a silver by the hostesses,assistedby Mrs.
Thursday afternoon in .the church
daughter at 509 Fulton St. and
their duck farm on Spring Lake. medal for winning third in the Gerald Immink.
To Roger D. Prins
Seven Boy Scout leaders from parlor*. Miss Nettie De Jong conThe guest list included the Mes- had been in ill health for nine Musical Program Will
The sum was due a year from the finals.
the Chippewa district attended the ducted the meeting and Mrs.
Richard Peck of University of dames Nick De Vries, Herman years.
time of issuance.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Tanis, 1485
She was bom Nov. 16, 1873 in Be Featured at Rally
Grand Valley Boy Scout Council Walter Vander Haar led devotions.
In the suit, the Pratt Co. seeks Detroit won second in the men’s Bos, John De Bree, Cornelius KuiSouth Shore Dr., announce the enAgnew, the former Claudia
The Mesdames James Pfingstel,
an injunction against further in- contest. This was the second time ken, John De Boer, Henry De
A variety of music will feature gagement of their daughter, Donna, executive board and operatingcom- Lloyd Menning, Harvey Calsbeek
Meyers, and married Charles Duin
three
weeks
he
ran
second
to
Boer,
Chris
Reidsma,
Trenton
debtedness of real estate and furthe
Holland
Youth
for
Christ
to Roger D. Prins, son of Mr. and mittee assembly meeting at Sacrec and Louis Branning, wives of senShane in 1895. He died in 1937.
ther disposal of ducks until the Hope’s orators. On Feb. 14, he Groetler, John Meyer, George
Mrs. DuShane is survived by rally at 7:30 this evening in Hol- Mrs. Henry Prins, 107 East Ninth Heart church in Grand Rapids ior students at Western Theologiwas
second
in
the
Peace
Oratory
Plakke,
Ben
Essenburg,
Tony
Van
amount is paid.
Thursday night.
St.
three daughters, Mrs. Gerrit Kroll land High School auditorium.
cal Seminary, spoke of their work
Only a week earlier, Judge contest which was won by Hope’s Dort, Alice Vanden Bosch, Peter of Grand Rapids, Mrs. Frank Beck
A teen-age girl* accordion quarThe Holland area delegation in- and experiences during the sumPlans
are
being
made
for the
Smith filed an opinion in the cele- Guy Vander Jagt. William Rowe Van De Lune, Walter Mattison,
of Muskegon, and Mrs. Charles tet from Muskegon will perform wedding on May 2 at Hope Church. cluded Bob De Bruyn and Joe Ver- mer of 1952. Miss Eleonar R. Casbrated duck case, imposing a list of Wayne placed third Friday. In Gerald Immink, the honored guest
Ranee of Grand Haven with and the Rev. Roy Williamson, Mr. Prins received his discharge plank from Zeeland; Hugh Rowell, per of Hope College furnished
of nine conditions on duck frfrm the women’s contest, Peggy and Randy Kleinheksel
whom she lived; four sons, Robert speaker for the evening, is trum- from the Army March 3 after serv- Fred Stanton,Ben Mulder, Elmore special music. Miss De Jong closoperations to alleviate excessive Davidson of Western^ Michigan
of Grand Rapids, Frank, Prentice pet soloist. He also will appear ing in Kored with the Combat En- Van Lente and Lester Douma.
ed with prayer.
noises and odors and reduce the College won first and Myra RodMiss Hester Dykema
and Marion of Grand Haven; 16 with Mrs. Williamsonin trumpet gineers for 16 months. Before enter- The group discussedJamboree
Hostesses for the social hour
amount of feathers in the water. gers of Wayne, second.
grandchildren, 13 great grandchil- duet*. Rev. Williamson appears ing the service he attended West- routing,improvementsat camp In- were Mrs. J. De Haan, Mrs. S.
The farm has an average of 35,000
Honored at Showers
dren, one brother, and one sister, daily on a radio program of Ev- ern Michigan College of Education cluding new dish washing facilities Peters, Miss Gertrude Kroneducks.
Mrs. Effie Bliss of Holland.
and kitchen table tops, and cabins meyer and Mrs. J. Ter Beck.
E.M. Parrott and Family
anston Avenue Bible Church.
and Hope College.
Miss Hester Dykema, whose
Local talent will include a junMiss Tanis was graduatedfrom for leaders’ familiesat both Camps
marriage to Edward Berghorst
Mrs. Edna Beach, 73, Diet Living in HoUand Again
ior girls vocal quartet from Beech- Holland High School and attended Ottawa and Shawondossee.
Mrs. Harry Ericksen
The advancementcommitteedis- Capt. and Mrs. Draper
will take place March 25 in North
wood Reformed Church. John Michigan State College.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
M.
Parrott
have
At Her Home in Ferndale
cussed the national goal of 40 per
Holland Reformed Church, was Dies at Muskegon
Breuker will act as song leader
Visiting in Holland
returnedto Holland after living honored at a surprise miscellancent first class or better in all
and Miss Eva Meinsma, pianist.
Funeral services were held m
Birthdays Celebrated
in Benton Harbor for the last eous shower Thursday evening at
ZEELAND
(Special) -Relatives
troops.They also talked about the
The eighth annual anniversary
Capt. William Draper, US MarDetroit Sunday for Mrs. Edna K.
four years.
the home of Mrs. Grace Dykema, and friends here have received rally is scheduled for April 4.
At Royal Neighbor Meet 1953 Cub Scout clay camp and com- ine Corps, and Mrs. Draper, are in
Beach, 73, who died unexpectedly
The Parrotts have a son, Roger, 124 VanderveenAve.
word of the death of Mrs. Harry
missioners indicated progress on Holland for a visit with his parat her home in Ferndale on Frinow attending Holland high school
Games were played wtith dupli- Ericksen. 43. who died Wednesday
Royal Neighbors had a birth- Camporees scheduled for this ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Draper,
day.
and a daughter who attended cate prizes awarded. A tw-o-course at her home, 1712 Holten Rd., Harm Vogel Succumbs
day party Thursday evening dur- spring in the various districts.
42 East 13th St
Burial services were h£H today
Hope
college . Another son, Ro- lunch was served by the hostess Muskegon.
Chippewa and Wabesis districts
ing their regular meeting.Honat 11 a.m. at Pilgrim Home CemeCapt. Draper is on transfer of
At
Allegan
Infirmary
land, now married, is serving with assisted Miss Ruth Dykema and
Surviving are the husband;
ored guests were those members jointly received the award for high- orders from Marine Corps Schools,
tery with Dr. Marion deVelder ofthe armed forces in Korea. Par- Mrs. Carlton Brouwer.
three sons and a daughter, all at
ficiating.
Harm Vogel, 83, died Friday who celebratedtheir birthdays est attendance at the meeting.
Quantico, Va., to Norfolk,Va.,
rott was manager of Grossman's Invited guests were the Mes- home; four sisters, Mrs. John
Mrs. Beach, a former Holland
morning at Allegan County In- in January, February and March.
where he will attend Sea School
department store.
dames William Bosnia, Gerald Hendricks and Mrs. Louis Hen firmary where he had been for
resident,was a member of Hope
Mrs. William Norlin, past or- Waverly Club Plans
for four weeks. After completing
The Parrottsopened a new Ortman, Julius Banger, Raymond dricks of Zeeland, Mrs. George L. 24 years. He was bom Jan. 21, acle, presided at a brief business
Church, Holland Chapter DAR
this training he will be transfer^
store, Town and Country Shop, to- Brouwer, Russell Brouwer, Bern- Turner of Longmount, Colo., and
and and the Century club.
1870 in the Nether land*. He for- meeting. Announcement was made 'TravelingBasket'
red to the battleship,USS Wisday at 714 Michigan Ave.
ard Zwiers, Lawrence Brouwer, Mrs. Joseph Dertien of Grand Ra merly lived in Fillmore township, of the 58th anniversary party to
She is survived by the husband,
consin, to be in charge of the
The store will feature ladies Lambert Haveman, William Riet- pids; four brothers, Andrew De Allegan County and was the son
At a regular meeting of
Chester, four daughters, Mrs.
be held March 19, with a potluck
Marine detachment aboard.
Margaret Howlette, Pittsburgh, clothing and accessories in popu- veld, Harris Langejans,and the Witt of Ripon, Calif., Nichole* De of the late Mr. and Mrs. Simon ‘supper at 6:30 pjn., and a con- Waverly Activity Club Friday The Drapers plan to stay m
larly’ priced lines. In addition Misses Lena and Reka Dykema, Witt of Grand Rapids; four brothVogel
Pa., Mrs. Charmian Powell, Arvention at Whitehall on April 29. evening at the school plans were Holland until Tuesday.
stock wKlnidccofadNedaqily Twe Jean Nies, Dorothy Genzink,De- ers, Andrew De Witt of Ripon,
ron, Ohio, Mrs. Dorothy Bell and
He lived in OHve township for
When Capt. Draper leaves NorDuring the social period, cards made for a "traveling basket”
stock will include teen-age items, k>*es and Shirley Langejans, Bea- Calif., Nicholas De Witt of Grand
Miss Eveljto M. Beach of Detroit;
some time where he was a mem- were played and prizes awarded which will be passed through the folk his wife will join her parents,
maternity
goods
and
layette gift trice and Hazel Langejans and Haven, Benjamin De Witt of
two sons, Leiand K., Mountainside,
ber of the Ottawa Reformed to Mrs. Alice Rowan, Mrs. Nellie district.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Scamehom, in
selections.A complete children’s Verna Van Den Burg.
Grand Rapids and Edward De church. t
N. J. and William C., Moorestown,
Proceeds wiU be used by the Taylorville, HL
Klels and Mrs. Sadie. Van Oort.
and
infant department will be esWitt
of
Muskegon.
Miss Dykema also was honored
N. J.; 15 grandchildren; oneiiater,
Surviving are two sons, Charles
club to aid in children’sprojects.
tablishedlater.
Funeral serviceswill be held At of Chicago and RuaseU of Muske- Refreshmentsfeatured a birthday
at a miscellaneousshower last
Mrs. V. R. Hungertord, Coldwater
Hospital Note*
cake with candles. Mrs. Juanita The business meeting was in
week
Thursday
evening
at
the
2
pm.
Monday
at
Clock
Fuiftral
and one brother, Dr. Floyd Knapp,
gon; one sister, Mrs. Gertie Feencharge of Mrs, John Derks, pres(From
Friday’s Sentinel)
Kimber
and
her
committee
were
Dykema home. Games were play- Home, Muskegon.
stra of HoUand, and one brother,
Engineer Breaks Leg
ident.
Admitted to Holland Hospital
in charge.
ed and duplicate prizes awarded
Joaeph Vogel ef Grand RapidB.
Games were hi charge of Mrs. Thursday were Mr*. Joyce Van
Birthday Party Given
Day Before Vacation
after which a two-courselunch
Athletic Sitters Give
Ted Kragt and Mrs. L. Ten Ry, 843 West 26th St.; Wayne
was served. Invited guests were
Oudemools Show Slides Brink. Hostesses were Mrs. Jacob Scholten, route 1, Hamilton;RogFor Lane Kamerling.
Parked Car Damaged
State highway engineer Dave neighbors oi the Dykemas.
Money to Spring Sports
Lane Kamerling of 194 East Weiss, 41, of 32 West 17th St., is
Zuidema and Mrs. Gaiy De Jonge. er Busscher, route 6.
At Missionary Meeting
k
Highway Accident
Seventh St., was honored at a din- nursing a fractured leg today and
Discharged Thursday were LesZEELAND (Special) Spring
A regular meeting of the Bethel
Mrs. Simon Veen, 77,
ner party at his home Saturday dreaming of a lost vacation.
ter Bunker, Jr., route 2, West
sports have received a financial Hubert Jaragoaky, 45^ of 56 Reformed Church Women’s Mis- Disorderly Charge
Olive; James Mast, route 8; Mrs.
evening in celebration of his 80th
Weiss, project engineer on the Dies it Pine Rest
boost from the Athletic Sisters of West 13th St., was to be charged sionary Society was held Wednesbirthday anniversary. His children 40th St. overpass for the proposed
Mary Cook, 36 North River Ave.:
Results in $54 Fine
the high school.
today with failure to have his car day evening with Mrs. C. G. ReyMrs. Martha Harding,203 West
and grandchildren were guests for US-31 by-pass, was scheduled to
Mrs. Simon Veen, 77, died President Linda Ver Plank tm- under control after his car went nen, president,in charge. The dethe occasion.
George Gahan, 40, route 1, Zeel- 21st St.; David Ruddick, 275 West
leave Friday for two weeks in Thursday afternoon at Pine Rest nounced that profits from the sale out of control at 8 p.m. Saturday
votional chairman was Mrs. B. and, paid fine and costs of $54.70 21st St; Mrs. Charles D. Woodall
During the social evening, gifts sunny
#
Sanitarium, where she had been of botdogi, candy, popcorn and on US-31 a mile south of Holland Welters.
were presentedto the guest of
Perhaps thinking of his future for the last eight months. She was soft drinks will be givtn to the and hit a car which had parked Mr. and Mrs. Martin Oudemool after pleadingguilty to a drunk and baby, 284 West 22nd St; Mrs.
and disorderly charge before Herbert Janke and baby, 32 Cherhonor.
vacation, Weiss slipped on the icy the former Reka Andre and was school for the purchaseof addi- for the home show.
showed picturesof the work being MunicipalCourt Judge Cornelius ry St; Mrs Robert Wingate and
Attending were Mr. and Mrs. covered snows at the overpass site. the last survivor of the Frank An- tional equipment.
The parked car belonged to done among the Dutch’immigrantsvander Meulen Thursday.
baby, 961 West 21st St.; Mrs. John
Randy Kamerling and Marc, Mr. He was taken to Holland hospital dre family. Born Jan. 10, 1876 in
Present plans call for tha addi- Henry R. Walcott, route 2, Zeel- in Canada. Vocal duets were given
Others paying fines were James Santera and baby, 486 West 21st
and Mrs. Bert Selles, Tommy and where doctors put a short plaster Fillmore township, he had lived in tion of a steel vaultingpole, cross
and, and was damaged on the left by Mrs. James Assink and Mrs. D. Meyer, 17, of 201 East 16th St., St; Roger Busscher. route 6.
Terry, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Kamer- cast on his right leg.
Holland more than 50 years. She bar for high jump, track running side to the extent of $200. Dam- Don Bloemers.
speeding,$15.10; David Meyer, 20,
ling, Randy, Jerry and Linda, Mr.
Weiss said Friday he will have was a member of Third Reformed pants and shirts, tennis balls, golf age to Jaragosky's car, a '42
A social time followed the pro- route 3, failure to keep an assured One-third of the
in the
and Mrs. Don Myaard, Dale and pins put in the fractured leg so he Church.
balls, sweat shirts and pants, and model, was estimated at $75.
gram with Mrs. <?. Eilander, Mrs. dear distance ahead, $7; Lester
Kathy, and Ms. and Mrs. L^pe cm driwj^ca*. Yep, he's sttU &>
Only survivorsare several eous- a chest protectorfor baseball.ToDeputy SheriffHenry Bouwman J. Kpning and Mrs. A. Lucas as Ete Pk*, 81 Weat 29th BU i*rkhave.” Then he explained how it
is necessary to have two and one
half acres per person to feed and
clothe him. “America is lucky now
•with an average of three acres
per person, but with the km of
soil base plus an increasing population, by 1965 this average will
be cut to two to two and-a-haif
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Sunday School
School

Lemon
Sunday March K, >953
Accountableto God
Matthew 35:14-46
By Henry Geerhogs

Board

Fennville
The Vision Testing Program was
in progress at the local school

Raises TiAioi

last week. This screening of vision

was

This Scripture passage has long

For Next

being done for all grades
from the kindergarten through the
12th grade. Working under the
county health department it is a
project to the School AdminiatraThe Blue Sky Blue Btnk to tons Chib to the eight high school*
Maplewood School met at the to Allegan county. Similarlya
home to their leader, Mra. A. hearing contest is conducted every
Koeman. Election to otftoen was two years and during the summer it is planned to give a fluoheld with Jane Hulst elected presrine treatment on teeth for aH
ident; Susan Severson, vice presithe second and fifth grades, plus
dent, and Judy Zytinan, treasurer.
those to school age. Last year apAfter the election cherry tarts proximately 75 pupils were given

Year

been a center of vigorous controversy among Christians mainly

At it* regular monthly meetir*'
because it gives a detailed descrip- Monday night, the Board of Edution of the final judgment. Luke cation voted to charge the legal
and John, who were undoubtedly limit for both elementary and secfamiliar with the gospel of Mat- ondary tuition for the coming
thew. made no mention of this im- school year. However, tuition will
portant address. Therefore, one is not exceed $165 and the board
obliged to form opinions about this will continue its estabhahed policy
choice section without the benefit of settingaside $50 into a building
of parallel testimonyfrom other and site fund for each outside stuEntered bb second class matter at
ttie post office at Holland, Mich.,
under the Act of Congress, Man* 3,
1879.

W. A. BUTLER, Business Manager
Telephone— News Items 3198
Advertisingand Subscriptions, 3191

gospel writers.
At least it is clear that the discourse on the final judgment is a
part of the two parables that preceded it. The parable of the ten
virgins was obviously intended to
stimulatethe minds of the disciples
to think on the glorious climax of
the Christianlife and to make sure
of their preparedness for the joys
that would come to them.
Jesus followed this parable with
that concerning the talentswhich
pictured the necessityfor preparation in more explicit and personal
terms. It emphasized the impor-

were made. While these were these treatments. Mrs. Wayne
baking games were played.
Woodby is conducting the screenThe Sunshine Blue Birds of ing.
Longfellow School met with thpir
Mr. and Mrs. William Sexton
leader, Mrs. Don Vink. 'Hie girls and family spent last week-end at

dent on the secondary level.
Exact amounts will be announced
as soon as the legislative session
ends and operating figures for the
1952-53 school year are available.
New figures, however, are expected to differ but slightlyfrom current figures. Total operating costs
for the 1951-52 year totaled $680,097.64, which divided by the

The publishershall not be liable
for any error or errors In printing
iny advertisingunless a proof of
average membership of 2,859.3
such advertisementshall have been
gives an average per capita of
obtained by advertiser and returned
$237.85.
by hm In time for corrections with
Minimum elementarytuition
such errors or corrections noted
plainly thereon;and In such case if
rate is $84.85 which is the per
any error so noted is not corrected,
capita of $237.85 less state aid
publishersliabilityshall not exceed
elementary membership allowance
such a proportion of the entire space
occupied by the error bears to the tance of developingone’s latent of $153. The state code permits
whole space occupiedby such adver- abilities.The discourse on the final
the addition of an amount not to
tisement.
judgment laid down the basic prin- exceed 25 per cent, which yields a
ciple of all Christian living and total of $297.31.
TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year 33.00; Six months 1200; therefore of the eternal security _ Secondary per capita cost of
three months, $1.00; Single copy 10c. upon which Jesus wanted His dis5297.31 less state aid secondary alSubscriptions payable In advance and
will be promptly discontinuedIf not ciples confidentlyto depend.
lowance of $173 equals $124.31
renewed.
It is not given us to know all minimum tuition. Secondary per
Subscribers will confer a favor by the details of the coming judgcapita cost plus 124 per cent, less
reportingpromptly any Irregularity
ment, but we are variously inform- state aid secondary allowance
In delivery. Write or Phone 319L
ed that God has appointed a day gives a maximum secondary tuiin which to judge the world. The tion of $161.47. New legislation
THE UNHAPPIE8T DAY
day, of course, means a period, may boost the 124 per cent to 25
Here comes a columnistwho
and there will be various stages in per cent, but in this case, the
weeps on the public’s shoulder
the event, one of which will be the limit is set at $165. Present tuiover the subject of the unhappiest
Second coming of Christ. This is a tion charged is $150.
day of the month. Columnistsof
part of the divine program of restiIt was pointed out that the
course have to write something,
tution consequentupon the fall of equalized valuation of Ottawa
and the chances are that this
man which has been recognized county is $30,000,000.A levy of
weepy lady got a good deal of
from the beginning.
10 mills raises $300,000 for 2,330
pleasure out of her printer’s-ink
It was revealed to the spiritual resident pupils in Holland public
tears, glad that she had hit on a
leaders who walked with God as far schools. This amounts to slightly
subject that would win the attenback as the time of Enoch, who is over $128 per child. Of $150 tuition
tion of her public.
quoted by Jude as saying, "Behold that sending districts pay, the state
The unhappiest day of the the Lord cometh with ten thousand
reimburses them in the amount of
month, according to this columnist
of His saints, to execute judgment $75 per child. Thus, the sending
is the day when the bills fall due.
upon all.” No doubt the apostle was district has been paying $75 per
The sobs that she draggeo up on
impressingupon his readers the child compared with Holland’s
this subject wen almost too pathfact that judgment was a univer- $128 per child.
etic for words.
sally recognized event from the
Elected representatives of the
Obviously, k isn’t pleasantto
beginning. He calls attention to sending districtsmet with Supt.
psy bills, but only unrealisticsenthe fact that Enoch was only seven Walter W. Scott, Mrs. Kenneth De
timentalistswill allow themselves
generations removed from Adam. Free and Edward Donivan, adminto become unhappy over the inPaul reminds us that we must istrative assistant,Feb. 6. April
evitable proems. A few simple
all appear before the judgmentseat 21 was set as date for a meeting
miss will serve as an antidote to
of Christ Solomon mentions the of board members of ad sending
nhappiness over monthly bills.
judgment, and Daniel in the twelfth districts.
The most elementary, and the
All trustees were present with
chapter makes a striking reference
•inptartt of them is to pay cash
to that day, as he does in other the exception of Alvin J. Cook and
for what you buy. That applies
E. V. Hartman. Supt. Scott gave
parts of his book.
not only to people with plenty of
This topic of accountabilityto the invocation.The meeting lasted
money who maintain fat bank acGod is pertinenttoday. We are liv- 34 hours.
eounts.People who live on a slending in an age that is losing its
er margin know beforehandwhat
sense of accountability to God.
they can afford and what they
This it seen in the amazing growth
cannot pay for. By restricting
IMr outgo to their income, small of crime, in the disrespectfor law
and indifferenceto religious and
though the latter may be, they at
moral teachings and restraints.
least avoid making themselves
This spirit of lawlessness pervades
at His
miserable one day a month.
all classes of society and all naOr if you want to take advantions of the world. Men are trying
fage of the convenience of paying
Nicholas Unema, 84, who until
to make themselves believe that
nil the month’s bills at one time,
three years ago was in business
•vm the simplest budget system there is no judgment, and if there with his sons in the Unema Shoe
is a God, He it too good to inflict
will prevent unhappinesson bill
Service on River Ave., died Monpunishment on any one. History has
paying day. Anyone can plan with
day evening at his home, 40 East
reasonableaccuracy not to run furnished us with records of times 15th St.
Unema who was born June 23,
up any more bills than he can pay and peoples like this. They sowed
the wind and reaped the whirlwind. 1868, to Mr. and Mrs. Peter
for. Then why should it make him
unhappy to pay those bills on a And how can we escape if we fol- Unema came to thi* country
Netherlands in
given day? The day should be un- low this course.
happy only for those who let their We are accountable to God be- 1892. He ha* been a shoemaker

This group of young men from tbs Holland-Zeoland
art* were included In the 38 young men who

left

Grand Haven Monday afternoon to be Inducted
into the armed forces In Detroit Seated, left to
right, are Kenneth Walters, Ronald Van Slooten,
Melvin Konjer, Harlan Nltnhula, Roger Borr,

John Teuslnk,Robert Schreur, Dale Relmlnk;
standing, Gideon Tom Rulter, Albert Schepert,
Robert Maat Harvey Ten Harmsal, John Brouwer, Gilbert De Jonge, Paul Bluekamp,Stuart
Westing, Anthony Hehl and Donald Dotting.
(Sentinelpholo)

H

Here are the remainderof the 38 youths of Ottawa county coming from various parts of the
northern part of the local, area. In front row, left
to right, are David Whipple, Ben Vegter, Christopher Maesellnk,Thomas Blaney, Thomas MacKey,
Norman Teeter; middle row, Dana Kline, Albert

began a new project for spring- Midland with her mother, Mrs.
making flower drawingsfor flow- Vera Harding.
er identification hikes. During
Paul and Steven Sivicek of ChiJanuary the girls had instruction cago were recent visitors of
in bed making, and a trip to the Mr. and Mrs. Charles Spencer.
Sonja Harris, daughter of Mr.
Fire Station. Mrs. Ed Prins and
Mrs. Theodore Van Zanten direct- and Mrs. Wayne Harris, .who has
ed these activities.A skattog party been in Allegan Health Center one
waa also enjoyed. In February week, was moved to the Bronson
they learned table setting and Hospital, Kalamazoo.March 2 for

knitting with their leader. Mrs. further tests.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Sessions visitHarold Wise also taught them the
ed their son, Lee Edward at Fort
art to dancing.
At their last two meetings the Custer March 1 and also March 3
Sunshine Blue Birds of Beech- evening. He expected to be given
wood School have met at the his assignmentthis week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Bale
home of their leader, Mrs. Wilvisited Mr. and Mrs. James Me
liam'Wicksall. They learned to
Carty at Ravenna March 1, Mrs.
crochet and are now making plasMcCarty is improvingnicely Irom
tic coin purses, reports scribe,
her recent operation.Visiting
Helene Vanden Brink.
there too were Mr. and Mrs. Willis
The Sunny Blue Birds of Long- Birkholz of Muskegon, formerly
fellow School met at the home of Fennville.
of Mrs. J. Plewes. Beverly Poll
Bethel i Chapter, OES was host
was the chairman, Plans were to members of the Saugatuck,
discussed for a St. Patrick’s Day Douglas and Loyalty chapter of
tea. Diane Marcus was appointed Kalamazoo.The associate conscribe and alo treated the group. ductresses of the four chapters
Other meetings have included a were honored in a ceremony and
Valentine's Party, a hike, a trip each presented a gift. Mrs. Lawto Lemmen’s Hatchery. Mrs. rence D. Sackett, worthy matron
Rene Willis and Mrs. Robert announced a program of musical
Dernberger, Dale Scott, Fred Zimmer, Nelson
Kouw are their leaders.
numbers by John Klicman and
Hansen, Carl Noe, Paul P. Jachlm, Riley Avery,
The Cheerful Blue Birds of Van several high school students, and
standing, Gideon Rulter, Edward Glide, George
Raalte School went on a Penny readings by David Chappell. ReTaylor, Howard Bakker, Charlee Z. Zlotnickl, JuaHike. After the hike the girls had freshments were served by Mr.
tjn Berene, Howard Teasley and Fred Borchera.
refreshments at the home of their and Mrs. Keith Landsburg, Mrs.
(Sentinel photo)
Lillie Bale, Mrs. Alma Manthey
leader,Mrs. J. R. Lacey.
The Bonnie Blue Birds of and Mis* Inez Billings. About 60
Robert Selby, route 1, Hamilton.
Washington School met at the were present.
A daughter,Phyllis Ann, born home of their assistant leader,
Mr. and Mrs. Blakeslee Crane

Architects Plan Addition

Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mrs. Charles Conrad. After dis- returned homo Wednesday from
Blauwkamp, route 3, Zeeland; a cussing and learning the Blue an extended visit to Mexico and
son born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Bird . Wish, the girls made Florida.
Mrs. A* B. Chne went to MinThe Board of Education Monday new school also would house spec- Herman $teenwyk, Mounted Route; S’mores. Beth Wichers, their junnesota Feb. 26 to visit her
a son, Robert Arnold, born Sunday
ior assistant, led the girls in singnight approved an order to its ial departmentsfor crippled chilto Mr. and Mrs. ClarencePohler, ing, reports scribe, Sharon Brow- brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and
architects,the Warren S. Holmes dren and the like, thereby releas- route 3, Hudsonville;a daughter
Mrs. Gunnar Berggren. also her
er. Mrs. Frank Working is their
ing valuable space in Washington
father Peter Berggren, who a
Co. of Lansing, to prepare sketchbom
Monday
to Mr. and Mrs. John leader.
school, it was said.
convalescing from a fractured hip.
Essenburg. route 1, Zeeland; a son.
es and estimates for an addition
The Flying Blue Birds of LongWith the development of these
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Ombo who
to the present Van Raalte school. plans, the Board of Education al- Dennis James, bom Sunday to Mr. fellow School met with their leadThe new addition will include an so is looking toward a bond issue and Mrs. James Garvelink, 6744 er, Mrs. H. Klaasen, at the home are spendingthe winter in Chicago, visited their farm home here
all-purpose room or gymnasium, to finance the improvements,pos- Washington, Zeeland:a daughter.
of Mrs. G. Stephens. On Feb. 23 last week- Tuesday to Thursday.
Natalie Jeanne, born Monday to
a heating plant and possibly a sibly to be held next fall.
they made yarn doll pins and on They plan to return to stay about
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Ensing, route
kindergarten room and other class
March 2 they made table mats, the middle of April.
The board also adopted a reso1. Jemson.
rooms.
lution listing methods of reducing
reports scribe, Nancy Van SlooMr. and Mrs. David Campbell
These plans are in keeping with the board from nine members to
ten.
entertained at cards in their home
action taken last month in which seven and providing for the fourThe Pleasant Blue Bird* of the night of Feb. 28. Mr. and Mrs.
the board abandoned plans for year term as requiredby law.
Washington School had a meet- William Wicks, Mr. and Mrs. John
building an entirely new Van This action is in keeping with a
ing on interestingplaces in the Campbell,Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Dies
Raalte school. Present plans call public vote July 14, 1952, making
United States. TTielma Leenhouts Schultz and Mr. and Mrs. David
for retaining the present Van Holland city a third-classschool
showed slides of Washington D.C., Howland, all of Douglas. RefreshRaalte building with possibly an district instead of a special school Defeat
Patty Mawhinney showed pictures ments were served at the close of
addition,building a fifth element- district.
of Kansas. Marthena Bosch told the games. Mr. and Mrs. Northary school on a school site beAccording to the resolution, two
Grand Rapids Ottawa Hills’ re- about Kentucky, Yolanda Mendoza $rave were afternoon callers.
tween 30th and 31th St. bordered members will be elected in 1953
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Van
serve
basketballteam handed Hol- and Lynn Hume showed pictures
by Washington Ave., and eventual- for a four-year term, two in 1954
Dragt were March 1 dinner guests
land
High’s
reserves their ninth of Niagara Falls. Sandra Slag told
ly developing a high school campus
for a four-year term, two memabout the museum in Grand Rap- Mr. and Mis. Lynn Chappell.
on the site on Van Raalte Ave. be- bers in 1955 for a four-year term setback of the season Friday night
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Fisher enids. Gretchen Steffens and Mary
tween 24th and 26th Sts., origin- and one for a one-year term. In at Ottawa gym in the final game
Groenewoud
told about northern tertained at dinner March 1 their
ally earmarked for the new Van 1956, one member will be elected
of the season for both schools.
Michigan, and Cathy H oedema four children,Mr. and Mrs. Wilfrom
Raalte school.
for a four-year term. In succeedliam Bush and Mr. and Mis.
The change in plans came after ing years, members will be elected Score was 60-51 and it gives told about the Wisconsin Dells. Alvern Fisher and two children of
desire* outrun their common cause of divine ownership. The since he was 12 years old. His several meetings with the Holland in the same number as those Holland a season mark of six The meeting ended with the singparable of the talentsreveals that son*, Peter and Cornells, have
ing of patrioticsongs, reports Fennville,Mr. and Mrs. William
sense.
PlanningCommission and out of whose terms have expired, all for wins and nine defeats.
Wesbey of Pullman, and Miss,
The real cause of the unhappi- we are accountable. This is a les- been in businesswith him for the many discussionsevolved the four-year terms.
Ottawa jumped otf to a com- scribe,Yolanda Mendoza. Mrs. J.
Anne Fisher of East Saugatuck.
son
that
some
church
members
more
than
20
years.
Leenhouts
and
Mrs.
G.
Groeneasm of bill paying day does not
plan for five elementary schools The electionlast July came as manding 14-8 lead at the end of
The occasion marked the 84th
Mr. Unema was a member of eventually housing 2,000 children.
lie hi the fact that bills fall due never seem to learn. God evaluthe first quarter and although woud are their leaders.
the result of many technicalprobbirthday annvieraary of Mr. FishThe
Cantewasteya
Camp
Fire
hot hi the fact that about a third ates the way we make use of our Fourteenth Street ChristianRe- This calls for 300 pupils in the
lems particularlywith regard to Holland threatened at various
er.
time.
Our
talents
and
their
use
are
formed
Church
since
1920.
He
also
of the American people live bepresent Van Raalte school,450 at bond issues for new schools.As a times during the game, the locals group enjoyed a slumber party at
Mr. and Mra. Charles King reyond their income. This startling to be judged by God. One day we served in the consistory.On Aug. Longfellow school. 400 at Lincoln
just couldn’t catch up.
the home of their guardian, Mrs.
turned last Thursday irom a 4,600
third-classschool district, Holland
must
each
render
an
account
of
the
29,
1895
he
married
the
former
foot was brought out a year or
Ottawa led 28-23 at halftime Ray Wagenveld. Refreshments mile motor trip to Houston, Tex.,
school. 400 at Washington school now comes definitely under estabtwo ago, but it is probably as use to which we put our posses- Miss Dirkje Steketee who died and 450 in the fifth school. The lished state law.
and 44-35 at the end of the third were served in the evening and where they waited Dr. and Mra.
quarter.
true today as it was then. No sions. This concept of Christian Dec. 17. 1949.
breakfast in the morning. An elec- J. G. Burdick, formerly of FenSurviving beside* the two sons,
wonder bill paying day becomes a stewardship is basic to an undarForward Phil Latta of Ottawa tion of officers was held with the ville, alter which they spent lour
Hospital
Note*
are
two
daughters,
Mrs.
Louise
St.; Mrs. Marguerite Pollock. 46 was high individualscorer in the followingresults: Sandra Pierkind of heck for many. But the standing of living in the will of
weeks in Florida.
Van Zwaluwenburgof Oakdale,
(From Tuesday’s Sentinel)
day is not at fault; as a very wise God.
Graves PI,; Dawn Vanden Heuvel, game with 22 points.Scoring for sma, president; Gayle Steketee, The Band Boosters Club will
Calif.,
and
Fannie
of
Holland;
man laid, "We ourselves are We are accountable to God for
Holland was led by Bill Sandahl vice president; Sandra Bouman, sponsor a concert at the high
Admitted to Holland Hospital 1% Elwill Ct.
how we live in relationshipto oth- eight grandchildren; one brother,
heaven or heck ”
with 20 and Jim Vande Wege with secretary; Janice Veeder, treas- school Thursday evening by Uie
Friday
were
Tommy
V
a
n
d
e
n
DischargedMonday were Mrs.
ers. This teaches that the basis for Jan Unema of the Netherlands.
Brink. 48 West 34th St. (discharg- Fred Jacobs and baby, 353 West 13. Other Holland scorers were: urer; Nancy Mouw, scribe. At Kalamazoo Conservatory band. No
final judgment is the way we have
ed same day); Jasper Becksvoort, 22nd St.; Mrs. William Volkema, Bob Saunders, five; Gerald Boeve. their regular weekly meeting fav- admission is charged.
actually lived. Here is no static Graveside Rites Held
Recent dinner guests of Mr.
route 6; Daniel Toyne, 280 West 1045 South Shore Dr.; James and four; Hank Visscher. three; Phil ors for the dad-daughtersupper
faith, but a devotion that expressBocrsma. Chuck Goulooze and were made.
and
Mrs. David Campbell were
14th
St.
(discharged
same
day.)
Terrance
Michmerhuizen,
route
3;
es itself in serving needy human For Jurries Infant
Duane Teusink,two each.
Discharged were Elmer J. Plag- Dwight Ballast, 97 West 19th St.
The Wacahanepew group met at Mr. and Mra. Ira Stevens,Mr.
beings. The blessed held an exaltGraveside rites were held
the home of their guardian, Mrs and Mrs. Anson Prior, and Mr. and
gemara, 13 West 16th St.; Mrs.
Hospital births include a daughed view of humanity because they
Wyoming Township Cemet< Marvin Henagin and baby, 656 ter. KathleenMargaret, born Sandra Dykema Feted
Andrew Dalman. The girls made Mra. Arie Barton, all of Otsego.
held an exalted view of Jesus as
The school board is sponsoring
Monday at 3 p.m. for Luanne Ji
shell collectionsfrom the shells
Whitman Ave.; Mrs. Gerrit Van Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
divine Lord and Savior, and their
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ries, one-day-old daughter of f
Kampen
and baby, 119 Vander Kane, 178 East 38th St.; a son, Ran- On Fifth Birthday
Mrs. Dalman brought back from a contest to name the new eleJohn C. Jackson, 31, Grand Ra- service was rendered as unto Him. and Mrs. Leonard Jurries of If
Veen Ave.; Connie Speet, 624 Mich- dall Wayne, born Friday to Mr.
Florida, reports scribe, Marilyn mentary school on North Maple
pids, who was arrested Feb. 27 Here is the real crux of Christian Horton Ave. SE, Grand Rapi
street.All entries must be made
Sandra Dykema. who celebrated Brower.
igan Ave.: Cornel Postma, route 3, and Mrs. Russell Van Dyke, 4 East
by State Police on a recklessdriv- social action, which » Christian The baby died Sunday evening
by March 9.
Hudsonville; Mrs. Dan Klinestek- 14th St.; a son. Charles Mark, h^r fifth birthday anniversary on
The
Cunski
Mikana
group
met
ing charge, paid $45 fine and $3.90 only when it is renderedby men ButterworthHospital.
A most unusual condition ha*
er. route 1, Byron Center; Mrs. born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Saturday, w-as guest of honor at at the home of Melva Rowan on
costs in Justice Frederick J. who first of all believe in and seek
The Rev. Theodore Oegema
Henry Jurries,445 West 20th St.; Charles Rodgers, 1621 Jerome, a a party given in the afternoon by Feb. 23. Future plans were made existed at Hutchins Lake this
Workman’s court in Spring Lake to honor the Lord.
ficiatedat the services.
Mrs. Corey Prins, 19 West 28th St. son, Michael Warren, born Satur- her mother. Mr*. Edwin Dykema. and lunch was served by the hos- winter. The lake, covering more
Monday. Jackson w'as allegedly We are accountable to God at
Survivorsare the parents a
Admitted Saturday were Davie day to Dr. and William Westrate, at their home, 328 West 17th St. tess. On March 2 they met at the than 1,200 acres, has not been
driving 50 miles an hour in a 25 the final judgment. The judgment
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. t
Taylor, 94 East 14th St.; Janice Jr., 50 East 10th St.; a daughter, Mrs. Peter Terpsma, Jr., assisted home of Linda Bouwman. The completely ro/en over at any one
mile zone on US-16 in Tallmadge is a time when every man will be
the hostess.
time due to the large flock ot
drew De Boer of Grand Rap
Weener. route 3; Janice ’Sue Wol- Nancy Jo. born Saturday to Mr.
girls painted their jewelry boxes
township and also is alleged to evaluated for the use he made of
Gifts for the honored guest were
geese which have stayed on the
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jurries
ters, 736 Ruth Ave. (all discharged and Mrs. Harold Scholten,202 West
and
discussed
flower
growing,
rehave been passing on a marked what was loaned to him. The Bible
placed on a decorated table.
lake every night, according to reHolland.
same
day);
Rolland
Vander
Ven,
20th St.; a son, Robert Paul, born
hiH and drivmg with a defective does not reveal a God who is caGames
were played and refresh- ports scribe, Betty Aalderink. sidents of the lake area.
307 College Ave.; B. C. Thompson, Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
tight.
pricious in His judgments. It porments, includwi a birthday cake, Misses Virginia Boeve and Sonja
22 East 25th St.
Bouws, 862 East Eighth St.
Kenneth S. Walthers,Jr.. 19, trays a God who confirms at the Cherie Oosterbaan
were served. Each guest received Bouwman are their guardians.
Discharged Friday were Mrs.
Muskegon Heights,appeared on judgment the choice which one has
A daughter, Ellen Rae, born Sun- a favor.
Marcian Osterink, scribe to the Bernard Wanrooy Diet
Charles Gustafson, route 1; Mrs. day to Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
two counts, one for possession of already made in this world of Has Birthday Party
Guests included Glenna Vander Cantekoda group, reports that At Holland Hospital
Junius Kooiker and baby, route 2, Zwiep, 9 West 16th St.; a son, Mark Ploeg, Dave Timmer, Jimmy they met with their guardians,
beer and the other for throwing what he likes and wants.
Cherie Oosterbaan daughter
Hamilton; Mrs. Henry ^essums Edward, born Sunday to Mr. and Fortqey, Ixms Dykema, Janice Mrs. A. Berger and Mrs. W. Van
on the highway, and was
Mr. and Mrs. Don Oosterbai
and baby, 398 Fourth Ave.; Mr*. Mrs. Edward Copier, 114 East 13th Dykema, Gary Van Langevelde, Beek. After a short business meet- Bernard (Ben) Wanrooy, 71. died
•aaeased a total of $40 fine and
entertained
a
group
of
frier
Seven
Zeeland
Seniors
Maynard Reimink and baby, Ham- St.; a daughter, Sally, bom Sun- Mike Goodman, Dave Terpsma. ing, future plans were discussed Monday at Holland Hospital
$3.90 coats. He was arrested by
Monday afternoonin celebrati ilton; Mrs. Dorman Conklin and
where he had been a patientfor a
Spring Lake Constables Leslie and
day to Mr. and' Mrs. Gilbert Zuv- Dave Dykema and the honored and games were played.
of her seventh birthday am
week. His home address was 175
Donald Vander Wall Saturday Win Scholastic Honor
baby, 2844 FairbanksAve.; Mrs. erink. 104 Spruce Ave.; a daughter guest.
The Ketchawapikiya group of
versa ry. The party was held
West Eighth St.
•ftemoocL
Henry Engelsmanand baby, 430 born Monday to Mr. and Mrs. DonPine Creek met with their guardZEELAND (Special)—Seven Zee- her home, 276 Washington Bl\
Mr. Wanrooy was boro in HolWalthers was one of five bo.vs
Pine Ave.; Mrs. William Wlerda ald Moore, 1476 Lakewood Blvd.
ian, Mrs. Walter Kimball. A busiland high school seniors have been
Decorations featured mul
Mrs. Clara S. Coy
land to the late Mr. and Mrs. Wiltotting in a car on US-31 north of
and baby, 9 West 19th St.; Mrs.
Zeeland
ness meeting was held, rank reelected to the Nationalhonor so- colored streamers and ballooi
liam Wanrooy. He had been a maGrand Haven. Three of the youth*
William Boes, 384 West 18th St;
Births in Huizinga Memorial Hos- Succumbs at Home
ciety. Membership in this society, A Maypole with colored at rearm
quirement* discussed and games son all his life and was a charter
were 16 and the other 17. During
Susan Burkholder, 8(j4 West Sev- pital include a son, David Allen,
played.
with chapters throughout the nation decorated the gift table. Gam
the chase the boys threw the conmember of local No. 19, Bricklayenth St.; John Overway, 73 East bom March 2 to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Clara S. Coy, wife of Alsis one of the top scholastichonors were played and prizes awarded
Various activities have been entent* of a carton of beer to the
era. Masons and Plasterers Union,
21st St.; Mrs. Bernard Stygstra,334 Donald Pyle, 134 West Central ton Charles Coy, died at 8:30 a.m.
joyed by the Aowakiya group to
highway. After the boy* were availableto high school students. the winners and each guest i
AFL. He also was a member of
Elm
Ave.;
Mrs.
Elvin
Slenk
and
Mortday
at
her
home,
1884
South
Ave.
;
a
• son, Lee Howard, bom
ceived
a
favor.
Refreshments,
Chosen by the faculty were Del- ---- - «
Washington School. A Mothers
taken tote custody the officer*
baby, 648 West 20th St,
March 3 to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Shore Dr. She was 77 years old. tea was held at the home of Chert the Salvation Army.
made them pick up the broken wyn Komejan, Wendell K o 1 e n, chiding a decorated birthday a
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
Admitted
Sunday
were
Lester
Vande Bunte, route 2, Hudsonville: Mrs. Coy, who had been ill for Van Spyker, Mrs. Peggy De Haan
were served
Phillip Staal, Linda Vy
1 by Mrs. Oosterba
‘ ^
Harry Aldus of Springfield,111.; a
Bunker,
Sr„
route
2,
West
Olive;
some
time,
waa
bom
July
24,
1875,
a
son.
Larry
Jay,
bom
March
3
to
Guests
were
Susan
Van
Bn
showed movies to her trip to Eur- son. Wilfred; a stepdaughter,Mrs.
David R. Jewell, 50, route 1, Ruth Vander Velde, Judy V e r
Kathleen Van Heuvelen,221 West Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Vander Veen, in Chicago to the late Mr. and
ope, corsages were made for their Chester Hill; a stepson, Lester L.
Sprtog Lake, charged by State Plank and Erma Van Dyke. Mem- Linda Martin, Mary Ellen W(
13th St.; Lynn Ann Poppema, 93 route 1, Hudsonville; a daughter, Mrs. James B. Saunders. She had
ring, Mary Groenewoud,Ca
mothers, a trip to Swifts’ Ice Bliss,*all of Holland; 11 grandchilPoiict with failure to signal tor bers to the class selected in their
West 17th St.; Mr*. Cornelia Al- Mary Claire, born March 4 to Mr. lived in Holland since 191$.
and Patty Buuima, Kathy Em
a kit turn and for failing to iden- junior year were Shirley Dams,
Her husband it the only sur- Cream Company was taken, and dren; three great grandchildren,
bers, route 4; Ollie Wierenga,144 and Mrs. Arthur Dykhuis, route 5;
burg
and
Sally
Vander
Vefcfen.
Don
De
Vries,
Dave
Kuyers,
Mary
tify himself after a property damworkmen memory books has been and a brother, Henry of Waverly,
vivor.
East 16th St; John Serier, 22 East a son, Marvin John, bom Thursday
age accident,paid 910 fine and $2 Nyenhuis and Judy Whitsitt.
done/ reports scribe,Sally Miles. N. If*
Sixth St.
to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Wittingen.
<aato on the Hint count, and $20
Attend Contest
Discharged Sunday were Randall route 2, Zeeland; a daughter, Lois
Marriage Licenses
and 92 costa on the second, Breaks Collarbone
ZEELAND (Special) - P
Lee Hartgerink, 89 East 22nd St.; Jean, bom Thursday to Mr. and
Advertise Tdip Time
John Van Nieuwland, 80
amt followed an aoddent
Ottawa County
Pyle, Chester and Calvin Leets
Mrs. Chester Hulst, 1681 Washing- Mr*. Gerald King, route 1, Jen6 at the intersection of
W. F. (Brig) Young, a writer
Tulip Time Manager Larry
Russell Swanson, Jr., 19, Musketon St., Waukazoo; Lester Bunker, son.
Dies at Convalescent Home
Rd. and US-31 In Spring for radio station WHTC, is re- and Calvin Rozeboom attendee
gon, and Jacqueline Toxopeus,18, Wade is distributing dies to 20
districtcontest of the Put
West Olive; Mrs. Helen O’Connor,
A son, Carl Jay, bom Friday to Grand Haven.
towntoup. The other car, covering from a broken left collocal foduatrialfirms to advertise
John Van Nieuwland,80, died
81 East 13th St—
Mr- and Mrs. Paul Slotman, route
by Eugene Ott, route 1, larbone receivedwhen he acci- Farmers of America last Tues<
Tulip Time in their metered mail. Monday night at Smith’s Conafternoon
at
Rockford.
Accc
Admitted
Monday
were
Mrs.
5,
Holland;
a
son.
Ronald
Dale,
Haven, was damaged to the dentally stumbled over a box of
Along Bay of Fundy shores in The cachet shows a small wind- valescent Home. Surviving are two
panying the boys and taking p
Pearl Goodes, 190 West 14th St.; bom Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Don
to 9150.
tool* while leaving the elevator
Canada’s
Maritime Provincesoc- mill with the words, "Come to daughter*, Mrs. Hubert Hoffmeyer
in judging contests were Howi
Benjamin Westerhof, 603 South Boeve, route 3, Holland; a daughin the Warn Friend Tavern Moncur some of the greatest tide* on Tulip Time m Holland” and lists and Mrs. Ray Welscott and five
Bemson and Herbert De Kli
Shore Dr.; James and Terrance ter, Marilyn Jane, bam Friday to
earth. Sometimes there it a dif- the dates, May 13-16.
day- He was treated ki Holland Contests includedparli&menti
grandchildren, Kenneth, Terrence
Michmerhuizen,route 3; Dwight Mr. and Mrs. William Grasman, ference of more than 40 feet beand amu an all birds HtMpiUl and b now convalescing
and Carole Hoffmeyer, Tommy
procedure, speech and demonst
Ballast,97 West 19th St.; Mrs. route 3, Hudsonville; a son, Don
to his £(»• tor a week.
tween high and tow tide at WindThe number to mamafea til and Edwin Welscott, all of Hol<’
Ldythe Hapeman, 420 West 16th boro Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.
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Crowd Attends Pint

in

Series of

Ottawa

Nim

Thorough Study

Four Meetings on Michigan Outdoors
A standing room only crowd, including several local Boy Scout
troops, attended the opening session

Honor

Club Has Dance

In

And Talent Show

Monday nights and

is

Scheduled Here

Ottawa County nurse* partici-

talent show Saturday evening at cuss clinic procedures and to comAmerican Legion dub house. memorate the birth of Jane A. DeGreen shamrock*,green and lano founder of the American Red
white streamer* decorated the Cross Nursing Services and head

open to the

public. It is free.

The meeting was held in Washington school gymnasium.
club rooms.
Functions of the Conservation
Members taking part in the
commission were describedin a
featuredtalent show were Paul
brief talk by W. A. Butler, pubRathke, Mr. and Mrs. Don Wollisher of The Holland Evening
gemuth, Sam Houston, Virgil
Sentinel. Butler was a recent
Holbrook, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Neff

member of the commission and

Mrs. George A. Pelgrira was

BW

president of

Chapter,

Paying fines in Justice Isaae
Adrian Buys
at a meeting in the home of Mrs. Van Dyke’s court recently were
George Damson Monday night. A1 Donna Vander Kool, 105 Fairview
Public schools will be dismissed
so elected were Mrs. William Hd., Zeeland, parking, H; Gerrit
at 2 pjn. Monday. March 16, to alSchrier,vice president;Mrs. Della Luurtsema, 44, route 1, Zeeland,

Newcomer* Chib members apd pating in the local blood program
Adult Education Program. The guests enjoyed dancing and a met for luncheon Friday to dis-

series continues for the next three

PEO Chapter

By

Curriculum

named

Of Nnrsoig Corps

Monday

night of the Michigan’s great outdoor series sponsored jointly by the Holland Fish
and Game Club and the Holland

Fomder

Officers Naified

PEO,

to succeed Mrs.

low all teachers, clerk, secretaries
and custodians to gather in Longfellow gymnasium to discuss curriculum.
Attending the meeting will be
Dr. Tom Herrick, curriculumdirector of the Kalamazoo Board of
Education, and Dr. Otto Yntema,

i

°f the Army Nurse Corps from
1909 to 1912. America’s most famous nurse from the turn of the
ceptury until the time of her
death in 1919, was born March
12, 1862 in Townsend,N. ,Y.
A graduate of Bellevue Hospital
School of Nursing, New .York,

Steininger,recording secretary; failureto have assured clear distance, $12; Willie G. Agera, 42, of
Miss Maxine Boone, treasurer.
63 Jordan Dr., Grand Rapids, passRe-elected were Mrs. E. D.
ing and forcing traffic off main
Wade, corresponding aecretary; part of road. $29.90.
Mrs. Damson, chaplain, and Mrs.
Anthony Diekema, 19, of North
Marion de Voider, guard.
Centennial St., Zeeland, admitted
Installationof officers was con theft of car accessories leu than
ducted by Mrs. Buys. In other $50, $33.90; Richard Ribbons, 18, of

extension directorfor Western
Michigan College of Education,
who were appointed by the local business,plans for the state con- 47 East 13th St., admitted theft of
car accessories less than $50,
board two months ago to aid local vention in Saginaw April 15-17
$33.90; William Bareman Jr., 19, of
were
discussed.
Delegates
named
leaders In developing a curriculum
study prior to the secondary were Mrs. Pelgrim and Mrs. Law- 21 West Main St., Zeeland, concealrence Wade with Mrs. L. E. Towe ing atolen property valued at less
school building program.
and
Mrs. Leonard Swartz as alter- than $50, $38.90.
The first meeting of a group of
Arthur Brink, 39, route 2, Fennjunior high and high school teach- nates. Mrs. Buys was named deleers with the two representatives gate to Supreme convention to be ville, defective brakes, $10; John
Allen Kossen, 22, route 1. Zeeland,
was held Feb. 17 and it was im- held at Vancouver in October.
Refreshments were served by stop sign and disrespectto arresfr
mediately apparent that the entire
faculty should be fully aware of Mrs. W. C. Snow, and the hostess. ing officer, $12; Maurice Lemmen,
the program in the elementary Coming events for the chapter are 18, of route 2, West Olive, racing
buildingplanning and the need for a regular meeting March 23 In the from intersection, $14; Jerry Lee
thorough curriculum study be- home of Mrs. J. D. French and a Klynstra, 17, route 2, Zeeland, racing from intersection,$14; Jason
fore secondary building planning guest tea March 28.

and Wilbur Cobb.
Newcdmers attending their first
party were Mr. and Mrs. George Jane Delano pioneered present-day
Price of Philadelphia,Pa., Mr. standardsof public health nursing when assigned to a mining
and Mrs. Bill Krumm of Detroit
camp during a typhoid epidemic in
and Mr. and Mrs. Edward 1BroAriona shortly after her graduakema ofj Grand Rapids.
tion.
Among the guests introduced
Isolated from "civilized”mediwere Mr. and Mrs. Paul Grayless,
cal facilities,she observed and deguests of Mr. and Mrs. Pete
termined to crusade for the imBernecker;Mr. and Mrs. Irv De
portanceof having women learn
Weerd, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Welto care for their own family illling, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Kamnesses without expensive equipmeraad,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
posed of seven members who
ment or professional tools.
serve six-year terms. Five of the Helder and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
To date approximately three
can take place.
Waiters, 17. route 1, Zeeland, raopresent members have been ap- Phillips, guests of Mr. and Mrs. million people have received such
ing from intersection, $16.
Opportunity will be provided for
pointed by Gov. G. Mennen Wil- Wilbur Cobb; Miss Millicent Gib- training, under the Red Cross
questions from the faculty. Group Grand Haven Telephone
Andrew J. Machiela, 17. route 1,
liams, but some quartersof the son, guest of Mr. and Mrs. Nor- Home Nursing program begun in
discussionsalso are scheduled.Out Employe Will Retire
Zwland, speeding 45 in 25 zone,
man
Gibson;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charstate are hoping that two long1908. Thirty classes in Home
of the general thinking, it is ex$15; David Bossardet, 17. route 3,
time members, Richard H. Fletch- les Rich, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Nursing were offered to the peopected a steering committee will
HoUand, speeding 35 in 25 zone,
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
er and Harold W. Glasson, will Ed Pelletier; Mr. and Mrs. Adrian ple of Ottawa County during the
be named consistingof represent- Myron Rose, Grand Haven, an em- $8; Nell Post, route 2, Byron Cenbe allowed to remain on the body. Moes and Mr. and Mrs. Victor last year. Some of the nurses
atives of the board, faculty, ploye of the Michigan Bell Tele- ter. parking, $1.
Butler told the group that as Van Fleet, guests of Mr. and serving in the blood program also
parents and students. This com- phone Co. of 36 years, will retire
Paying fines in the court of Juspresent there are 1,709 paid em- Mrs. Paul Rathke; Clarence Do- serve as volunteer instructors in
mittee will have no legal respon- March 24, when he reaches the tice Egbert J. Boes were Saw Valployes administering the policies ton and Mr. and Mrs. Miles Bas- these nursing courses.
sibility but will pull together age of 65. But he is starting a lean, Grand Rapids, speeding,' $6;
of the Commission.This relatively kets guests of David and Jenna
trends in secondary schools.From three-week vacation this week, Bernard Balder, Zeeland, speeding
Dr. O. van der Velde, medical
small group is responsible for all White; Mr. and Mrs Ed Matthew- directorof the program, paid triball the study is expected to come
after which his "permanent vaca- and no tail light, $18; Douglas
the varied activities of hunting, son, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walt- ute to the nurses and the hours of
an answer to the question,"What tion” will take affect.
Kuyers, Zeeland, speeding,$12;
fishing and conservation methods. Bloomquist, and Mr. and Mrs. service they have given to make
will we teach in Holland and
Rose started with the company Orville Disaelkoen, Zeeland, discOne fact that most persons Max Congdon, guests of Mr. and the Community Blood Program,
how?" and then plans for a new at Rose ^*ity, Mich., with a line beyed traffic signal, $9; Eugene
don’t realize is that federal taxes Mrs. Forrest Barber.
high school budding can really construction crew in 1912 and in Schrotenboer, HoUand, speeding,
the complete cost of which is unCommittee in charge of enter- derwrittenby the Red Cross, a
take shape.
on ammunition and firearms are
1914 was laid off. He returned to $10; Shylus Walcott, GrandvMe,
In other business, the board the Bell system in 1918 shortly speeding, $12.
put into the Pittman-Robertsontainment and refreshments in- success. The local program is
approved preliminary plans for a after they moved to Grand Haven.
fund that is made available !n cluded Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rathke, known not only in the state of
Business, Industry and Education
Michigan for purchase of park and chairmen, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Michigan but nation-wide and inSince then he has been working as
Alexander Hamilton, first seereDay now under consideration by an installerand trouble shooter.
forest areas. The Todd farm near Whitehead, Mr. and Mrs. David quiries about its operation come
j* T«*«ury, founded the
Two girls head the honor list of Merwin Van Doornik, 3.&4; Mari- the Chamber of Commerce. Th*
Fennville was secured in this man- White and Mr. and Mrs. Don regularly.
In recent years he was an ex- JMtal States Coast Guard in
1953 Holland High School gradner. According to the law, the Wolgemuth.
Followingthe example of Miss uates with all-A records,Principal lyn Poest, 3.79; Jean Kromann, event is tentativelyscheduled change repairman.
1790 to protect life and property
state provides 25 cents from huntDelano who resigned as head J. J. Riemersma announced at 3.77; Marvin Israels, 3.68; Ronald April 16.
Before working (or Bell, he sail- °n the sea and navigable water*
ing and fishing fees for each 75
of the Army Nurse corps in chapel exercisesMonday.
Den Uyl, 3.67; Duane Carlson, Safety programs at elementary ed the Great Lakes on an ore car- of the United States.
Byron Center Girl
schools will be fuhher discussed
cents provided by the federalgov1912 ‘so she could give her full
rier, did carpentry work in Rose
Sara Joe Kleinheksel, daughter 3.64; Kenneth Brummel, 3.61;
ernment
Honored at Shower
time as a volunteerto the de- of Dr. and Mrs. J. Harvey Klein- Joan Fendt, 3.61; Anita Van at a meeting of the schools com- City, his birthplace, and In FlorThe 30-voice Windmill chorus
mittee.
following
a
communication
velopment of Red Cross Nursing
ida, and later worked In a factory
A surprise miscellaneous show- services, today one out of every 11 heksel of 1606 Forest Ave* and Lente, 3.61.
from Russell Welch, principal at
of the Holland Chapter of the
at Lansing. Between 1914 and 1918
Shirley Ann Miller, daughter of
Carolyn
Jaehnig,
3.57;
David
Lincolon School, who had conferSPEBSQSA, under the direction er, honoring Miss Marion Dykstra, active registered nurses in the
Mr.
and
Mrs. Frank D. Miller of Bos, 3.56; Sally Damson. 3.56; red with an AAA representative he was a barber in Three Oaks.
of Francis Hodgeboom, opened the Byron Center bride-electof Alvin United States is now enrolled for
897 West 32nd St., head the class Mary Lou Buis, 3.55; Howard on the school safety program. Cer- When he first came to Grand
meeting with a lively rendition of Deters, was given Friday evening community service through the
of 240 graduateswith all-A re- Harrington. 3.52; Barbara Klom- tain designated crossings for Haven he was employed at the
by
Mrs.
Harry
Deters
and
daughbarbershopmelodies. The group
Red Cross. Besides those working cords.
parens, 3.50; Jon Hamelink, 3.45; children at Lincoln school and at Dake Engine Co.
ter, Beatrice, at their heme in
drew repeated applause.
in the Blood Program and those in
Mr. Rose and his wife, the formClosely
following
the
two
girls
Barbara Van Putten, 3.39; Norother elementary schools are
AN Mata
The meeting closed with a film Fennville.
Home Nursing, there are those are Nancy Neff, daughter of Mr. man Boeve, 3.38; Alton Kooyers, some
er Alice Van Zanten, whom he
in
question,
the
communication
Miss
Dykstra
opened
her
gifts
pn travel in Alaska, narrated by
who are enrolled for emergency and Mrs. William A. Neff of 284 3.38; Mary Sanger, 3.36; Connie said.
married in 1916, have three sons
Phil Rich, publisher of the Mid- under an umbrella trimmed in duty in disastersor epidemics.
Authorised
and one daughter. After hii retireWest
10th St., who receiveda Tuinsma,3.34; John Klaasen, 3.32;
The
board
granted
permission
light
green
and
white,
bearing
land Daily News.
Chrysler-Plymouth Daalap
Mrs. Angie Van Hoven serves as four-year average of 3.97 out of a John Angus, 3.30.
to the Model Airplane Club to see ment Mr. Rose plans to pursue his
miniature
umbrellas
and
streamNeal De Waard of the Fish and
the enrollment chairman for the
hobbies of woodworking, collectGame club presided and introduc- ers. in a room decorated with local chapter and states some 60 possible4 points, and Mary Gron- Thomas De Pree, 3.29; Mildred the northwest comer of school ing clocks, which now number
Motor
berg, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Borgman, 3.23; August Overway, property at 30th St. and Van
spring
flowers.
ed the speaker.
The guests included Mesdames nurses are enrolled in active vol- A. B. Gronberg, of 225 Van Raalte 3.21; Elaine Bacheller,3.20; Cyn- Raalte Ave. for use in flying forty, and also do some hunting, 28 W. 8th Street Phone 7242
unteer serviceat the present time Ave., who maintained a four -year thia Schaap, 3.20; Barbara Tague, model planes.The request came in fishing and gardening.
An estimated 3,548,000 live Gerrit Dykstra, Elmer Poortenga, in this community.
average of 3.95.
Henry
Holtgeerts,Andrew Deter*,
3.20; Joanna Fisher, 3.19; Richard a communication signed by Wilbirths were registered in the
In all, there were 60 seniors Klann, 3.19; Barbara Bosch, 3.18; liam M. Aldrich of the Exchange
Clarence Deters, Clarence BoerUnited States in 1950.
man, Theodore Poppema, Justin
who maintaineda four-year ave- Sally Hildebrand,3.15; Patricia Club.
Claims and accounts for FebDeters, Jerome Deters, and the
rage of B or better.Accordingto Overway. 3.15; Carqlyn AlexandMisses Elaine Christian, Marjorie
Principal Riemersma, this is a er, 3.14; Mary Ann Kuyers, 3.14. ruary amounted to $63,598.65of
Qood Selection — Used
Berkompas,Jean Dykstra and the
high percentage.
David Hilmert, 3.13; Elaine which $44,353.36 went for teach251 WIST lltli $j.
PHONE Mitt
guest of honor.
All girls have been active in Bleeker. 3.11; Sally Copeland, 3.- ers’ salaries.
'

maintains an avid interest in
conservation.
Pointing out that a member of
the commissioncould easily spend
full time at the task, Butler enumerated some of its activities. In
addition to running the hunting
and fishing programs, such varied
duties as park maintenance,fish
stocking and a fairly extensive
educational program fall within
its administration.
He said the commissionis comstill

.
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Two Girls Lead Seniors
At HHS With All A s

ROAD

SERVICE

COMPLETE SERVICE

Hmh

Maerose Glass Prodicts Co.

Large Sum Taken

FARM TRACTORS

Games were played, duplicate
prizes were awarded, and a twocourse lunch was served by the

and

MACHINERY

hostesses.

Steam Cleaning
Motora and Tractors

-

Fine Section of

LINCOLN AVL

WALL PAPER

GARAGE
SSI Lincoln

You'll •elect

Phone 9210

Paper* for nlcho*,
border*, dadoe*!

ft AIR

ESSENBURG

CONDITIONING

The Lennox Fumoce Com-

ELECTRIC CO.
50 West 8th 8L

Phone 4811

pany, worlds largest manufacturing engineers of warm
a i
heating equipment
mokes a heating system to

r

'

ALWAYS BUYING

fit your individual requirements for gas, oil, or coal.
Lennox dealers are factorytrained heating experts.

At Your

SCRAP

Service

Doy or Night

MATERIALS

Koop Heuting

Louis Padnos

HEATING IS OUR BUSINESS

—NOT
120

River

A SIDELINE

Avo.

Moose Break-In

extra-curricularwork. Miss Klein- 11;

Anne Hohmann, 3.11; Robert

heksel plans to attend Michigan Holt, 3.11; Roger Overway, 3.11;
State College next year and Miss Mary Lou Van Dyke, 3 09; Robert
City police Monday were continuGronberg plans to study indus- Linn, Jr., 3.07; Norma Nynas,
ing their investigation into a breaktrial engineering at the Univers- 3.06; Elaine Botsis, 3.05; Mary Elin Sunday moming at the Moose ity“of Michigan, Miss Neff plans to len Carter, 3.05; Jack Kammerhall in which J787.87 was taken in
go to art school.
aad. 3.05; Janice Boersma, 3.03;
< -^h and checks from the cash
Others on the honor list are Al- Donna Borr. 3.03; Bob De Neff.
register and steel boxes. Four
bert Timmer, 3.87, Gretchen 3.03; Helfnmae Allen, 3.00; Arloa
packs of cagarettes also are miss- Himes. 3.86; Mary Avery, 3.85;
Smit, 3.00.

A surprise miscellaneous shower!
honoring Miss Arloa Boerighter
was given Friday evening by her
mother. Mrs. Henry Boerighter,
and sister, Miss Janice Boerigh-

ing.

ter.

The place was entered through a
door which has no outside knob or Optimists

Work

of

Child Guidance Movie

handle. A hole the size of a silver
was punched through a pan- By Alcoholics Anonymous Shown to Mothers
el near the iron bar which fastens
Glenn Coffey gave a dramatic
The Montello Park Mothers Club
the door from the inside.
The hall was particularlyactive and interestingtalk on his life and met in the school Monday night
Saturday night with a large fish on the work being done by Alco- with 29 members present. The
meeting was opened by the presifry, but the last of the guests left*
holics Anonymous at
regular dent. Mrs. Russell Tague and
at 1:30 a.m. The break-in occurred
meeting of the Optimist Club Miss Donna Lamberts sang a duet.
after employesleft at 3 a.m.
A movie on child guidance was
Monday noon at the Eten House.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Mr. Coffey told of the 12 steps shown with Mrs. Chester Kramer
State Police and Deputy Leslie an alcoholicmust take to live the explaining the film.
Refreshments were served by
Vander Wall of Spring Lake Town- life of sobriety.He told how deMi-s.
Clare Walker, Mrs. William
ship are investigatingan attempt- grading an alcoholiccan get and
ed larceny at a filling station in how AA conquers the curse of Topp, Mrs. Blaine Timmer and
Mrs. Leon Kraai. In charge of the
the buildingof the Spring Lake Ice alcoholism.
program were Mrs. Romeo Aland Coal Co. at the junction of
A guest of the club was Urz fieri, Mrs. Maynard Bakker, Mrs.
US-31 and M-104 in which attempts Von Ins of the AA.
Ties Pruis and Mrs. Ben Kole.
to remove a lavatory from the
The invocation was given by
Those named for the refreshmen’s rest room were unsuccess- the Rev. James Baar, chaplain of
ment
committee for the April
ful. Pipes had been disconnected the club, and the business meetunderneath the tank, and there ing was conducted by Bill Ven- meeting include Mrs. Leroy Essenburgh. Mrs. Chester Kramer,
was considerable damage caused huizen, president.
Mrs. Ed Kruid and Mrs. Bernard
by water. The damage was-. noted
Shashaguay. The program comby a workman who customarily
mittee will bo Mrs. Henry Bosma,
waits for a ride at that location Sea Wall Permit Sought
Mrs William Brower. Mrs. Julius
early in the morning. The incident
ChristopherJ. Smith, of 1967
occurred between midnight and South Shore Dr., has made appli- Brown and Mrs. Ralph Groen.
5:40 a.m. Monday.
cation for a Department of the
Army permit to construct a wood Mrs. Margery Topp
Approximately 19 million new pile sea wall in l^ake Macatawa.
homes and apartment units are Any person or persons having any To Gerrit J. Kiekintveld
expected to be constructedin objections to the work as proAnnouncement is made of the
the United States in the next 25 posed from a standpoint of naviyear*.
gation may file a written state- marriage of Mrs. Margery Topp
ment with the DistrictEngineer, and Gerrit J. Kiekintveld.both of
Corps of Engineers, 428 Federal Holland. The ceremony took place
Building, Milwaukee. 1, Wis., not March 5 in the parsonage of Ninth
Street ChristianReformed Church.
later than March 16.

Ph. 6-6828

IRON and METAL CO.
120 River Ave.
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WILLYS - OVERLAND PRODUCTS
Complete Service Department

UNITZD MOTOR KALES
723*33 Michigan Av«nu«

a

The Rev. M.

J.

Vander Werp

KAWNEER STORE FRONTS AND ENTRANCES
FOLDING DOORS
ALUMINUM STORM WINDOWS
ALUMINUM COMBINATION DOORS
SHOWER DOORS

Surprise Shower Fetes
Miss Arloa Boerighter

Games Were played and

Hear

dollar

PW,I
HEATING

In

FUU

dupli-

cate prizes awarded.A two-course
lunch was served.
Invitedwere the Mesdames G. J.
Lubbers, Gerald Emmink, Henry
Brower. George Boerigter. Edward Boerigter,Gerrit Bolks, William M. Boeve. Andrew Boerigter,
Gilbert Boerigter,Henry De Jonge,
Jack Boerigter, Paul Boerigter,
John P. Roels, Jerry Jonker. Jason
Rods, Henry Busscher, Justin Busscher, A. M. Van Kersen and Anton Seif and the Misses Caroline
Bolks, Irene Boeve, Theresa 'Busscher and Julie Busscher.

STATE FARM MUTUAL
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE CO.
Pays a Claim
On The Average

Every 15 Seconds
Of Every Working Dey.
BEN VAN LINTl, Agent
177 CollegeAvenue

CHICKEN
FISH or STEAK
ALL YOU CAN

—

EAT)

Most Reasonable

>ff

u/y

Off

ANNIVERSARY or
WEDDING

THE HUB
Now Operated By
PAUL and EDNA VAN RAALTE

Wo

DIAM0NDSI6NS ARE WARNING SIGNS
.

!

Decker Chevrolet,

€ar washing and

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP

Zeeland, Michigan
Closed Sunday*

384

W#

have the*right lubricant
and we KNOW where is should
go. When ke wash your car^w*
CLEAN IT insid* ond out.

H.

Inc.
RHONE

23S6

CENTRAL

of-

AVE.

PHONE 2677
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Across from Post Office
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SPECIALTY'
FOR THAT BIRTHDAY,

After the ceremony,a reception
was held in the basement of Ninth
Street Church. Guests were the
immediatefamiliesand friends.
A short program was presented
and a two course lunch was serv-

Wo

US l V

Cokea

Private Dining Room for Parties

ed.

LET

Phone 7133

Stuicij

(SERVED FAMILY STYLE
Best Food

LINE OF O'BRIEN PAINTS

ficiated.

Phans 7225
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RUBEROID PRODUCTS
29 East 6th Street

PHONE 3826
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All taxes end License, Hester.

White

Sidewslls, Directional

Lamps, Two Tone, Fluid Drive,
Air Foam Seats, Undercoat

• W. 7th

St

.. Phone 6-6578

Printing

Printing

Arrange that speelal bust
neat appointment at The
Bier Kalder. Alrcondltloned
with only nationallyadvertised beverages. Open for
your convenience from noon
until

S. A. DAGEN, Inc.
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’52-’53 Team Has

Hope College Students

to Entertain Womon's

Club
Sereral

Mark

Best Season

hfkuitCovt

School History

21, of 244

fore the tournament.”
Holland played just good enough
to win against the mediocre In-

and ordered to pay

20—

than they had in any other game
this season. The previous high
was 16. Besides that, Holland was
called for steps seven times and
fumbled the ball away one.
But despite the fact the locals
were repeatedlyouitmaneuvered
under the boards, they came
Robert W. Cavanaugh, head of
through when the chips were the music department at Hope
down and consequently walked off College, has prepared a “Student
the floor with the victory.
musicale”for presentation at the
The first quarter was especially
Woman's LiteraryClub Tuesday
ragged for Holland. Holland made
at 2:30 pjn at the club house.
five out of 13 field goal tries durHope students wh^will take
ing the period and when the whispart are pictured, left to right,
tle blew it was 15-all. And in the
Carole Hoffs (seated), Harriet
second quarter, Holland outscored
Pennington, Marcia Veldman, John
Ottawa with the aid of six out
of 16 good shots from tbe floor Scholten, David De Jong, Arlene
Ritsema, Alyce Hilmert, Robert
to take a 33-30 halftime edge.
In the third period Holland Stmyk and David Martin.
Others, not pictured, are a
spurted ahead 48-40.
But Ottawa bounced back in the
last quarter and the partisan
crowd had high hopes at one time
of seeing one of the biggest up.

(Sentinel photo)

Mrs. Boettcher was returning

left side.

N.

a car which was passing a heavy
line of traffic. With three cars
abreast, Wingard’scar was forced V
over the curb,1 made a complete
spin and then hit the pedestrian.
She received facial cuts, internal
injuries and concussion.
Wingard, who attends vocational school at Pine Lake camp at
Doster was emotionally upset following the accident and returned
to Grand Haven Saturday for
questioning. He was driving a
car owned by Ronald Jay Kole,
31, of 47 East 15th St., Holland.
NeitheV Wingard or Kole were injured, but the car was badly

200 Dads and Daughters
More

than 200

Camp

Fire Girls

Neal Van Leuwen and

*

A talent program entitled "Harmony in Jesus,” was featured at a
meeting of the Wesleyan Methodist Couples Club last Tuesday eveMrs.
ning in the church basement.
Mrs. Ernie Shoultz and Mrs.
Arnold Deters planned the proDies in
gram which included several numbers by the church orchestra; a
Mrs. Emily Lowing McBride, 80, women’s quartet, a drum solo by
Eddie Looman; a piano solo, "Fandied Sunday noon at Holland Hostasia,” Mozart, by Marcella Gearpital tohere she had been a patient
hart; a duet sung in Japanese by
since September, 1952. She was the Rev. and Mrs. Art Chrysler; a
born in Grand Haven and moved clarinet solo by John Wolbert, and
to Holland to become a kinder- a trumpet duet by Birton Hilson
and Jimmy Looman.
garten teacher.
Mrs. George Hilson, narrator,
She married Charles H. McBride
sketched between numbers the
in 1899. He died July 14, 1947.
Mrs. McBride was active in tbe part music plays in worship. A
Woman’s Literary club until her chalk drawing was done by Miss
illness years ago and was presi- MarjorieSmeenge and a reading
dent 1917-1918. She was also a for- was given by Marilyn Smeenge.

Hospital

Frank

Hans EbsrhardPispho (right), a German student who is spending
six months In the United States studying American culture and
education, conaulte with Ruaaell Welch (left), Lincoln school
principal, on what la in atore for him during thla three weeka in
Holland. Hana la here primarily to atudy education on the elementary level. He hae taught acme elementary clataes in Hannover and
alto haa taught part-timeIn Hannover College.Hie aubjecta on college level were English and American literature. (Sentinelphoto)

Hope Dean Addresses
Church Woman's Club
Hope

At a dinner meeting of the

.

Church Woman’s Club Thursday

evening in the church parish hall,
Milton Hinga, Hope College dean
of men, discussed Hope — its students and values.
Describing Hope as the largest
educational unit of the Reformed
Church, he said there is a need to
educate church members to the
fact that Hope is their college and
that each member is a part of H
and must feel responsiblefor supporting it — by their enthusiasm,
Studying American education on group which will look after the interest, finances and prayers.
the elementary level as well as visitor during his stay here. Hans
Hope’s budget is over million
getting a real insightinto Ameri- spoke briefly of the German dollars,and that size business is
school program.
valuable to the city of Holland, he
can home life is the current as"We want Hans to visit some of said. He reported that a majority
signment of Hans Eberhard Pie- our local homes as well as our of the 850 studentscome from '
pho, a tall blond German who is schools," Welch said. Hans readMichigan. He cited the 23 foreign
spending three weeks in Holland. ily agreed that American bomb
students who are "messengers of
The 24-year-old visitorarrived life is quite different from what ill will or good will for the Ameriin the United States last Sept. 10 he pictured from class B films
can government."
for a six-month visit sponsored by shown at home theaters in HannIn presenting three values of atthe Department of State, office of over. "It’s too bad that so many
tending Hope, Hinga said that at
education. His first assignment poor American films are shown Hope a student learns to be a part
was spending four months at Pea- overseas. Of course the little of somethingand learns necessity
body College of Nashville, Tenn., theaters at home really can’t af- of work if he wants to be a sucwhich is associated with Vander- ford to show the good pictures," cess; the size of Hope makes K
bilt University.There he lived in he said.
possible to teach students how to
a college dormitoryand observed
Home to Hans means Hannover, get along with fellow men, and
the living habits as well as study- Germany about 80 miles from
Hope students begin to get a seme
ing college curriculum.
the Russian sector, and one to of religious value through required
Then he spent 3J weeks on field which many refugees flock. Hans chapel attendance and Bible coursexperience on the high school has done some work in process- es.
level at Wa Keeney, Kans., before ing the refugees, ‘deciding which
Those students educated ta
arriving in Michigan.
ones need help. "Some of the church-related colleges are the
As Lansing a surprise awaited storiesthey tell are unbelievable," ones who carry the torch for Chrishim as he and nine other German he said.
tian education, Hinga said. His
studentsgathered to meet Gov.
One of the greatest surprises* concluding belief is that the church f

'

German

Visitor Studies

Elementary Education

Meet

L McBride

Attend Camp Fire Party

damaged.

alleged offense occurred Feb. 9 in
his home. He waived examination
in justicecourt Feb. 23 and failed
to provide $250 bond.
Gifford Lynch, charged with
the same offense in the spme case,
was referred back to justice court
for examination.On his arraignment in justicecourt Feb. 23 he.
provided $250 bond.

At Couples Club

Witnessessaid Wingard

was traveling "at least 50 miles
an hour” and attempted to pass

restitution,

Talent Program Given

St., Hol-

home from a shopping trip and
was walking in the road on the

tage at Highland Park Nov. 13.
Samuel Olund, Holland, pleaded
guilty to a concealed weapons
charge and was released without
bond for sentence March 21. The
To Appear in "Student Musicole"
clarinet trio, Lois Maier, sophoBaritone Robert Struyk, junmore from, Newark. N. J., Erma ior from Boyden, Iowa will be acDerks, Holland freshman, and companied in Ms presentationsby
Ruby Nyenhuis, special student Miss Ritsema, a senior from
from Holland.
Momence, 111. Piano solos will be
Miss Veldman, mezzo soprano, played by Misa Hoff*, sophois a freshman from Grand Rapids. more from Lake Odessa, and Miss
She will be accompanied by Miss Pennington, sophomore from
Hilmert, a junior from Kalama- White Pigeon, will sing soprano
zoo. Violin solos will be played solos, with John Scholten, Grand
by David Martin, freshman from Rapids junor, as accompanist.
Herkimer,
with David De
Hostesses for the afternoon will
Jong of Kuwath, Arabia, as ac- be Mrs. Egbert Fell and Mrs. J. E.
companist.
Telling.

Wmgard,

from her home.

costs of $100. Foster was charged
with entering the C. Chatfield cot-

locals

West Ninth

land, Friday night a thort distanrc

Alfred Kimball, 43, Grand Haven, pleaded guilty to a charge of
breaking and entering and will be
sentenced March 21. Bond was set
at $2,500. Kimball had admitted
eight break-ins at business placet
in Grand Haven and three in Holland. He had waived examination
Tuesday whefl arraignedbefore
Justice T. A. Husted.
Robert Foster, Grand R*pids,
pleaded guilty to a nighttime
breaking and entering charge, and
was placed on probation two years

December.
Friday'svictory over Ottawa
was anything but a good performance by Holland. As many local
fans said on leaving the Grand
Rapids gym, "I’m glad they got
that one out of their system be-

Dean Vander Wal and Jack Kemker came through in calm style to
ice the game and erase any Ottawa upset Hopes.
For the evening Holland made
SI out of 55 tries for a good 38.1
per centage and cashed in 23 out
of 33 times from the foul line. Ottawa made good on 18 out of 31

car driven by Ernest H.

case.

tral last

sets of the current season. However, with the score standing at
59-56 in Holland's favor and one
minute and 44 seconds to go, big

—

tion with a house party at his parents’ home at the Grand Haven
oval involving serving liquor to
teen-agers. He had been put on
probation a month or ao ago on
a nighttime breaking and entering

posted its 14th victory’ of the season against just one defeat, that
48-47 loss to Grand Rapids Cen-

M;

GRAND HAVEN (fipedaN
Mrs. Lizzie Boettcher, 74, of 1044
Washington St., was seriously Injured when she was strode by •

waa arrested by police in connec-

By beating Ottawa, Holland

passes—

—

Smith Saturday. Young Haney

able to this 1952-1953 team’s record during regular season play.

threw away more

(Special

17, Grand Haven,
waa sentenced to serve 30 days in
the county jail for violation of
probationwhen he appeared before Circuit Judge Raymond L.

Coach Fred Weiss' team wrote
Friday night to one of the
moat successfulbasketballmasons
in Holland High School history
when the locals downed a scrappy
Grand Rapids Ottawa Hills team,
05-58, at Ottawa.
A hurried check of the records
as far back as tfte early 20’s show
no team in Holland through that
time compiled a record compar-

mi feta

Hurt h Car Crash

LeRoy Haney,

finis

dians Friday night. The

Pedestrian

Appear

GRAND HAVEN
In

i«.

*

MIIBlti »*ll

and their fathers gatheredat the Kkxnparens.
Woman’s Literary club house Saturday evening for ‘‘Forest Fun,” Internal Revenue Office
annual dad-daughterparty staged Announces Extra Houri
by Junior High School girls.
The local Office of Internal ReveCardboard bears and forest
boughs decorated the tables for nue today announced its schedule
foul tries.
the potluck dinner. On stage was a for aiding taxpayers from now up
Vander Wal, who had been clever scene featuringa fisher- to the deadline which is midnight
averaging better than 20 points man in an appropriate setting.A March 16.
The office, located on the second
per game going into the Ottawa dummy, dressed as a man, was
tilt, definitely had one of his rare leaning against a large imitation floor of the post office, will be open
"off nights.He accountedfor 13 apple tree. Decorationswere ar- Saturday from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
points, however, to take runnerup ranged by Mm. Ray Wagenveki’s Schedule for next week Monday
mer member of the Century Club Miss Jeannie Zeidler, guest soloist,
scoring honors. The big fetta was group, with Mary Ellen Steketee through Friday is 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
and the Woman's City Club of played three violin selectionsactaken out because he had four in charge.
Hours on Saturday, March 14, is 8
companied by her brother, RichGrand Rapids.
Williams. The governor's first Hans experienced in America was will accept the responsibilityfor
fouls midway in the third period.
Theme for the evening was a.m. to 1 p.m.
She
was
active in Republican ard.
When he did oome back in in adopted from ibis year’s Camp
Citizens get a real break on the
Mrs. Carlton Avery, president, question was: "What kind of that most teachers own their own defeating communism.
party affairs.
dancing do you have in Germ- cars. "We’re told that at home,
those final crucial moments, how- Fire Birthday project— "Down to final day, Monday, March 16, when
Hinga was introduced as an "exconducted
devotions and a short
She is survived by three daughany?”
ever, he made up for it with a Earth.”
the office will be open from 8 a.m.
but you actually must see it to cellentsalesman for Hope college
ters, Mrs. Ray Davis of Washing- business meeting.Programs were
Then Michigan’sFirst Citizen understand it," he said.
vital field goal and. free throw.
Cherrie Copeland was toastmis- to midnight. The deadline is March
and Christian education" by Mrs.
ton, D. C., Miss Maxine Me Bride, made on staff paper with a treble
explained that he had done a bit
Stellar guard Jack Kempker tress for the after-dinnerpro- 16 this year because March 15 falls
"My ambition is to own a motor Kenneth De Pree.
clef
sign
and
-an
eighth
note
and Mrs. Donald J. Crawford of
of folk dancing wearing leather scooter some day. so I won’t have
carried the brunt of the scoring gram. Martha Ann De Groot gave on Sunday.
Mrs. James Wayer led Lenten
Holland. Another daughter.Mrs. mounted in black paper. Napkins
shorts when he visited Bavaria. to ride a bicycle," he said.
attack for Holland as he totaled a toast to the dads and Adrian De
Three agents have been assigndevotions and Mrs. Donald Brown
featured
the
same
design.
ReChester Boltwooddied in 1945. She
19 points on seven field goals and Groot, her father gave a toast to ed to the local area. The local ofAnother most revealing insight presided. During a brief business
freshments were served by the And the governor’s love of square
live free throws. Kempker dis- the daughters. Walter W. Scott fice will remain open through lunch is also survived by five grandchil- Rev. and Mrs. George Hilson and dancing is known everywhere.
into American life hdk been the session, the Woman's Club voted to
dren and two great grandchildren.
regarded the wild-cheeringOt- gave the invocatiri. Group singing and dinner hours.
After meetings in the education- democratic way Americanslive
support the Community AmbassaMr. and Mrs. Chester Hill.
tawa fans in the final seconds of was led by Kenneth De Free, with
al department,the nine students and the parliamentaryprocedure dor Fund.
Persons seeking aid are asked to
the game when he stepped to the Judge Raymond Smith at the bring with them as much informa- Mrs. Edgar Smith Talks
split up for various visits, Hans that seems to permeate everyMary Lou Elhart Given
foul Mne and sank points No. 63 piano.
landing in Holland Wednesday un- thing Americans do. "Anybody
tion as possible and to complete
Guests divided into two groups routine mathematics and the like. To Third Church Group
and 64 and a moment later tallied
der the tultelege of Russell Welcn, who wants to say anything has a Farm-to-Prosper Group
Party
on
10th
Birthday
for the evening of fun. Games In case the person has any rental
No. 65 from the same foul Mne.
principal of Lincoln school.
chance to say it. The self-expres- Plans School Projects
At a regular monthly meeting
Coach Weiss started his- taH were played in the dub tea room, or business income, he should
Thursday night, Hans was guest sion around here is most unMary
Lou
Elhart,
daughter
of
of
the
Women's
Mission
Auxiliary
forward line of Ken Armstrong, under directionof Mrs. William bring his tax returns of the preof honor at an informal dinner in usual, compared with Germany,"
The Farm-to-Prosper Committee
of the Third Reformed Church Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Elhart of
Ron Israel* and Vander Wal. Pluim, Mrs. Gifford Onthank, vious year with him.
the Warm Friend Tavern spon- Hans said.
3405
Butternut
Dr.,
was
honored
of
the BeechwoodMothers Club
Wednesday
evening,
Mrs.
Edgar
Later he inserted reserve for- Mrs. Clarence Becker and Mrs.
sored by the Board of Education.
Smith showed slides of Africa, at a party Saturday afternoon at Attendingwere Supt. Walter Hans is a graduate of Hannover met Wednesday afternoonat the
ward Dick Plagenhoefwho ended Carroll Norlin. Mr. and Mrs.
College for Teachers and has had home of Mrs. Robert Horner. Tenwhere she served as a missionary her home, the occasion being her
up playing a good share of the Claude Ketchum superv ised square Friendship Guild Guests
Scott, Russell Welch, Harold one semesterat Oxford, England.
10th
birthday anniversary.
tative projects were discussed for
a
number
of
years.
She
explained
game. And "Plaggie” showed he dancing in the upstairs auditorStreeter, Joe Moran, Mrs. Gert- When he leaves for home April 7.
Of Missionary Society
Assisting the hostess was Mrs.
school and community improveabout the work being done in that
has the stuff to play a lot of ball ium.
rude Douwstra and Wilhelmine it’s his ambition to study for a
country and mentioned the vari- G. De Ruiter. Featuringrefreshment in the Beechwood district.
during the upcoming tournament
An "ice-breaker" game was conHaberland.
This
constitutes
the
Ph.
D.
Members of the Friendship ous changes and developmentsments was a birthdaycake atIt was recommendedthat the
He scored 10 pants and did his ducted by Mrs. Julian Lubbers as
tractively decorated by Mrs. Peter
Gujld of Holland Heights Chris- during that period.
mothers consider the children's
share under the boards.
the guests arrived.
concert at Hope chapel Tuesday,
Mrs. William Moerdyk, vice De Hammer. Motion pictures of Retired Decorator
Ottawa showed one of the most
The oommitte in charge includ- tian Reformed Church were guests
Local Seminary Wives
the group were taken by Mary
March 17, as a worth-whileprobalanced scoring columns seen by ed Phyllis Smith, Judy Van Leu- of the Ladies Missionaryand Aid president, was in charge of the
ject for the third, fourth, fifth and
meeting. Devotions were' conduct- Lou’s father and games were play- Dies in Grand Haven
Holland this year. Forwards Ted wen, Joan EHiart, Linda Fehring,
Give Program at Sixth
Society of Calvary Reformed ed by Miss Emma Reeverts who ed with prizes being awarded to
sixth grade children.The concert
Grainger and Bob Driscal tallied Mar}' De Waard, Sally Houtman,
GRAND HAVEN (Specie - Mrs. Richard Decker, Mrs. John will be held at 3:30 p.m. It is benine and 13 points respectively, Garnet Harrington, Gail Moon Church at a meeting Wednesday read selected passages which ‘have Christine Smit, Rose-MaryHarrington, Judy Ter Vree and Janice
evening in Calvary church.
been set to music as Negro spiritcenter Pete Sabo tallied10, and and Sharon Boersma, members of
Charles N. Doddington, 72, of West Hesselink,• Mrs. Pierce Maassen ing sponsored by the AAUW Branch
Wieghmink.
A
team
from
the
Leper
Associauals.
guards Mert Vander Lind and Jim Mrs. Clarence Becker, Mrs. Anand Mrs. David Ter Beest, wives of Holland. The Mothers’ club is
Others present were Lonna Ol- Spring Lake, died Sunday morning
Hedberg scored 12 apiece.
A violin solo was given by Miss
dries Steketee and Mrs. James tion presented a program of
of Western Theological Seminary planning to arrange transportation
in
Municipal
Hospital
where
he
son.
Clover
Aaklerink,
Shirley
Ottawa’s all-city center, Ron Hardie's groups. Mrs. Clifton Dal- words and music. The team is Ruth Gerritsen. After a period of
students,provided the program at either by bus or private cars from
composed of Mrs. Peter Slenk, silent prayer, Mrs. A. Van Dyk Dennenberg, Carolyn Harrington, was taken Saturday evening.
Lang, did not play. He is confined man’s group set the tables.
a regular meeting of the Missionary the school. Further details of this
Joyce De Ruiter, Bobby De Ruiat home with chicken pox.
He was a retired painter and Society in Sixth Reformed Church project will be distributedby "flyBoard members working in the Mrs. Charles Kuyers and Mrs and Miss Clara Reevertsoffered
ter, Joy Elhart and Melvin Elhart.
Thus, Holland ends its season kitchen were headed by Mrs. Harry Young.
prayers. Program chairmen were
ers'' to the Beechwood mothers. a
decorator
and also had done some Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. R. Denekas and Mrs. Mau- Miss Marie Elferdink and Mrs. Others invited were Rosemary
certain of being ranked No. 2 Harold Klaasen, assisted by Mrs.
Those present besides the host- "
Mrs. Ter Best sang two selecLang,
Darlene
Bloom quist and sign painting. He was a member of
among state class A high schools. Lucien Raven and Mrs. Nelson rice Vander Haar were on the wel- Nelson Bosman.
tions accompanied by Mrs. Hes- ess were Mrs. Ted Van Oosterhouf,
Diana
Troota.
Calvary Baptist Church and was
Only undefeatedLansing Sexton Bosman. Mothers assisting were coming committee. Hostesses were
A short business meeting folselink. Mrs. Maassen,Mrs. Hesse- Mrs. H. J. Knutson, Mrs. Ranford
has topped Holland’s season re- the Mesdames William Rose. El- Miss Donna Bowman, Mrs. G. Van lowed. Hostesses were Mesdames
active in church work while his link and Mrs. Decker told of ex- Wenzel, chairman, and Mrs. Henry
cord.
mer Speet, B. Poll. R. De Waard, Doomik, Mrs. Ed Vander Bie and R. Tanis. George Bontekoe,and Larry Reels Has Party
health permitted. He had been in periences during their summer ap- Koop, Jr., presidentof the Mother 's
Box score
Eddie Rackes, H. Tanis, R. Zoet, Mrs. H. Broek.
Club.
Miss Ruth Blekkink.
ill health six months.
pointments in 1952.
On
His
Sixth
Birthday
Holland (65)
His first wife, Mary Kegon, died
Devotions were 'conducted by
FG FT PF TP
Larry Reels, who celebrated his in 1921. On Oct. 25, 1924, he mar- Mrs. William Jekel. Mrs. Burt Kor- Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds
Armstrong, f
4
1
5
6
sixth
birthday Friday, was guest ried Mrs. Emma Wildey who sur- tering read a short story. The busiIsraels,f
2
4
3
8
of honor at a party in the after- vives along with three sons, How- ness session was in charge of Mrs. Feted on Anniversary
Vander Wal, c
4
5
4
13
Kempker, g
noon when his mother entertained ard of Waukegan, Ul.. Donald of Henry A. Mouw. Refreshments
7
5
19
1
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reynolds
at their home, 584 Washington St. Jackson and Orrin of Round Lake, were served by Mrs. S. Scheerhorn,
Burns, g
2
2
1
6
A two-courselunch featured a 111.; a stepdaughter, three step- Mrs. B. Ter Haar and Mrs. G. Tim- of Fremont held open house at
Van Dyke
0
0
1
0
their home at the Maycharleslast
Plagenhoef
decorated birthday cake. Mrs. sons ; two brothers,Mark of Grand mer.
4
2
2 10
Saturday, the occasion marking
Haven
and
David
of
Ferrysburg;
a
De V elder
Roels was assistedby Mrs. Peter
1
1
1
3
their 20th wedding anniversary.
sister, Mrs. Blanche Geveringa of
Reels, Mrs. Daryl Brown and Mrs.
Eighty-five guests called during
Grand
Haven;
23
grandchildren
Totals
31 23 18 65
Don Smeenge.
the afternoon ana evening. Out-ofand six great grandchUdren.A
Ottawa (58)
Attending the party were Ricky
town guests were from Chicago t
Vander Lind, l
6
3
3 12
and Karen Smeenge, Donnie De daughter, Marion, died in 19^0, amd
Watervliet,Holland, Muskegon and
a
stepson,
Fred
Wildey,
died
in
Hedberg, l
5
2
5 12
Weerd, Larry Hulsebos, Karla and
Grand Rapids.
V
Sabo, c
4
2
4
10
Guenda Otting, Rose Mary RlkAmong those from Holland were
Grainger, g
3
3
0 9
sen, Gkiton Meyering,Diana and
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Roaendahl
Driscal, g
5
3
4 13
Nancy De Maat, David and Cher- Percy Jones Veterans
and family and Mrs. Frank Harbin.
Schopf
0
2
5
2
rie Brown, Connie Slighter,Dawn
Entertained by Group
Mrs. Reynoldsis the former Alice
Gan toe
0 .0 0 0
Johnson, Barbara Kleis and PatriDragoo of Holland.
_ a
:

Engaged

1952.

Plaintiff k
In

cia Roeis.

20 18 21 58

Totals

Star of Bothlohem Plant

Favored

Tulip Time Project

Wyatt-Fox Cate

GRAND HAVEN

Fund Chairman Wendell A. Milts checks a city
map with residential chairman for the current Red
Croat campaign which will get under way In
Holland later this month. Standing at riflht it
Mrs. Joseph Bergman, Jr., city chairman. Zona
chairman, seated left to riebt, are Mrs. J. 6. Pot-

Pluim
and Mra. John Bos. Two other zone«chalrmen will
ba named later. Women volunteers hope to colloet
$4,500 to $5,000 In the house-to-houfcecanvass
ter, Mrs. William Vonhuixen, Mrs. William

toward the city quota of $14^000.

(Penstfea fboto*

Continuing a previous project,
the chapter will conduct a preTulip Time showing of Dutch costumes during April
An invitation was received from
the Mizpah chapter. Mrs. Thomas
Longstreet and her oonvnittee

oottege girls entertained

at a ward party Wednesday at
Percy Jones Hospital, Battle
Creek, under the auspices of the
E and I servicesof the Red Cross.
They took ice cream sundaes
given by James Yonkman and
cakes from Mrs. Clarence DeGraaf Mrs. Theodore Vander
Ploeg, Mrs. John Hollenbachand
Mrs. Dwight Ferris. Kiwanis Chib
has provided drivers for these
groups all wither. Russell Breen
has been in charge of arrange-

Mrs. Gerrit Gtatz, associatematron, preaided at a regular meeting of Star of Bethlehem Chapter,
No. 40, OES, Thursday night, because of the illness of Mrs. Harold
Hall, worthy matron.
Initiation has been scheduled
for March 12. A Shrine dinner and
party wiU be held March 19 at ments.
the Marquee.
Girls

—

(Spectal)
Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smith
has filed an opinion in the case of
T. Mason Wyatt versus R. Wayne
Fox and Winona Fox, ruling that
Wyatt is the aole owner of the
property involved which is a 40acre farm in Wright towiuhip
plus contract interest, and for
money decree amounting to $1,165.
Mrs. Fox it the adopted daughter of a water of plaintiffswife.
On the death of Mm. Wyatt, Mm.
Fox la alleged to have promised
la care for Wyatt and the Foxes
aaaumed ownemhip of the Wyatt
fara. U>u ii now 90 yearn aid

Hope

^

who entertained Wednesday were Hope Berger, Mary Lou
Medendorp,Janet Kinney, Sue
Miss Betty Ann Jansen
Culbertson. Anne Finlaw, Marlene
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Jansen
Benson, Joyce Hoffman, Hedy of route 6 announce the engageJacobs, Helena Gill, Anne Ver ment of their daughter, Betty
Meulen, Alma Zimmerman, Carol Ann, to Kenneth Ver Hoeven, ton
Buseman, Nedla Pyie and Miriam of Mr. and Mra, Sage Ver Hoeven
of route 3.

Co-Wed Club Meeting
Held at

First Church

First Reforined Church Co-Wed
members met in the church
parlors Wednesday evening with
co-presidents,Mr. and Mrs, George
Swieringain charge. Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Stam led devotions.
Following a solo, "The Stranger
of Galilee," by Andrew Blystra,
accompanied by Mrs. L Ensink,
the Graafschap Gvic Gub pre-

Gub

sented a play "Johnny Makes a

«

Sale.”

The social committee included
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Van Egmond, Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Van
Dam and Mr. and Mrs. George
Piers.

The next meeting on April 1
feature a chili supper.

will

~

Ittt

Fouls Take

Heavy

Zeeland

Take Leads

In

HOLLAND

Shakespea

re

OH

N«WI, TNUtSOAY, MARCH

Play Hamilton

(Prom Wednesday*!Sentinel)

12,
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Local
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Auxiliary Adopts

WANT-ADS

(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Mrs. Marie Hardenberg,Cherry
The Women’s Church League of
NEED MONEY
St., left %inday on an extended
the Reformed Church met for the
of
Wifi
FOR TAXES?
March meeting last week, with
Fifteen months after the first
trip to Europe. She left for KalaMiss
Della
Bowman
presiding.
In
Holland will be represented In a meeting of citizens to consider Spread Out Your Tax Payments
mazoo on Sunday where after a
charge of devotions and the pro- parade honoring an area Congres- possibilities of forming an auxilibrief visit she went via train to
Over a Full Year
gram for the evening were Mrs. sional Medal of Honor winner, it
New York. She is scheduled to
ary for Holland City Hospital,
Ben Nykamp, Mrs. Harvin Lug- was announced today.
leave New York on the Dutch liner
If you need some extra cash for
Holland Christlan’i baaketball
ten, Mrs. Floyd Kempkers, Mrs.
The 21-member Henry Walters that auxiliary’s executive board income taxes or for other purS S Maasdam and expects to land
•quad came to the end of the
John Haakma, Mrs. Addison Leh- VFW post drill team will travel to ratifiedits constitution.
poses, we invite you to get It here.
at Rotterdam nine days later. She
tournament road Tuesday night at
man. and Mrs. Glenn Foikert The South Haven Saturday when that
plans to visit three brothers and
Meeting Monday afternoon at
Kalamazoo, bowing to an inspired
Loans, up to $500 made on your
subject "Korean Christians" was city turns out to honor its returnfour sisters in the Netherlands,
the hospital, auxiliary representa- own signature and security. Call
Allegan outfit, 47-39, in a flr*t
presented. Miss Myrtle Van Der ing war hero — 21-yeaNold Cpl.
province of Zeeland. She is a natives voted to accept the constitu- at our office or phone iu| now.
round regional con teat. Coach Ken
Kolk was in charge of Bible study Duane E. Dewey.
tive of Germany and will also
tion as presented by the commitOtis’ Tigen will now meet St.
and
a
group
of
young
women,
the
The Holland drill unit will be at- tee which included Mrs. J. J.
Joseph (Mi Thursday in a second visit that country. She plans to reHolland Loan Association
Misses Elaine Van Doornlk, Lois tired in their snappy uniforms Brower, Mrs. Frank Klann, Mrs.
turn in about four month*, possibly
10 W. 8th, Holland
round affair.
Lugten,
Gertrude
Yonker,
Elaine with white leggings and matching Clarence Grevengoed and Mrs.
in
July.
She
visited
Europe
in
Across from Center Theater
It dosed one of the most sucVan Der Poppen and Erma Deters white helmets. Hie parade will Ray H. Fehring.
cessful seasons in Christian high 1925.
_
Adv.
of Bentheim sang two selections. start at 2:30 p.m.
The following Zeeland High
The hospitalboard, dty officials
school history, as Coach Art Tuk’
Miss Deters also played • piano
Cpl. Dewey will be greeted by and chief of staff had previously
club ended play with a 17-3 mark. School seniors were elected to the
solo. Business session followed the almost the entire population of the studied and approved the docuThe only three defeats came at National Honor Society in their
program and closing devotions city and his wife and 10-months- ment Auxiliary groups had been 8th
the hands of Muskegon St. Marys, junior year: Shirley Dams, Don De
were conducted by Mrs. Floyd old daughter. He will be the first given copies to review laat month.
Grand Haven and Allegan Tues- Vries, Dave Kuyers, Mary NyenKaper. Social hostesses were Mrs. soldier to receive the Medal of
Under this constitution,groups
day. Allegan’s victory over the huis, hnd Judy Whitsitt. Those reJohnson, Mrs. Lawrence Lehman, Honor from President Elsenhower. or guilds may Join efforts to proMaroons was especiallyrough on cently chosen by the faculty are;
Mrs. Harvey Koop, Mrs. John H. The ceremony takes place in Wash- mote and advance the welfare of
the Dutch since it dame in tourn- Delwyn Komejan, Wendell Kollen,
ington Thursday.
Albers and Mrs. C. Hansen.
the Holland City Hospital through
ament play and also because the Phillip Staal, Linda Ver Plank,
The Hamilton Farm Discussion
In their first basketball game,
Dewey earned the nation’shigh- ways approved by that kapital's
Hollandershad trounced tha Ti- Ruth Vande Velde, Judy Ver Plank
group held its February meeting est militarycitation when he threw governing board.
and Erma Van Dyke. This societhe eighth grade girls of Holland
gers twice before this year.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. himself on an enemy hand grenThe Constitutionstates this Junior High School had an easy
Allegan’s win wasn’t one of ty has hundreds of high schools
George Lampen on Feb. 28. The ade, taking the explosion himself purpose shall be accomplishedby time beating the Hotshots, a team
those explosive final-minute up- with chapters all over the United
risings, but a gradual creeping af- States. Fifteen per cent of each
usual business was transacted and rather than endanger the lives of interpretationof the hospital, to of eighth and ninth grade boys, in
fair which started as early as the graduating class may be elected to
reports were given of activities of his buddies. He was seriously the public through service to the a contest at Longfellow gym
first minute of the third period. membership by the faculty. The
the Women’s Committee. Projects wounded as a result of the feat hospital .and Its patients and Tuesday afternoon.Final score
It was a situation which Coach choice is made on the basis of
of the coming year were present- which occurred near Panmunjom. through fund raising in a manner was 47 to 31.
Art Tuls was helpless to correct scholarship, character, leadership
ed and Mrs. Walter Wightman,
A more tangible honor than a satisfactoryto the hospital’s govThe boys built up a commandas the Christian lead dwindled.
and service. All candidates must
county chairman of the women's parade will be given the Marine erning board and in harmony with ing 23-17 first half lead and lookAlthough the Hollanderswere be in the upper third of the class
Committee addressed the group on corporal by South Haven residents. the backgroundof the community. ed sharp all the way in the first
Active members are those who 16 minutes of play.
not sharp and were not playing scholastically. Five per cent of the
a timely subject. An invitation Ground has already been broken
top caliberof ball, they were still junior class will be elected in
from Mr. and Mrs. Donald Leh- for a 315,000home for the war are members of organizations afFlashing a smooth attack with
playing well enough to hold a few weeks.
man for the March meeting at hero. Contributions have reached filiated with the auxiliary and some well executed cuts and
taking part in support of the hos- screens, it was a different story
rather substantial point lead at
the 39,000 level.
The First and Second Reformed
their home was accepted .
pital. Associate members are in the third quarter as the girls
the intermission.They upped it to Churches were to unite in the anDr. George H. Rigterink who
those who shall pay annual dues
nine points in the third quarter nual observance of the Day ’ of
has spent the winter months at
forged ahead to lead 30-25. ShootApproaches to Aging
of $1. The latter involves a combefore the painful exodus of Prayer for Crops and Industry tohis daughter’s home, Mr. and Mrs.
ing was definitely off form astthe
munity-widedrive in April to en- Hotshots had to take several shots
Joyce Vonderborgh and Peter Kelly
Christian regulars began.
day. The service was held at the
Howard Yeakoy of Kalamazoo, Discussed by Speaker
list 1,000 or more associate memDave Schreur, one of the Dutch First Reformed Church at 9:30
Appearing in the leading roles of boyplayers who change the set following surgery, makes frequent
Members and guests of the bers whose $1 membershipwill before connecting on any of them.
sparkplug guards and ball hand- a.m. The union Lenten service of of Katherineand Petruchio when in view of the audience, the loca- visits to his home in Hamilton.
Using a sleeper fast break and
Public Affairs Committee of Wo- help purchase a new x-ray unit.
lers, was caught with his fifth the two churches will be held at Hope College Palette and Masque tion cards are placed and the play
The total contributions for the
some good shooting, the g^rls easPersons wishing to taken an acpersonalfoul early in the third the First Reformed Church at 7:45 produce Shakespeare’s "Taming of moves on. 'Ibis type of staging Polio Fund Drive in the Hamilton man's Literary Club heard an inily managed the final victory, 48teresting analysis of problems of tive part in helping the hospital
quarter, with the Dutch still hold- this evening. The service will in- the Shrew" will be Joyce Vander- may seem crude at first glance, area amounted to nearly $820.
31.
the aged at e meeting Tuesday are welcome to join the auxiliary
ing a good margin. Tuls plugged clude a Prayer Day emphasis. Dr. boi^h, sophomore from Sayville, Miss Harton said, but in reality
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Relmink
Terry Relmink and Tom KlompN. Y., and Peter Kelly, sophomore it gives a sense of continuityand
afternoon. Woodrow W. Hunter and may arrange to do so by callthe gap with an inexperiencedoutM. E. Osterhavenof Holland will from Flushing, N. Y.
announce the birth of a son, Danwens
led the boys with 10 points
ing
Mrs.
Fehring,
auxiliary
presifrom the Instituteof Human Adcourt performer, forcing the Maintimacy which is missing In more ny Ray.
speak on "Exhortations to Perfecapiece, followed by Carl Tidd with
The popular Shakespearecom- contemporary productions.
justment, University of Michigan, dent.
roons to go into their rotary ofHoly Baptism was administered
edy will open at the college Little
The business of this organiza- six. For the girls It was Judy Bos
fense to take the strain off the
The local group has done much to Arlyn Gene, infant son of Mr. told of the work of the departThe Girls League for Service of
with 15, Roxy Rudolph with 11,
Theatre on Friday, March 13, research on the music to be used
now weakened back line.
ment of gerontology, science of tion will be conductedby a board
the Second Reformed Church held and continues March 14, 16 and
and Mrs. Floyd Redder, at the
of directorsmade up of one elect- Phyl Smith with nine and Lindt
Meanwhile, the Maroons kept
the aged.
in
"Taming
of
the
Shrew."
its monthly meeting at the parson- 17. Curtain time is 8:30 p.m.
Fehring with 7.
morning service of the Reformed
gamering personal fouls and AlMr. Hunter, an outstanding ed representative of each group.
Authentic Elizabethean music
age on Monday. Rolling bandages According to Miss Helen HarChurch. The Senior Christian EnThe contest was played accordlegan kept sinking them. With 30
written by Henry VIII will be
speaker, said that in research and Officers of the auxiliary will be
for Knox Memorial Hospital,Iraq, ton, director of the play, this is
deavor service, studying the topic,
ing to boys' rules. Shirley Ragains
elected
from
this
board.
seconds left the relentless Allegan
heard in recordings made by the
in study of problems of the later
and Stuey Post were referees.
crew had knotted the count, but a was the principalprogram. Devo- the most ambitious production of Hope College String- Quartet and "Knowing God Better Through years, it was found that there are
tions were in charge of Peggy Kole, Palette and Masque in the last
Worship,”
was
in
chr.rge
of
Murbasket by Earl Schipjjergave the
the Hope College Clarinet Duet
seven principal needs for older
Dutch a two-point lead going into Charlene Vande Velde and Thelina several years. With s oast of 25 under direction of Prof. Morrette iel Elzinga and Alma Drenten, people: Love and understanding; a
Van Zoeren were hostesses.
with Beverly Veen serving as pianand a crew of 38, an authentic Rider of the music faculty.
the final period.
need for recognition and status;
After Christianhad moved A meeting of the Second Reform- Elizabethean play will be present- The college production of ist. The Junior High group con- useful activitysuch as important (From Wednesday’sSentinel)
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)'
out to a four point bulge on Merle ed Church Ladies Aid Society will ed, she said.
Shakespeare’s play includes all sidered the topic, "Meet Jesus, My work in the community; creature
The Mission Circle of the ReVan Dyke’s three quick points, be held in the Fellowship Hall on The small stage of the Little the ingredients of good theater-— Friend” with Judy Nykamp and needs, that is, health, food, cloth- formed Church held its March Robert J. Schreur, son of Mr.
the roof literally fell in on the Thursday at 2:30 p.m. Mrs. Char- Theatre has been transformed in- colorful costumes, a rapidly mov- Eleanor Reimink in charge.
ing etc.; financial security; re- meeting last week Friday evening. and Mrs. Arie Schreur, left MonOn Sunday afternoon several creational opportunity,and spirit- Members of the Women’s Mission- day for induction into the Army.
Hollanders. Both Schipper and les Kuyers will conduct devotions to a modified replica of the play- ing and entertaining plot and a
Van Dyke were forced from the and Mrs. John Kleinheksel will be house found in Old London. Scene setting with the flavor of another young people attended the Holland ual needs.
ary Society were guests. The pre- He among others from Ottawa
Classes Youth Rally, held at Bethgame on five personals and that in charge of the nursery. Hostesses changes are done by the entrance time.
For a communityinterested In sident, Mrs. Raymond Busscher, county had to report in Grand
are Mrs. P. T. Moerdyk and Marel Reformed Church in Holland.
was the ball game.
the problem of its aging popul- presided at the business meeting. Haven* at 1 p.m. and departed from
Allegan's clever Roger Newman gie Keppel.
Mr. and Mrs. Boeve of Holland
there by bus for Detroit induction
ation, Mr. Hunter cited four ap- Devotionswere by Mrs. Harvey
Members of the Senior Commerstole the ball away twice in sucwere Sunday visitors in the home
center.
proaches— to find out who are the Kollen. A piano sob , “Savior
cession in the backoourt from the cial Club of Zeeland High School
of the latter’s sister and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Veldman and
aging, their numbers and situa- Breath an Evening Blesstag” was
green Dutch backhne to giv<* his recently went to Holland to visit
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Kaper.
daughtersfrom Coopersvillewere
tion; what are their needs; what played by Judy Nienhuis. Mrs.
club a two point margin with five the offices of the Holland Furnace
Miss Eunice Hagelskampof is now being offered to them, and Justin Dannenberg and Mrs. John Sunday visitors with Mr. and
minutes left. From this point on, Co. Club members plan to visit a
Grand Rapids was a week-snd viswhat more can be offered.He em- Voorhoorst were the program Mrs. Ed Veldman, also attending
it was just a matter of how much, place of business every two weeks.
itor in the home of her parents,
the evening service with them.
phasized
that it is Important for leaders. The ReV. Harold Vande
as the riddledDutch lineup fought
The Teachers’ Club of Zeeland A group of Hope College students Selectionsby Robert Struyk,bar- Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hagelskamp.
Burg,
Missionary
from
India
home
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Weener
persons themselvesto congamely but helplesslyagainst the Public school and husbands or interrupted their basketball cham- itone soloist from Boyden, Iowa,
The Hamilton Rod and Gun older
on furlough, was the speaker. He from Beechwood were visitors
sider
their
problems,
as
well
as
confident Tigers.
wives will be the guests of the pionship"Glory Day festivities” included an aria from a Verdi op- Club is meeting this week with
told about the religiousbeliefs of with their children,the Rev. and
Coach Ken Otis’ aggregation CoopersvilleTeachersClub for
era, "U Lacerate Spirito,” and conservationofficers and others the community as a whole.
the people of India. Rev. Vande Mrs. Jay Weener and Donnie Sunwas a good ball club Tuesday potluck supper on Monday, March Tuesday afternoon to present an Clark’s well-known and loved interested in the controlled hunt- Problems of old age he said, Burg also offered the atoning day evening.
shouldn’t
be
left
until
they’re
65
or
night even though they were out- 30. After the supper the evening unusually fine musicale for mem- "Blind Plowman." Struyk closed ing system. A meeting was held
prayer.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman
scored in field goals, 14-12 by the will be spent in recreationand oth- bers of the Woman’s Literary with the gay, enchanting "When I previously with local farmers to over. Persons in their 30’s and 40’p.
The Mission Guild of the Chriet called on Mr. and Mrs. Everett
should
be
planning
for
good
adClub.
_
Dutch. They were opportunists as er entertainment, including a basThink Upon the Maidens,” by hear what methods had been used
tian Reformed Church met last Takken and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
The young musicians displayed Head. His accompanistwas Miss in other areas. Last years use of justment in their old age.
they cashed in on 23 out hi 44 foul ketball game of Zeeland High’s
week Thursday evening.
A. Bowman in Jamestown Sunday
tries, compared with Christian’s faculty against Coopersville’sfac- outstanding talent in their well- Arlene Ritsema, senior from MomThe Christian Endeavor Society afternoon.
local hunting by scores of outside
11 for 24. Besides Newman, Roger ulty team. This get-togetheris an chosen program which included vo- ence, 111.
of the Reformed Church met last
hunters to an extreme extent has Mrs. Paul Tonis Feted
Several young people of the ReSmith and George White also annual event and alternates the cal, violin and piano selections. All "Sonatina” by Bartok and "Golli- called for a fair solution to this
week Tuesday evening. Devotions formed Church attended the Youth
At Birthday Party
turned in outstanding ball games. place of meeting.
students in the college department wog Cake Walk,” a charming Dewere in charge of Garrad Peters, Fellowship meeting in Bethel Reproblem.
But it was the foul department
The Zeeland Chapter of the FFA of music, the performers were es- bussy compositionwith unusual
The
Women’*
MissionarySoci- Mrs. Paul Tanis was guest Of and Chester Nykerk was the lead- formed Church in Holland Sunthat told the story. Christian was
was donated 168 Arbor Acre White pecially impressive in their stage harmoniesand rhythms, were well- ety met on Wednesday afternoon honor at a surprise birthday party er. He told about his experience day afternoon. The Rev. Theodore
detected 25 times, compared with
Rocks recently. When the chicks poise and ability to handle well performed by Carole Hoffs, pian- of last week in regular session. Monday at the home of Mrs. Henry while in militaryservice and about Jansen of Eighth Reformed
14 for the Allegan quint. One adthe foreign countries he visited. Church, Grand Rapids, spoke on
are 11 weeks old, they will be en- many difficult selections.
ist, sophomore from Lake Odes- Mrs. Peter Muyskens fcresidM Nyenhuis, 242 West 17th St.
vantage the Tigers had in the
Prof. Robert W. Cavanaugh,who sa. Soprano solos by Miss Harriet
Games were played and gifts This also was a consecration the new Revised StandardVersion
tered in the FFA "Chicken of Toand
devotions
were
in
charge
of
final half is that they were deheads the college department of Pennington, sophomore from White Mrs. Henry E. Brower. Other* as- were presented.A two-course lunch meeting.
of the Bible.
tected three times, despite the morrow" contest to be held at music, made arrangementsfor the
All the women of the Reformed
Hamilton
on April 7. They will be
Pigeon, included the area "Voi Lo sisting in presentation of a pro- featured a decorated birthday
The Rev. J. Weener .and elder,
fact they were employing a tight
student musicale and introduced Sapete” from "Cavalleria Rustica- gram on missionary work in Af- cake.
Church are invited to attend the Albert Van Farowe attended the
pressing defense all over the judged by extensionmen from the individualperformers.
Those attending were the Mes- Women's missionaryspring con- Holland Classis,Monday evening
na” by Mascagni, "When I Have rica were Mrs. John Brink, Sr.,
Michigan State College.The winner
court.
Marcia Veldman, mezzo soprano, Sung My Songs,” Charles,and
dames
Harry Lampen, Frank Pe- ference which will be held March and Tuesday in the Bethel Rewill
be
selected
on
the
amount
of
Mrs.
George
Brower
and
Mrs.
Both clubs started slow, with
opened the program. A freshman
20 in the Hudsonville Reformed
formed Church of Holland.
Allegan managing to pull out to pin-feathers,uniformity and from Grand Rapids, Miss Veldman "Yesterdayand Today” by Spross. Lloyd Butler. A piano solo was ters, Julius Brandt, Henry Nyen- Church.
huis, John Brower, Purlin Tanis,
weight.
The
feed
consumption
will
She
was
accompanied
by
John
played
by
Mrs.
John
Brink,
Jr.
and
The annual Day of Prayer for
a three point lead early in the
The
Ladies
Aid
of
the
Oudstian
also be considered. Other FFA sang the descriptive "Monte Pin- Scholten, Grand Rapids junior.
Miss Myrtle Van Der Kolk pre- Ben Tanis, Max Hoke, Everett SnyCrops
and IndustryService will,
first period. Christian, however,
Reformed Church met last week
chapters in this contest are Hud- cio” by Debussy, the dream-proClosing the program was a clar- sented helpful thoughtson Stew- der, Dennis Schipper, Bert Koning,
be held this evening in the Retook over with a 13-12 lead by the
Wednesday
afternoon.
The
openvoking
"Clouds”
by
Charles
and
sonville and Caledonia. There are
inet trio — Lois Maier of Newark, ardship.A business session closed Herbert Tanis, Jonathan Klinestekend of the quarter.
ing devotions and Bible study was formed Church, and the Christian
"SilentNoon" a beautiful selection N.J., Erma Derks and Ruby Nyenthe meeting. Social hostesses were, er, Ivan Klinesteker, Henry WelReformed Church.
The second quarter definitedy expected to be about 10 chapters.
in
charge of the Rev. Henry Verby
the
British
contemporary
comhuis of Holland.Their numbers Mrs. William Ten Brink, Mrs. Fred ters, Eugene Wolters, Robert Van
tipped to the Maroons as they The brooder house in which the
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hulsema
duin.
Others
taking
part
were
poser, Vaughn Williams, which is were "Andante” and "Allegro” by
showed flashes of early play this chickens are being raised was
Smit, Mrs. Bert Tien and Mrs. Vuren, Wayne Nyhuis, Donald Wol- Mrs. Fred Brinkhuis and Mrs. and children from Overisel spent
ters, Joe Dmek, Jarvis Drnek,
season and slowly crept away built by the farm shop classes. The based on a poem by Dante Ga- Busch and ”A Tuneful Trio.”
Justin Schievink.
Henry Verduin. Mrs. Verduin of- Sunday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
briel Rosetti.Miss Veldman was
Much praise should be given to
from Tigers. With Van Dyke and equipment inside the house, such
The Central College a cappella Dick Van Kampen, James Miller, fered the closing prayer. Refresh- Alfred Bowman.
accompanied by Miss Alyce Hil- the student accompanist, who, alSchreur’s ball handling and Schol- as feeders and water frames, was
choir is scheduled to give an all- Richard Dirkse and Miss Belva ments were served by Mrs. George
John Zwagerman, who has been
though they did not "star” in the sacred concert in the local Re- Nyenhuis.
ten hitting from the pivot, the also made in shop classes. Heat mert, junior from Kalamazoo.
in Ferguson Hospital, Grand RapSchreur.
Violinist David Martin, a fresh- musicale, enhanced the program
Mr. and Mrs. Tanis and daugh- Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dykhuis ids, for the past few weeks, has
Dutch took a 29-21 lead at half- is provided by infra red heat
formed Church on Monday evenlamps.
man from Herkimer, N.Y., per- with their fine musicianship.
time.
ing, March 23, at 7:30. On Friday ter, Cheryl Lynn, expect to leave announce the birth of a daughter. returned to the convalescent home
Bill Boonstra, who was in ser- formed Magnani’s "Allegro”and
Allegan garnered just two basMrs. Bruce Van Leuwen presid- evening, March 20 the Men's Holland in August as missionaries Mr. and Mrs. Paul Slotman are in Lamont.
kets in a foul-marred third quar- vice in the Navy for some time, then changed the mood with Mas- ed at the club meeting. She an- Brotherhoodis sponsoring a to Japan.
Ladies Aid will meet Thursday
the parents of a son, Carl Jay,
ter as they crept up by one point recently addressed the World His- sanet’s "Meditation”of Handel’s nounced that members of the Jun- special meeting in the church
afternoon at the chapel at 2 p.m.
born March 6.
each time to catch the Maroons tory classes at Zeeland High "Fourth. Violin Sonata.” David De ior Welfare League will provide the when the Rev. J. Jansma is ex- Dr. V. Boersma Speaks
The Rev. A Telhnghulsenand Mrs. Arnold Huyser and Mrs.
before the quarter’s- end. The School taught by Mrs. Groters. Jong of Kuwait, Arabia, was piano program for club members next pepted to lead an open forum on
Elder Mannes Foikert represent- Richard Huyser are hostesses.
accompanist.
locals’ shooting dropped off and He talked on his experiences whiler
week.
the New Version of the Holy Bible. To Maplewood Mothers
ed the Reformed church as deleA son was born Thursday at
they were definitely "hanging on" in Spain, France and Italy. He
Mr. and Mrs. Morley and chilDr. Vern Boersma, pediatric- gates at the meetings of the Hol- Zeeland Hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
showed
different
kinds
of
paper
as the quarter ended in their favor
dren have moved to Zeeland after ian, discussed children’sproblems, land spring session of classis Harvey J. Wittengen,and a
money used in these various coun- Junior League Meets
34-32.
Youth Haven Director
residing in the former J. Kolvoord eating habits and disciplineMon- which is being held in the Bethel daughter on Friday to Mr. and
They showed signs of coming to tries and told them what it is At Literary Club House
Sr. home for a couple of years.
day evening at a regular meeting Reformed church at Holland. A Mrs. William Grasm&n.
Addresses
CE
Union
worth
in
American
money.
He
briefly at the start of the final
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Zoet
of the Maplewood Mothers’ Club public meeting was held Monday
quarter, but the fouls quickly show many picturesincludingpubevening and a delegates meeting from Dayton, Ohio, spent the
Miss
Althea Raffenaud presided
held in the school.
A talk by "Uncle" Morrie Carl- Waokazoo Undefeated
mined any victory chances. With lic buildings built when Mussolini
week-end with their parents, Mr.
During the business meeting Tuesday.
at a businessmeeting of Junior son, directorof Youth Haven,
three regulars out for the great- was in power and Monto Carlo,
Mrs.
Jack Van Deusen, president, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Hamstra, and Mrs. Bert Zoet. On Saturday
Champion
of
League
Welfare League Tuesday evening highlightedthe meeting of the
est share of the final quarter, the the gamblinghouse in France.
announced that the next meeting Sandy, Pamela and Barbara of evening Mr. and Mrs. Howard
An essay contest for grades 7-12 at the Woman’s Literary Club Allegan County Christian EndeavDutch were a disorganized ball
The Waukazoo Boys’ Basketball on April 6, will be a tea. Mrs. Grand Haven were Sunday dinner Zoet and children from Cannonsis
being
sponsored
by
the
Americlub that had only the will, but
or Union Monday evening in Alle- team emerged the undefeated Subhouse.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Stern- berg, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Mary Weaver will be speaker.
can Legion Auxiliary. 'Die deadlacked the power to win.
gan Reformed Church. Mr. Carl- urban league champion following
berg.
Martin and daughter of Holland
Reports
included
a
review
of
The
president
also
requested
line
is
set
for
April
11
and
local
Allegan’s Newman was the
son, who also showed pictures was the final game of the season
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Peerbolte, also visited at their parents’
Red
Cross
volunteers
to
call
on
judges
will
be
Mrs.
Boonstra,
Miss
Holland Hospital Auxiliary activi- assisted by Warren Bolthouse.
game’s outstanding performer as
Tuesday afternoon by defeating houses where no stickers are be- Joanna, Elaine and Dale were home.
he collected 15 points on three Heunine, Mr. Bouma and Mr. ties by Mrs. Howard Davis, JunOther numbers on the program Beechwood 45-13. Beechwood prevSunday evening guests of Mr. and
Mrs. H. Smit quietly celebrated
ing displayed.Group singing was
Groters.
Essay
title
is “What Our
baskets and nine foul shots. Ken
ior League representative on the includeda cornet solo by Bruce
iously had won four straight led by Mrs. Wesley Bouwman. Mrs. Edward Veldhuis.
her 86th birthday anniversary at
Flag
Means
to
Me"
and
should
Scholten and Van Dyke each had
board. Final plans were made for Brink accompanied by Miss PhylThe "Overisel Thread • and the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
games.
not have more than 500 words. a bazaar to be -held in Grand RapLunch was served by Mrs. Bert
10 for the Dutch.
lis Brink and group singing led
Needle” 4-H club met in the home
With
Mike
Skaalen
as
coach,
Winner
will
also
compete
in
the
Ponstein, where she is making her
Arendson
and
her
committee,
Mrs.
Box score:
ids next week.
of Marilyn Nykerk.
by Bob Nykamp. Miss Erma Det- the Waukazoo youngsters won 10
State contest
home.
Donald
Johnson,
Mrs.
Julius
Christian (39)
During a work session, members ers, president of the Union, was
Arthur Aalderinkis at present
straight in its league games with Kempker and Mrs. Andrew KoeJane Bouma and Marda Meengs
Mr .and Mrs. Carl Tbp attendFG P PF TP
continued work on items for the in charge of the meeting and the
employed in Ionia by H. W. HuMontello
Park,
Lakeview,
Harwere
leaders
at
a
meeting
of
the
man.
ed the 25th wedding anniversary
Schipper, f
2 2 5
6
coming children’s fair. A board closing benediction was given by
man.
rington, Beechwood and Federal
of their brother and sister, Mr.
Nykamp, f
2 1 4
5 Junior Christian Endeavor society1 meeting was held after the regular Dr. Abraham De Young.
Harvard Hoekje was transferred
at
the
First
Refoimed
Church
on
High point men Tuesday
-_«
and Mrs. Dewey Walters in
Scholten, «
4 2 2
10
session.
from
Texas
to
a
camp
in
CaliforAllegan Reformed Church was noon were Roger Ramsey with 16, ClUipflBH
Schreur, g
Jamestown.Mrs. Anna Steenwyjk,
2 1 5
5 Sunday afternoon.
nia recently. His new adress is
awarded the picture for having Jack Elenbaas with 14 and Jim
A meeting of the Girl’s League
Van Dyke, g
a sister-in-lawaccompaniedthem.
4 2 5
10
Pvt. Halved J. Hoekje U.S. 552Merrit
Zwiers
has
returned
to
the
largest
number
present
Meurer with 14. Tommy Aardenla,
Sharda, f
. 0 1 2
The party was held Saturday eve1 was held at the parsonageof the Miss Connie DuMond
26614
Hdqs.
Btry,
52
Nd.
A.AA.Roger De Feyter and Bill Harms his home from Zeeland Hospital.
Edewaards, f
ning.
0 0 0
0 First Reformed Church on MonMrs G>meal Patmos is home from A.W3J4. Camp Roborts, CaliforFeted at Dinner Party
played a nice floor game for WauVander Leri
0 0 1
0 <&y evening. Members brought
John Van Tatenhoves
nia.
St.
Mary’s
Hospital,
Grand
Rapids.
kazoo.
Myrick
0 0 0
0 “layette” seta for Kentucky.
Miss Mary Ann Knooihuizen enThe Rev. J. Breuker was leader
There will be no meeting of the
Mrs. Minna H. Dodge Dies
Entertain at New Home
Buursma
0 2 0
2
at the Ladies Aid meeting last World War II Mothers
Mission Circle this week because tained at a dinner party Saturday
Hoktrust
0 0 1
0
Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. ClarUnexpectedlyin Rochester
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Taten- Circuit Judge Sett Date
all the missionary societies of the evening in honor of Miss Connie
ence Venema and Mrs. Leonard Club Names Delegates
church
will gather in a union se> DuMond, bride-electof Robert L. hove entertained employes of the
Totals
14 IX 25 39
Mrs. Mbma H. Dodge, widow of
Van Ess were hostesses.
Sova. The party was held at the French. Cloak Store, Little Mjss For Sentencing Youthi
vice on Maach 3L
Allegan (47) ........
the
late Edwin P. Dodge, died unA
pretty
wedding
took
place
In
home of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Shop and Modern Hat Store at ALLEGAN (Special) - Circuit
Mothers of World War H met
Newman, f
the Zupthen Church last week last Wednesday evening at the expectedly Tuesday in Rochester,
Knooihuizen, 175 West 19th St
their
new
home,
132
East
30th
St,
Miller, f
Judge Raymond L. Smith has set
Marriage Licensee
Tuesday morning when Miss VFW Hall Mrs. Marie Hutzenga N. Y., where she was spending the
Miss DuMond was presenteda Tuesday night
dates for sentencing five county
Tucker, e
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
Gladys Kamer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hazel Bocks were elect- winter with her daughter, Mrs.
corsage of pink carnations.A pink
Games
were
played
and
a
twoWhite, g
youths who entered guilty pleas
Ottawa Comity
and Mrs. Dick Kamer, became the ed delegates to the convention to William F. Gleason.
and
lavendar
color
scheme
was
course lunch was served by Mrs. in his court recently.
Smith, g
Mrs. Dodge maintaineda home
Jack W. Northuis, 20, Holland, used for decorations.After dinner,
bride of Merlin Timmer, son of be held at St Joseph on April 13,
Van Tatenhove.
„
Paul Van Order, 18, and Gordon
at 174 West 12th St., and spent
and Shirley Mae Schaaphok, 19 Miss DuMond opened her gifts,
Mr. and Mrs. Wiltiam Timmer of 14 and 15.
Attending
were
Miss
Carrie
DeHoffman
Noble, 18, both of Allegan, will be
Grand Rapids; Donald Wayne which were attached to streamers
Vries land. After a wedding trip,
It was announced that one the winters with her daughter
Feyter, Miss Jennie Prins, Mrs. sentencedFriday for grand larSchutt, 19, route 2, Holland, and from a pink parasol
the newlyweds will live in Zee- dozen pairs of pajamas have been and family.
Eva
Michielsen,
Mrs.
Ralph
De
Totals
ceny offenses.
12 23 14 47 Marlyn Marie Driscoll. 17, route 1,
land.
She was a member of Grace
deliveredto the Sunshine Hospital
The guest list included former Maat Mrs. Minnie Schepers, Mrs.
Don Benson, 20, of Allegan, will
Word has been receivedhere in Grand Rapids.
EpiscopalChurch and • former
Holland; Donald Chittenden, 19, classmatesof the bride-elect inHarbors <rf the major ancient route 2, Spring Lake, and Bonnie cluding Mrs. Douglas DuMond, the Gus De Vries, Mrs. Leo Salisbury, be sentenced March 30 for a simi- from Carl De Witt, who is serving
Plans are being completed for member of the Woman’s literary
ports of Sidon and Tyre have Zant, 22, Grand Haven; Richard Misses Jane Helmink, Pat Hout- Mrs. Claus Prins, Mrs. Nell Van lar offense.Donald Peterman, 21, on the Korean War front His ad- an Easter party or 70 patients Club.
been silted to shallowness by _____
, _
„ Zeeland,
__ niB1 and man, Gloria Hungerink,Jan Kar- Leuwen, Mrs. Gary Visscher, Mrs. Way land, and Lewis La Fountain, dress is Pvt Carl De Witt R. A. at Veterans Facilityin Grand RaDe Kleine,
23, route 3,
Jim Hiliebrands,Mrs. Lester 19, of Gunplalntownship, will also 16414447, Co. D 32nd Inf. Regt, pids. The local group wifl
winds carrying desert sands and Rose Marie Steenwyk, H, route 3, sten, Marlene Koning, Kay LarOverway, Mrs. Francis Drake and be sentenced that day for statut- APO 7 c/o PM, San Francisco, entertainment '
ourrent
Nile. mud.
Hudsonville.
aen and Mary Van Ooij. * f
Mu. Dick Van Tatenhove.
California.
for the
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Visitors

Stymied

Sluggers Extend

WS

Zeeland

(From Monday's Sentinel)
The annual meeting of Zeeland
Literary Club will be' held at the
Held to
City Hall Tuesday at 6 :30 p.m. The
The Staggers lengthenedtheir meeting will be in the form of a
winning etring to seven straight
field
games as they whipped the Fight- potluck supper in charge of the
ing Five 37-5 In the fourth and social committee.Officers will be
Holland Christian’sbasketball
fifth grade basketballleague a chosen for the coming year and reteam won an 53-19 victory over
week ago at Holland High School ports will be presented. Special
South Haven in a class B firstgym.
music will be furnished by the Litround game on the Armory court
Johnson led the Sluggers scor- erary Club Sextette.Officers this
Thursday night
ing with 16 points followed by year include Mrs. Kenneth FolA terrific defense and some
Buuima with nine and Maat with kertsma, president Mrs. L. Benfancy outcourtshootingon the
eight.
singer, first vice president ;Mrs. W.
part of Coach Art Tuls' Maroons
In other league contests, the Van Asselt, second vice president;
was more than enough to sink the
Lions won out over Snake Eyes Mrs. L. Van Haitsma, recording
outclassed Rams. A glowing trib16-2, sparked by Harley Hill who
secretary; Mrs. A. Piers, corresute to the Christian defense was
counted for 10 points. The Hornets
ponding secretary; Mrs. Kenneth
the fact that South Haven was
took the measure of the Fighting
Winstrom, treasurer.The club has
able to garner but two field goals
Five 6-5 in a hard-fought contest.
a membership of 161 women. One
in the entire game. Those two
In one of the rough test games
regular meeting will follow March
baskets came in the second and
to date, the Cubs lost 32-26 to the
24 and the dosing activities of the
V third quarters.
Sluggers. The Cubs went on to
club will be April 14 in the form
Coach Ade Slikkers’ defensive
take the Snake Eyes 36-5 in a one
of a luncheon.
strategy obviously was to drop as
^ded contest.
The following local people startmany defenders as possible into
League play will continue Sated the annual Red Cross drive in
the pivot slot on the Hollanders in
urday starting at 2 p.m. in HolZeeland last Tuesday March 3, unan effort to stop the Dutch ofland High School gym, under dider the leadership of Mrs. N. Danfense from the foul area. In fact
rection of Coach Ned Stuits.
hof, - local representative: Mesthe Rams defense was so loose at
At 2:30 p.m., the Sluggers take
Workmen carefullylower a orate containing part
Twenty-one crates weighing 61,320 pounds left'
times that it resembled a zone.
on the FightingFive on court 1 dames Gerald Beyer, Abe Van
Holland late Wednesday with the machinery
Hoven,
Isaac
Van
pyke,
C.
I^arof a complete block buildingplant onto a railroad
Consequently the Hollanders movwhile the Snake Eyes are paired
some
30 days after the original order had been resten, C. Vanden Broek, R. Dekker,
gondola for ehlpment to New York and then by
against the Lions on court 2, also
ed the ball until they had shaken
ceived hare, by the Llth-I-Bar company
at 2:30 pjn. The Cubs are match- M. Veneklasen,S..Elhart, D. Eleither Dave Schreur or Merle Van
ehlp to Its final destination Mi Saudi Arabia.
(Sentinel photo)
Dyke loose for an easy shot. Both
ed against the Hornets at 3:15 zinga, E. Poest, R. Walters, M.
Vogel, J. Diepenhorst, S. De Witt,
pm. on court L
clever guards were hitting and
J. Baar, M. Dykstra, B. De Weerdt,
Standings
doomed the Rams’ chances from
W L A. Postma, H. Vredeveld, H. Holthe outer area. At one point in Champ Te>U Knockout Punch Againit World'* Largeat Punching Bag
leman, R. Van ’Oipmen, H. BouwSluggers
the game, Schreur had connected
ens, H. Buter, H. Blauwkamp, J.
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
Snake Eyes
for six straight.Then when the
The Rev. D. L. Weenhoff has
Johnson, A. Van Hoven, J. WalFighting Five
locals had opened up the middle Arrival of
declined his second call to the
ters, M. Dozeman, W. Stegenga,
Cubs
with their outcourt shooting,forcof
First Reformed church at LafayE. Stegenga,E. Vander Kooi, A.
Hornet*
ing the Rams’ defense to come
ette, Ind.
De Witt, R. Snow, J. Haan, W.
Lion*
out, the Maroons went around for Gives
Thrill at
"Destination: Saudi Arabia."
and general manager, Robert E.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Wcdeven and
Wolters, P. Wolhuis,B. Vander
easy scores.
i
Twenty-onehuge crates with Lee Graham to U M. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Gruppen enKooi, J. Vander Hulst, B. Post, V.
Christian definitelyshowed an
Arrival of the world's largest what seemed like several hundred
plant superintendent who put op- tertainedwith a neighborhood
those
words
stendled
across
them,
Vander Til, A. Luurtsema,Arnold
improved brand of ball over the punching bag, a 165-pound mon- words on unrelatedand varied subinto motion to fill the or- ppty at tlie latter’s home the
Van Hoven and W. Lamar. Men containing a complete' cement erations
contest last week at Grand Havjects. Prompted probably by seeder.
ster designed only for heavynight of Feb. 27. Guests included
assisting are John Winkels, William block manufacturing plant, were
en. Passing was sharp as the
ing perspirationroll from Rocky’s
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
Meanwhile,G. H. Ramsey, export Mr. and Mrs. J. Hirdes, Mr. and
D. Baron, A. Van Dyke, A. Luurt- loaded aboard a railroad gondola
Dutchmen seemed to have regain- weights, provided a new thrill for face, Mark said, "My mommy
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Bryan
director,began checkingshipping
ed their poise. South Haven had visitors to Rocky Marciano’s train- cries when the onions are too left last Tuesday for vacation in sema, C. Van Haitsma, C. Huizen- here in Holland late Wednesday schedules and arranging export Mrs. L. Vander Molen, Mr. and
Mrs. B. Glas. Mr. and Mrs. M.
ga, W. Bosch, K. Winstrom, R. afternoon.
a good ball handling club using a ing camp Thursday.
strong."
Bradenton,Fla.
clearance. At the same time steel Marlink and Mr. and Mrs. G.
Brummel
and
L.
Vanden
Bosch.
And what the champion did or
rotary offense as its best weapon.
Back of the shipment lies a pallet plates, manufacturedin Gruppen Sr.
During Rocky's quieter rounds Dr. and Mrs. Justin Dunmire
However, they failed to make a tried to do to that bag demon- on shadow boxing, Mark’s antics and children of Milan spent the Others are the Misses A. Van Dyke, story of local business enterprise Pennsylvania,were ordered and
Mr. and Mrs. Sal and baby exdent in the local defense for easy strated that such toys are for threatened to become more enter- week-end with Mrs. Dunmire’s Theresa De Haan, Edna Klunder, dating back some nine months.
scheduled for delivery at the same pect to occupy the Bolhuis apartchampions
only—
the
rest
of
the
shots. In fact the greatest share
Early last summer, a Lith-I-Bar time equipment here was ready.
taining than what was going on in parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry B. Holstege, Marie Ten Harmsel,
ment in the near future. Mr. Sal
Arloa Arends, Janet Vander salesman, John Bakker, made a
of the Rams' shots were 'of the world had better use hands for the ring. Then Rocky started hit- Newnham.
Some 30 days after the go received his dischargefrom the
other
purposes.
Werff,
Lorraine
Lokers,
Sena
Telstop
at
the
purchasing
office
of
hurried variety.
ting the bags, and Mark no longer
ahead was received, the machin- U.S. Army last Thursday. Mr. and
Miss Edna Boyce, Mrs. Mabel
The giant bag is suspended on competed.
The Hollanders had command of
Jarvis and Mrs. Winifred Groth genhof, Shirley Schermer, A. Kiek- the Saudi Arabian government in ery was ready for shipment. The Mrs. J. Wiersoma and family movthe situation all the way, giving eight chains from the specialcross
over and Wilma Vredeveld.The Rochester,Pa. Bakker discussed equipment, including the block
spent one day in Kalamazoo last
ed from the Bolhuis apartment to
Tuls plenty of opportunity to sub- beam that had been put up in the
goal this year is $2,108.20 and the the products of his company with building apparatus,air compresThe champ weighed 189 pounds week.
their newly erected home on Baldstitute freely. Although he did not big pavihon for the punching before Thursday’s workout. That’s
Mrs. Carlton Simonson enter- 64 solicitors are aiming to be the government officialsseeking sors, skip hoists, mixers, racks, win Dr. last week.
substitutean entire new team un- bags. A few feet away is the regu- three pounds more than his norfirst group in Ottawa County to re- equipment and goods to moder- lift trucks and other supplies were
%
tained her sewing club Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. M. Vander Kode
til the last quarter, Tuls used re- lar "big bag," • regulation 60- mal weight of 186 pounds, accordport success as has been the case nize their country.
created and loaded aboard a train. and family of Grand Rapids moved
evening.
The officials were Interested in
serves interchangeablythrough- pounder.
As the train shipment left here into their newly erected home on
ing to his chef, A1 Reinauer, who
William Heuer, who has spent the last four years.
Rocky rested today— hi* days supervises all of Rocky’s meals. the past two months visitinghis
out the game with 11 men getting
On Friday, March 13. leaders of the block building equipment and another train bearing the steel the farm of the late Henry Maas.
asked the local company to fur- pallets from Pennyslvania was
off are Friday and Monday— and The champ’s menus run mostly to
into the fracas.
Mrs. P. Dys is assistingat the
brother, Shelby Heuer and family the home economicsextension
delivery date* heading for New York and a waitChristian got off to an early 8-0 the camp at the Holland Furnace beef and lamb, with sometimes
groups will meet at Zeeland City nish specifications,
R. Grit home at Grand Rapids.
at Fort Lauderdale, Fla., returned
and
'other
pertinent
details.
margin before the Rams could Co. picnic grounds north of Hol- veal and liver, and of course, fish
Hall from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Mre.
ing cargo ship.
Several local folks attended the
to Saugatuck last Tuesday.
After routine checking by the
break into the scoring column land preparedfor another heavy on Fridays since Rocky is a deRamsey estimated the ship meeting of the Allendale Christian
Dr. Kenneth Millef expects to Grace Vander Kolk, county home Saudi Arabia government into the
week-end
of
visitors.
with a free throw. The Dutch
vout Catholic.
attend the Michigan Clinical In- demonstrationagent, will be pre- local company, its products and would arrive in Saudi Arabia School Society at the Allendale
added three more points before
During his workout Thursday, For dinner Thursday night,
about April 1 and be set up and Christian Reformed Church Frisent and Florence Rann, clothing
stitutein Detroit March 11 to 13
reputation, a purchase order was operating by the middle of April.
the end of the period to lead 114 the champ boxed two rounds with Rocky had two large patties of
day evening.
and will hear Dr. Paul Aebersold specialist of Michigan State College issued for the equipment.
Billy Noble of Grand Island, Neb., chopped steak, weighing about a
at the buzzer.
The blocks will be used for build- On Thursday evening the Chrisof Oak Ridge, Term., speak on will present the lesson on "Color
The order passed through the ing homes and commercialestab- tian Fellowship Society of the
Van Dyke and Schreur started and two rounds with Phil Sander- pound. The chef tries to vary the
in Dress.”
"Recent Advances in the Use of
the fireworks in the 'second quart- son. Rocky had Noble again*t the meals as much as possible. "Rocky
The
monthly
meeting of the Mu- hands of Lith-I-Bar vice presjdent lishments.
Christian Reformed Church enterRadio-Active Isotopes in Medicine
er with their outcourt bombs to ropes twice in both rounds. His eats and likes everything I cook
besheraat Society held in the Feltained women from Rusk, Borand Industry."
give the Maroons a 19-1 margin bouts with Sanderson looked for him. He’s a good boy," the
culo, Allendale and tha
Twelv§
members
of Douglas lowship Hall of the Second Rewith just two minutes gone in the sharper. In the fourth, he landed chef said. "We still have five
formed Church on Tuesday evenlocal churches. The speaker was
period. Schipper came through one good one which sent Sander- weeks to go and the last week Chapter OES, attended the meet- ing, March 3, was in charge of the
Miss Gertrude Holkeboer, worker
ing of Bethel Chapter in Fennwith two quick baskets from un- son half way across the ring.
president,Mrs. James Watt. Afrimeans steak every day. I don’t ville Tuesday evening.
at the Madison Ave. Mission at
der the hoop before Schreur and
The training exhibition Thurs- want him to get tired of any one
ca was the topic of the meeting
Grand Rapids. Music was presentMany
people
from
Saugatuck
t
reserve Rich Sharda tallied two day included the usual routine of dish."
and Mrs. Richard Van Zoeren, who
ed by Mrs. M. Marlink and the
enjoyed
the
Holland
Home
Show
apiece. Finally when the shooting shadow boxing and workouts on
Bruins sistere. Mrs. N. Beute preA1 was chef for Joey Maxim at the Roll arena last week.
conducted devotions,included some
Speech
elimination
contests
are
Edward
Donivan,
Edward
Damson
was over for the half, the Dutch- the little and medium bags, both when Joey won over Sugar Ray
>
The
annual
meeting
of Douglas interestingfacts about that coun- being staged at Holland High and Clifford Marcus as judges. sided and also was in charge of
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